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Abstract
Water transport properties in cement are important for the cement industry. At the nanoscale,
a nondestructive experimental method, 1H nuclear magnetic resonance [NMR] relaxometry,
can be used to quantify these properties. However, recent results have proven difficult to
reconcile with current understanding of cement. The purpose of this work is to use Molecular
Dynamics [MD] simulations to try and better understand water in cement and hence better
interpret some of the NMR data. In particular, MD simulations are used to investigate water
dynamics in two sizes of nanopores in analogues of calcium-silicate-hydrate [C-S-H], which is
the active phase of cement paste. These pores are gel pores (3-5 nm) and interlayer spaces
(1 nm).
First, a bulk water system is studied and the water diffusion coefficient and NMR relax-
ation times are calculated. The results are compared to literature values and used to validate
the methods. Then, different C-S-H analogues based on SiO2 α-quartz crystal, tobermorite
11A˚ and modified tobermorite 14A˚ are presented. Two different sets of interatomic poten-
tials are used for these model simulations: CLAY FF+SPC/E and Freeman+TIP4P. These
simulations are then compared. A model called MD4 which is based on modified tobermorite
14A˚ and using CLAY FF+SPC/E potentials is selected for further work.
The density profile of water oxygen in MD4 is used to identify four water layers with different
properties in the gel pore (L1, L2, TL and B) and one water layer in the interlayer pore
(IL). Diffusivity and desorption analyses are performed on water populations related to these
layers. The importance of the calcium ions close to the surface is highlighted. The NMR
dipolar correlation function is generated for water using data from the MD4. This function
underpins relaxation analysis.
These outputs are compared to Korb’s single water layer model of surface NMR relaxation.
Korb’s model is not supported by the new data. However, a new relaxation model of surface
relaxation that takes into account water in two layers is supported by the data. Exchange is
possible between these layers and is important for diffusivity as well as relaxation.
Simulations are carried out as a function of temperature and used to calculate water trans-
port activation energies in bulk and in MD4.
Finally, the analysis of water exchange between the interlayer and gel pores is performed.
It is shown that the exchange time in simulations is ≈69000 times smaller than measured
experimentally. Some possible failings in the model that would account for this are discussed.
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fit is good and shows the propagator is Gaussian. The varying parameter is
the diffusion coefficient and is found to be D = 2.763± 0.004× 10−9 m2.s−1. 50
4.6 Correlation function simulated components GNN (black crosses with its stan-
dard error bars), GNF (red crosses and its standard error bar) and the analyt-
ical GFF (blue crosses) versus time (t) in log-log space. The correlation time
is τc = 9± 1× 10−12 s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
4.7 Spectral density functions JNN (black crosses), JNF (red crosses) and JFF
(blue crosses) versus frequency are shown with their respective standard errors
with a frequency between 1 and 100 MHz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52
4.8 NMR relaxation time components TNN1 (black crosses), T
NF
1 (red crosses) and
TFF1 (blue crosses) versus frequency shown with their respective standard error. 53
5.1 Blue triangles represent silicate tetrahedra. In tobermorite 9 A˚ and anomalous
tobermorite 11 A˚, the two silica chains are close enough to join. As a result,
some silica tetrahedra are linking the two previous chains: these are the Q3
silicates. The dots denote an infinite crystal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
5.2 Blue triangles represent for silicate tetrahedra. In normal tobermorite 11 A˚ and
tobermorite 14 A˚, the two silicate chains are separated. As a result, there is
no Q3 silicates and only Q2 (a lot for long chains) and Q1 (a small amount
as they only are at the extremities of the silica chains) silicates tetrahedra are
present in such a structure. The dots denote an infinite crystal. . . . . . . . . 55
5.3 Blue triangles stand for silicate tetrahedra. In C-S-H, the Q1 silicons are the
most important silicate population. As the C/S ratio increases (some silicon
tetrahedra are removed and replaced by calcium ions. Here, a Q0 silicon is
shown also. However, the number of Q0 in such a structure is really small.
The dots denote an infinite crystal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
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5.4 A SiO2 α-quartz system with protonated surface creates a gel pore filled with
water molecules. Red and yellow lattice: the SiO2 crystal; red and white
balls: surface hydroxyls; red and white sticks: water molecules. Here, this is
a snapshot of MD2 as suggested by the protonated surface that is highlighted
by the green rectangles. The white line refers to the size of the gel pore of 1 nm. 58
5.5 An anomalous tobermorite 11 A˚ system with protonated surface creates a gel
pore filled with water molecules. Four pores are shown: three interlayer pores
and one gel pore (that wraps around the end of the simulation cell as drawn).
Red and yellow lattice: the SiO2 crystal; red and white balls: surface hydroxyls
(highlighted by the green rectangles); red and white sticks: water molecules;
green ball: hydrated calcium ions. The white line refers to the size of the
interlayer pore of 1.1 nm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59
5.6 This figure is a simple illustration of the transformation of tobermorite 14 A˚ to
the system with good Qn and C/S ratio values. Dark blue triangles represent
silicon tetrahedra; red balls are oxygens, light blue balls are calciums in layers
and ”Ca” in circles represent the hydrated calcium ions added to the system.
The silicate dimer chains can then be easily seen. Here, this chain is infinite
(ie: PBC means periodic boundary conditions). This figure is adapted from
Richardson [45] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
5.7 A snapshot of the simulation of the basic modified tobermorite 14 A˚ system is
shown here (here, this is MD4 but the structure is the same for MD4f, MD5
and MD5f). Red and yellow chains are silicate dimer chains; blue balls are
calciums and red and white sticks are water molecules. The gel pore is on the
left and the interlayer pore on the right. The white line refers to the size of
the interlayer pore of 1.4 nm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
5.8 The previous modified tobermorite 14 A˚ system is modified here: the surface
is protonated, this is MD8. As a consequence, the positive calcium ions are
repelled to the bulk by the negative surface hydroxyls. The meaning of the
different forms and colors are the same as in previous figure and red and white
balls represent surface hydroxyls and green balls calcium ions (highlighted by
green rectangles). The white line refers to the size of the interlayer pore of 1.4
nm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
5.9 The previous modified tobermorite 14 A˚ system is modified here: the number
of hydrated calcium ions is increased by a factor 2. Here this is a snapshot of
model MD6 but the same behaviour is obtained with MD6f, MD7 and MD7f.
The meaning of the different forms and colors are the same as in previous
figure. The hydrated calcium ions that cannot find a stable position close to
the surface (forming a negatively charged plan) are repulsed to the center of
the pore. Surface stable calcium ions and the one rejected to the center of the
pore are highlighted by green rectangles. The white line refers to the size of
the interlayer pore of 1.4 nm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62
5.10 The previous modified tobermorite 14 A˚ system is modified here: hydroxide
groups charge balance the hydrated calcium ions. This is MD9. The meaning
of the different forms and colors are the same as in previous figure but here
red and white balls are hydroxides. The white line refers to the size of the
interlayer pore of 1.4 nm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62
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5.11 MD4f: Modified tobermorite 14 A˚ simulation with the whole crystal atoms
positions fixed and CLAY FF potential used. Left: density profile; right:
surface desorption. τS = 5.15±0.02 ns as listed in table 5.1. On the left, yellow
stands for silicate, green stands for calcium, red stands for water oxygen and
black stands for water hydrogen. On the right, black crosses are the simulated
desorption data and the solid red line is its exponential fit. The surface layers
(SL) are limited by the silicate peaks and the bars on the abscissa. . . . . . . 67
5.12 MD5f: Modified tobermorite 14 A˚ simulation with the whole crystal atoms
positions fixed and modified Freeman potentials used. Left: density profile;
right: surface desorption. τS = 7.17 ± 0.01 ns as listed in table 5.1. On the
left, yellow stands for silicate, green stands for calcium, red stands for water
oxygen and black stands for water hydrogen. On the right, black crosses are
the simulated desorption data and the solid red line is its exponential fit. The
surface layers (SL) are limited by the silicate peaks and the bars on the abscissa. 68
5.13 MD4: Modified tobermorite 14 A˚ simulation with only silicate atoms positions
fixed and CLAY FF potential used. Left: density profile; right: surface des-
orption. τS = 3.09±0.01 ns as listed in table 5.1. On the left, yellow stands for
silicate, green stands for calcium, red stands for water oxygen and black stands
for water hydrogen. On the right, black crosses are the simulated desorption
data and the solid red line is its exponential fit. The surface layers (SL) are
limited by the silicate peaks and the bars on the abscissa. . . . . . . . . . . . 68
5.14 MD5: Modified tobermorite 14 A˚ simulation with ony silicate atoms positions
fixed and modified Freeman potentials used. Left: density profile; right: sur-
face desorption. τS = 0.14± 0.01 ns as listed in table 5.1. On the left, yellow
stands for silicate, green stands for calcium, red stands for water oxygen and
black stands for water hydrogen. On the right, black crosses are the simulated
desorption data and the solid red line is its exponential fit. The surface layers
(SL) are limited by the silicate peaks and the bars on the abscissa. . . . . . . 69
5.15 MD6f: Modified tobermorite 14 A˚ simulation with the whole crystal atoms
positions fixed and CLAY FF potential used and additional hydrated calcium
ions. Left: density profile; right: surface desorption. τS = 5.80 ± 0.01 ns
as listed in table 5.1. On the left, yellow stands for silicate, green stands for
calcium, red stands for water oxygen and black stands for water hydrogen. On
the right, black crosses are the simulated desorption data and the solid red line
is its exponential fit. The surface layers (SL) are limited by the silicate peaks
and the bars on the abscissa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
5.16 MD7f: Modified tobermorite 14 A˚ simulation with the whole crystal atoms
positions fixed and modified Freeman potentials used and additional hydrated
calcium ions. Left: density profile; right: surface desorption. τS = 6.84± 0.01
ns as listed in table 5.1. On the left, yellow stands for silicate, green stands
for calcium, red stands for water oxygen and black stands for water hydrogen.
On the right, black crosses are the simulated desorption data and the solid red
line is its exponential fit. The surface layers (SL) are limited by the silicate
peaks and the bars on the abscissa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
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5.17 MD6: Modified tobermorite 14 A˚ simulation with only silicate atoms positions
fixed and CLAY FF potential used and additional hydrated calcium ions. Left:
density profile; right: surface desorption. τS = 4.21 ± 0.02 ns as listed in
table 5.1. On the left, yellow stands for silicate, green stands for calcium, red
stands for water oxygen and black stands for water hydrogen. On the right,
black crosses are the simulated desorption data and the solid red line is its
exponential fit. The surface layers (SL) are limited by the silicate peaks and
the bars on the abscissa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71
5.18 MD7: Modified tobermorite 14 A˚ simulation with ony silicate atoms positions
fixed and modified Freeman potentials used and additional hydrated calcium
ions. Left: density profile; right: surface desorption. τS = 0.12 ± 0.01 ns
as listed in table 5.1. On the left, yellow stands for silicate, green stands for
calcium, red stands for water oxygen and black stands for water hydrogen. On
the right, black crosses are the simulated desorption data and the solid red line
is its exponential fit. The surface layers (SL) are limited by the silicate peaks
and the bars on the abscissa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71
5.19 MD8: Modified tobermorite 14 A˚ simulation with the whole crystal atoms
positions fixed and CLAY FF potential used and surface protonated. Left:
density profile; right: surface desorption. τS = 0.18 ± 0.01 ns as listed in
table 5.1. On the left, yellow stands for silicate, green stands for calcium, red
stands for water oxygen and black stands for water hydrogen. On the right,
black crosses are the simulated desorption data and the solid red line is its
exponential fit. The surface layers (SL) are limited by the silicate peaks and
the bars on the abscissa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
5.20 MD9: Modified tobermorite 14 A˚ simulation with the whole crystal atoms po-
sitions fixed and CLAY FF potential used and hydroxide groups. Left: density
profile; right: surface desorption. τS = 6.36 ± 0.02 ns as listed in table 5.1.
On the left, yellow stands for silicate, green stands for calcium, red stands for
water oxygen and black stands for water hydrogen. On the right, black crosses
are the simulated desorption data and the solid red line is its exponential fit.
The surface layers (SL) are limited by the silicate peaks and the bars on the
abscissa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
6.1 A density profile shows that MD4 can be split into multiple zones: L1, L2, TL,
Bulk and IL (IL-B and IL-S). C stands for the crystal layer. The behavior of
water molecules can be studied in each of these zones. Crystal layers have a
strong influence on water by itself. The crystal also attracts indirectly water
molecules thanks to calcium ions’ influence. The calcium ions later split the
surface layer into two sub layers L1 and L2 and have a strong influence on the
water molecules in their surrounding. The color code is as follows: yellow line
refers to silicon atoms, green line refers to calcium ions, red line refers to water
oxygen atoms and black line to water hydrogen atoms. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
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6.2 This figure represents a slice of the crystal layer silicon dimers and the gel
calcium layer in the xy axis for z ∈ {SL+C} as defined in figure 6.1. Calcium
ions (bluish balls) are placed between silica tetrahedra dimers (yellow [for sil-
icons] and red [for oxygens] structures) and replace the former bridging silica
tetrahedra of the tobermorite 14 A˚ as shown in figure 5.6. These calcium
ions (Ca2+) create a stable lattice of a positively charged plane that splits the
surface layer of water molecules into L1 and L2. The position of the gel pore
calcium ions is the same as the position of the wells that split the surface layers
into L1 and L2 in the density profile in figure 6.1. The white line refers to the
size of a silicon dimer in the crystal layer which is 0.31 nm. . . . . . . . . . . 76
6.3 The radial distribution function that links calcium ions and the water molecules
that surround them is shown here for calcium ions in the MD4 gel pore (red
dash line) and in pure bulk water (black dash line). The number of water
molecules in the first hydration shell is also shown for MD4 (red dot line) with
≈5 water molecules and for bulk water (black dot line) with 8 water molecules.
The radial distribution function that links calcium ions to other calcium ions
in MD4 gel lattices is also shown (green dash line) and the number of close
calcium ions neighbours too (green dot line). It is clear here that in MD4,
the average distance between two calcium ions is larger than twice the average
distance between a calcium and a water molecule. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77
6.4 The probability of presence of water molecules in the different zones is shown
here. Pink means a water molecule is not likely to stay at this position. Yellow
means this is a stable position for water. White means the position is highly
improbable. Green means a calcium ion can be in that position but it will be
more probably in blue positions. The behaviour of water molecules is highly
influenced by hydrated calcium ions that are trapped close to the surface. Top
left map is for L1, top right map is for L2, middle left map is for TL, middle
right map is for Bulk and bottom map is for IL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79
6.5 On the left, the 2D mean square displacement and its standard error (black
crosses) are generated for a {B>B>B} set of water molecules. The data can
be only analysed during a small time interval because of the exchange between
bulk and the TL. For the same reason, the statistics become less and less
accurate with time because of the decreasing population taken into account in
the calculation (right). This is why a fit is done for early times (ref line). As
a result, a diffusion coefficient DBulk = 2.96± 0.01× 10−9m2/s is found. . . . 80
6.6 On the left, the 2D mean square displacement and its standard error (black
crosses) are calculated for {L1>SL>L1} set of water molecules. These water
molecules can do a hop via L2. But this hop is not straighforward and before
doing it, water molecules are vibrating (black dash line). This is the reason
why the curve is not considered during the short time to evaluate the diffusion
process. These data are compared to {L1>L1>L1} set of water molecules to
show the importance of hops (blue crosses represent for the 2D mean square
displacement and its standard error). The populations taken into account
in the calculation are also shown (right). As a result, the {L1>SL>L1} left
curve is fitted by a straight line (black line) and a diffusion coefficient DS1 =
1.98± 0.01× 10−13m2/s is found. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81
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6.7 On the left, the 2D mean square displacement and its standard error (black
crosses) are calculated for a {L2>Ω-B>L2} set of water molecules. These water
molecules can stay in TL as long as they do not go to bulk where they lose any
L2 influence. The idea is to only include jumps in TL to go to another position
in L2. On the right, the decreasing {L2>Ω-B>L2} population is shown. The
diffusion analysis cannot be carried out for too short times (ie: less than 1 ns)
to avoid vibration effects. The curve is fitted by a straight line from 1 to 6 ns
and the diffusion coefficient is calculated: DL2 = 6.01± 0.01× 10−12m2/s. . . 82
6.8 On the left, the 2D mean square displacement and its standard error (black
crosses) are calculated for the {TL>TL>TL} set of water molecules. All
the comments for bulk are valid for the TL. On the right, the decreasing
{TL>TL>TL} population is shown. The diffusion analysis can only be done
for short times (ie: less than 0.16 ns) because of the quick decrease of the num-
ber of water molecules taken into account in the calculation (right). A fit is
made (red solid line on the left) and the diffusion coefficient can be calculated:
DTL = 1.42± 0.01× 10−9m2/s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83
6.9 The motion of six IL water molecules randomly chosen was investigated. For
each of them, three positions are allowed: left surface (top), middle bulk (mid-
dle) and right surface (bottom). The exchange between surface and bulk is
fast and the residency time is varying a lot, which is a property of a Levy walk. 83
6.10 On the left, the 2D mean square displacement and its standard error (black
crosses) are calculated for the {IL>IL>IL} set of water molecules. There is no
decrease of the {TL>TL>TL} population because the IL is a close system in
MD4: there is no exchange with other layers, the number of water molecules
taken into account in the calculations is constant (right). The diffusion analysis
is straightforward: a fit (red line) can easily be made and a diffusion calculation
gives DIL = 9.44± 0.01× 10−11m2/s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84
6.11 A desorption curve (black crosses), a one component exponential fit (red line)
and a two component expoonential fit (blue line) show L1 waters that are
accepted in L2 and desorb from SL. The one component exponential gives in
a typical desorption time τs = 11.74± 0.01 ns. A two component exponential
fit gives a fast desorption time τs,L1,fast = 1.52±0.01 ns and a slow desorption
time τs,L1,slow = 15.94± 0.01 ns. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86
6.12 A desorption curve (black crosses), a one component exponential fit (red line)
and a two component expoonential fit (blue line) show L2 water molecules
desorption. The one component exponential gives in a typical desorption time
τs = 0.75 ± 0.01 ns. A two component exponential fit gives a fast desorption
time τs,L2,fast = 0.22±0.01 ns and a slow desorption time τs,L2,slow = 1.17±0.01
ns. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86
6.13 A desorption curve (black crosses), a one component exponential fit (red line)
and a two component expoonential fit (blue line) show SL water molecules
desorption. The one component exponential gives in a typical desorption time
τs = 6.65 ± 0.02 ns. A two component exponential fit gives a fast desorption
time τs,SL,fast = 1.13±0.03 ns and a slow desorption time τs,SL,slow = 10.79±
0.02 ns. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87
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6.14 A desorption analysis is done on the calcium first hydration shell for waters
in L1 (black crosses), in L2 (red crosses) and SL (blue circles) with fits by a
one component exponential (respectively black, red and blue lines) and a two
component exponential for the FHS-SL (blue dash line). Typical desorption
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ns and τs,FHS−SL = 6.44 ± 0.02 or τs,FHS−SL,slow = 21.24 ± 0.15 ns and
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6.15 MD4 correlation function is split in a like-spin component GII (top dash black
line) and an unlike-spin component GIS (bottom dash dark-grey line). These
curves are compared to a simulated Quasi 2D bulk water slab of thickness 1.3
nm (red solid line). The initial value for the GIS curve depends on the Fe
3+
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6.16 The Faux model considers two layers of water (respectively L2 and Beq) distant
from the surface crystal (respectively by distances dL2 and dBeq with hopping
rates (related to the diffusion coefficient in each of these layers). Adapted from
Faux [13] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90
6.17 This figure represents schematically the behaviour of a water molecule in a
porous media: here, the water trajectory (red solid line) start on the surface
layer (ie: L2, purple zone), diffuse slowly and then goes to a bulk layer (ie: Beq,
green zone) and go on diffusing, faster. Paramagnetic iron ions are represented
in the surface by orange balls. This figure was extracted from a presentation
by Peter McDonald. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91
6.18 This figure represents schematically the Levy walk a water molecule performs
between the two layers (dark blue plane for the surface layer and light blue
plane for the bulk like layer). The three black and white pictures are extracted
from [36] and represent the Korb’s surface process. The dark blue line is
the water trajectory that uses the bulk like layer to jump to another surface
position. This figure was extracted from a presentation by Peter McDonald. . 91
6.19 Longitudinal relaxation rates T−11 were recorded versus frequency (black squares).
These data were fitted by Korb’s model (dash black line) and the Faux model
(solid black line). This figure is extracted from [13]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92
7.1 Water density versus temperature is shown in this graph. The simulation
values (black crosses) seem to decrease faster than the the values obtained by
a fit of the experiments [95] (red solid line). This can be explained by the
relatively small number of water molecules and hence the small simulation cell
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7.2 The Arrhenius law can be used to calculate the water diffusion activation
energy. The natural logarithm of diffusion coefficient (simulation in red crosses
and experiment in black crosses) is plotted versus the inverse of temperature
in K−1. The slope of the fitting straight line of these data (red solid line for
simulation and black dash line for literature) is the activation energy divided
by the gas constant. As a result, the water diffusion activation energy for the
range of temperature 270-370 K found thanks to the 11 bulk water simulations
is Edifa,sim = 14.69 ± 0.76 kJ/mol, which is close to the activation energy from
experiment Edifa,exp = 16.08± 0.45 kJ/mol. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96
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7.3 The Arrhenius law can be used to calculate the NMR relaxation time T1 acti-
vation energy. The natural logarithm of T1 (black crosses for simulation and
red crosses for experiment [80]) is plotted versus the inverse of temperature (in
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7.4 The natural logarithm of the diffusion coefficients of the different water popu-
lations are shown here. Crosses and circles represent the simulated values and
the solid lines their fits by straight lines. The color code is as follows: black
stands L2, purple for TL and red, just behind the green curves, for Ω, green
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7.5 The natural logarithm of the desorption times of the different water popula-
tions are shown here. The dash lines represent the simulated values and the
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8.1 This model is composed of two interlayer pores (whose length is ≈5.5 nm)
connected with a gel pore (whose length is ≈3.5 nm). The connections allow
exchange between the two pores. The color code is as for MD4 model: yellow
(silicon) and red (silicon oxygen) chains stand for the silica dimer chains, white
(water hydrogen) and red (water oxygen) triangles stand for water molecules
and blue balls stand for calcium ions. The interlayer is split into three parts:
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8.2 The desorption analysis of the {IL>IL>IL} set of water molecules is performed.
This yields to a decaying curve (black crosses) that is fitted by an exponential
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Cement study and TRANSCEND project
1.1.1 The Impact of Concrete and Cement
Concrete is nowadays one of the most used man-made building materials in the world. An
estimation is that almost three tons of this material are used per year per human being [1].
Its success is due to many causes: it is a cheap material as shown in figure 1.1, it can be
made easily everywhere, it is a liquid stone and can take any shape, it is durable, strength
and water-tightness.
Note that contrary to the usual bad feeling about concrete in society, architects can use the
very latest new concrete materials to create some astonishing buildings like MuCem in Mar-
seille [2] or the Louis Vuitton Foundation in Paris [3] .
Figure 1.1: Concrete is a cheap material with good physical features, which explains an enormous
demand worldwide (adapted from [4])
Concrete is a porous material. It is composed of aggregates, sand, water and cement. The
latter, after some chemical reactions with water, becomes its binder, also porous.
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Even if it is an eco friendly material according to the small amount of CO2 emission gen-
erated per kilogram, the huge amount of concrete used in the world produces ≈ 5% of the
CO2 footprint. Indeed, the process to create cement (burn fuel to heat limestone and the
breakdown of limestone itself) is the main factor of such a global warming impact.
Figure 1.2: Embodied energy and CO2 emission produced per kg of concrete is negligible compared to
other materials (adapted from [5])
Hence, a better understanding of the different physical processes involved in cement and
concrete productions are important. Indeed, for instance, water transport properties are sig-
nificant for durability: chemical agents can move with water into the pores and damage the
structure. This study of water displacement at different lengthscales is the purpose of the
TRANSCEND project [6].
Figure 1.3: Characteristic degradation of a concrete bridge pylon in the Pimpama River, southeast
Queensland [7]
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1.1.2 TRANSCEND Project
TRANSCEND project (ie: TRANSport for Concrete which is Eco friendly, iNnovative and
Durable) is a network funded by the European Union (Marie-Curie Initial Training Network).
The goal of such a project is to understand water transport properties in cement and concrete
from the nanoscale to the meso-macroscale using experiments and simulation technique as
shown in figure 1.4. The project is separated into three main themes: theme A is about
computer modelling from the nanoscale to the macroscale and uses a range of simulation
methods (especially Molecular Dynamics), theme B is about experimental work whose goal
is to give input data to theme A and theme C is about the validation of theme A.
Figure 1.4: TRANSCEND project can be seen as a matrix of projects where simulation and experiments
are used to understand water transport properties in cement and concrete from the nano to the meso
and macroscale. This thesis project is red circled. (adapted from [6])
This thesis presents the theories, methodologies and results of a project in Theme A that is
about the water transport properties in cement at the nanoscale and the 1H NMR simulation
in such a system.
1.2 NMR and Numerical Simulation
1.2.1 NMR and Cement
As said previously, concrete and cement are porous materials (cement nanostructure will be
discussed in next section) and these pores contain water. A powerful technique to investigate
this structure and also the water transport properties in it is 1H Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
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(NMR) relaxometry. Actually, all the fluid containing protons can be analysed with 1H NMR.
Such a technique is non-invasive and non-destructive. It does not affect the dynamics of the
studied fluid. It can be repeated easily in a very short time that allows a dynamical study
of transport properties (ie: if the fluid is subject to a chemical reaction with its surrounding
and loses some 1H, it can be seen).
1H NMR has already been used with other materials like clays, rocks, porous glasses, ze-
olites or polymers. The idea is to use 1H nuclei as a probe to analyse the material. According
to the local environment, the 1H will move in a different way and its behavior will be recorded
in NMR data. For instance, thanks to NMR relaxometry, it has been shown that concrete is
formed of pores that have specific sizes: the pore size distribution is discrete and not contin-
uous [8]. Indeed, the outputs of such a technique are relaxation times as it will be explained
later. The distribution of the relaxation times highlights the presence of different proton
populations (depending on their surrounding) and these populations associated to different
pores whose the size can be calculated.
Figure 1.5: An histogram of the T2
1H NMR relaxation time highlights white cement pore size distribu-
tion. Calcium-Silicate-Hydrates Interlayer size is ≈ 1 nm, C-S-H Gel size is ≈ 3 nm and Interhydrate
size is ≈ 9 nm [8]. The abscissa is the spin-spin relaxation time T2 and will be discussed in chapter
2.
The interesting pores for this study are the nanopores (first and second peaks on figure 1.5).
They are associated with the cement binding phase: the Calcium-Silicate-Hydrates (C-S-
H). The morphology of such a phase is not well understood and different models exist as
it will be seen later. NMR relaxometry signals give good data to analyse these different
models (NMR can be used in other techniques for the determination of silicate tetrahedral
coordination analysis thanks to 29Si NMR which is important to discriminate the different
cement nanostructure models [9, 10]). These signals are interpreted using theoretical models
that will be used later to fit the data.
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1.2.2 NMR Modelling
Experimentalists need to fit their data to theoretical models based on proton spin dynamics in
order to interpret 1H NMR signals. The outputs of these models are NMR relaxation times.
These NMR relaxation times (or their inverse: the NMR relaxation rates) are frequency
dependent and can be compared and fitted to the frequency dependence of the considered
models.
The first significant stone was placed by Bloembergen, Purcell and Pound in 1948 [11] (the
so called BPP theory). It considers an auto-correlation function (referred as G) based on the
dipolar interaction of spin pairs. This G function can be Fourrier transformed to get a spec-
tral density function (referred as J ) from which relaxation times are calculated. This theory
assumed that the auto-correlation function G is proportional to a decaying exponential with
an argument τc that represents the correlation time of the dipolar coupling. Unfortunately,
such a description can be used only for simple systems (bulk water for instance). Cement
systems, as will be discussed later, are composed of different surrounding (like the surface
and the bulk) that can exchange.
However, another significant stone was set up in the porous medium community to avoid
this problem. In 1997, Korb et al. [12] published a model that considers that the relaxation
mechanism is dominated by the interaction between the water molecules absorbed on the
pore crystal and the paramagnetic impurities (Fe3+). Indeed, the proton-proton interaction
is ruled by their gyromagnetic ratio only whereas the proton-Fe3+ interaction is also ruled by
the electron gyromagnetic ratio that is far higher than the proton one (γFe3+ ≈ 658.21γproton).
This model also takes into account other parameters but will be discussed later The simula-
tions of this thesis helped to design a new improved model developed by Faux et al. [13] .
The incredible growth of computer calculation capacities over the last decades offered a
new way to tackle problems in Physics. Indeed, now, the spin dynamics can be simulated
in any system considered, here cement, in order to calculate the auto-correlation function
G from the generated trajectories. In 1953, Torrey [14] was the first to do this and used
a Monte Carlo simulation method, Translational Diffusion, where each spin can move to a
neighbour site depending on a known probability. In 1981, Sholl [15] worked on analytical
solutions for the spectral densities in 1, 2 and 3 dimensions for the translational diffusion of
like spins in the low and high frequency limits. In 1986, Faux [16] used this work to simulate
the spin diffusion in a cubic lattice and calculate the auto-correlation function. This kind of
technique can be applied to other simulation methods. Indeed, Molecular Dynamics outputs
are trajectories, and auto-correlation functions can be calculated based on Faux and Sholl
works, as done by Faux [17] and Bhatt [18].
1.3 Cement Pastes Nanostructure: C-S-H
1.3.1 Powers’Model
In 1958, Powers et al. [19] proposed a first model of the C-S-H morphology based on the
adsorption outputs they produced. Powers took into account different parameters such as
the high specific surface area (about 200 m2/g) and the size (about 3 nm) of the gel pore and
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the unit cell size (less than 14 nm) and proposed a model composed of some colloids where
water cannot evaporate. Later, he detailed the C-S-H gel as some sorts of fibers thanks to
electron microscopy where a lattice of rigid particles blocks made of parallel layers embeds
the gel water as shown in figure 1.6. C-S-H has chemical similarities to mineral phases such
as tobermorite and jennite.
Figure 1.6: This picture represents Powers’ C-S-H model (adapted from [19]). The large grey zones
represent capillary water. In the dark grey zone that is zoomed (circle), black lines represent Gel
particles and non-evaporating water, and the white lines represent the physically bound Gel water.
1.3.2 Feldman and Sereda’s Model
In 1968, Feldman and Sereda [20, 21] proposed another model for C-S-H morphology thanks
to sorption experiment. They suggested that C-S-H is composed of silica tetrahedra layers
surrounding calcium and water layers. In this model, the silica layers are highly connected.
Different populations of water can be identified: water highly confined between two layers of
silica tetrahedra (the so called interlayer water), and water in bigger pores (the so called gel
pore) comprising the bulk (free water), and the surface absorbed water (combined water).
Figure 1.7 shows the surface and interlayer waters.
Figure 1.7: This picture represents Feldman and Sereda C-S-H model (adapted from [20]). Black lines
represent crystal sheets, red crosses represent the interlayer water and the full blue disks represent the
absorbed water.
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1.3.3 Jennings’ Model
In 2000, Jennings and Tennis made a first colloidal model [22, 23]. They suggested there were
two types of C-S-H: a low density one and a high density one as shown in figure 1.8. They
considered some C-S-H with layers that regroup in capillary pores to form C-S-H globules.
Thanks to this model, they proposed a calculation of the cement phase composition by fitting
experimental values of specific surface area and porosity.
Figure 1.8: These pictures represent Jennings CM-I model with different densities of C-S-H: on the
left the low density one and on the right the high density one. A C-S-H globule is circled in red.
In 2008, Jennings improved his previous model into a CM-II model [24]. He suggested that his
CM-I C-S-H units are formed of layers with a thickness of about 4.2 nm [25]. He considered
two locations for water: in the interlayer pores and in the intra-globule pores. The globules
stuck together form some clusters and small gel pores (size ≈ 3 nm) and these clusters are
packed together form globule flocs and large gel pores (size ≈ 3 to 12 nm) as shown in figure
1.9.
Figure 1.9: CM-II C-S-H Jennings model (adapted from [24]). The globule floc size is ≈ 50 nm, the
Larger Gel Pore (LGP) size is ≈ 3 to 12 nm, the Small Gel Pore (SGP) size is ≈ 1 to 3 nm and the
InterGlobular Pore (IGP) size is ≤ 1 nm.
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1.4 Aims
The purpose of this work is to understand in a better way how water molecules move inside
the cement paste at the nanoscale, particularly in order to improve the knowledge of the
1H NMR relaxation processes involved in C-S-H systems. This work is based on numerical
simulations such as Molecular Dynamics in order to learn about relaxation directly from the
water hydrogens trajectories. The outputs of these simulations are compared to experimental
data and provide a new point of view to interpret the latter. A better understanding of C-S-H
structure is not the purpose of this work.
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Chapter 2
Theory
The purpose of this chapter is to present the different elements of theory used in this work.
The basics of quantum mechanics are not tackled here but the reader can find more informa-
tion about this, upon which the NMR phenomena rely, in the bibliography [26, 27].
2.1 Basics of 1H NMR Relaxometry
2.1.1 Preamble to NMR
NMR is the consequence of the existence of a pure nuclear or electronic quantum parameter,
the intrinsic angular momentum: the spin of a particle −→s . The spin value S is an integer
or half an integer and the angular momentum is |−→s | = √S(S + 1)~, where ~ is the Planck
constant divided by 2pi. For instance, the 1H nucleus and Fe3+ electron spin values are
respectively I = sH =
1
2 and S = sFe =
5
2 . Conventionally, I is used for nucleus spins and
S for electron spins. All particles that have a spin also have a magnetic dipole moment −→µ
proportional to the spin −→s (in this study the spin quantum operator and the spin vector
will be noted the same way) with a proportionality constant γ called the gyromagnetic ratio
(different for each particle type): −→µ = γ−→s (2.1)
If a spin experiences a magnetic field
−→
B0, the Hamiltonian of the interaction between them
is:
H = −−→µ · −→B0 (2.2)
Conventionally, the applied magnetic field
−→
B0 in NMR defines the z axis:
−→
B0 = (0, 0, B0).
A second quantum number ms appears when the magnetic field is not equal to zero: it
represents the z-component of the angular momentum. For instance, for a proton, the energy
of interaction is split into two levels E+ =
γ~B0
2 and E− = −γ~B02 (the eigenvalues of the
Hamiltonian) and the magnetic dipole µ can only align with the field (↑) or against the field
(↓) as shown in figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Magnetic moment µ aligns with (↑) or against(↓) the magnetic field −→B0. The two popula-
tions have different energy level, split by the presence of the magnetic field.
At equilibrium, these two populations have respectively N↑ and N↓ spins linked by the ratio
N↑
N↓ ≈ e
− E
kBT where kB is the Boltzmann factor and T the temperature. Hence, the sum of all
these dipole moments (ie the magnetisation vector
−→
M) is non zero and can be observed. For
instance, the difference of the population as a fraction of the total population for a sample of
protons at room temperature T = 300K in the presence of a magnetic field
−→
B0 of intensity
B0 = 1 T is
N↑−N↓
N↑+N↓ ≈ 10−6.
The classical standpoint is similar to the Bloch-Torrey equations [28]. If a dipole −→µ =
(µx, µy, µz) is placed in a magnetic field
−→
B0 = B0
−→
k , the turning force is equal to the rate of
change of the angular momentum:
d−→µ
dt
= γ−→µ ×−→B0 (2.3)
As, by convention, the magnetic field is aligned to the z axis, this leads to:
µx = µxy × cos(γB0t)
µy = µxy × sin(γB0t)
µz = constant =
√
µ2 − µ2xy
(2.4)
where µxy is constant.
The Larmor frequency can be defined as:
ω0 = −γB0 (2.5)
The dipole is precessing around the magnetic field at the frequancy ω0 as shown in figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: The orientation of magnetic dipole moments −→µ that are precessing about an external
magnetic field is shown here. The sum of all the dipoles gives the magnetization vector
−→
M .
In a system of ≈ 1026 spins, the spins are not precessing in phase and, as a consequence, no
macroscopic magnetisation in the (xy) plane can be observed as the external magnetic field is
said to be on the z axis. However, the resonance effect of a radio frequency excitation pulse
of electromagnetic radiation introduced in the next section induces a coherence and hence a
magnetisation in this plane.
2.1.2 Resonance, Longitudinal and Transverse Relaxations
This precession is the equilibrium state as long as the magnetic field
−→
B0 is turned on. However,
it can be disturbed with another magnetic field
−→
B1. In NMR experiments,
−→
B1 is perpendicular
to the main magnetic field
−→
B0 = B0
−→
k and is rotating at the resonance frequency (ie: Larmor
frequency) ω0:
−→
B1 = B1(cos(ω0t)
−→
i + sin(ω0t)
−→
j ). The effect of this
−→
B1 magnetic field is to
rotate the magnetisation vector around the rotating vector
−→
x′ (t) = cos(ω0t)
−→
i + sin(ω0t)
−→
j
during a specific time t (what is usually referred to as a pulse length) as shown in figure
2.3. For this reason, much of NMR is described in a rotating reference frame x′y′z′, rotating
about z at the Larmor frequency.
Figure 2.3: A perpendicular and rotating magnetic field
−→
B1 is turned on at time t = 0. As a conse-
quence, the magnetisation vector is rotating until
−→
B1 is turned off (here after a rotation of angle
pi
2 ).
This representation is made in the rotating frame.
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The main idea of NMR is to apply such a pulse in order to disturb the equilibrium and initi-
ate a coherent precession and then to let the magnetisation vector return to its equilibrium
position: this phenomenon is the relaxation. There are two relaxation processes in such an
experiment.
The first relaxation process is the transverse relaxation [29] (also called the spin-spin re-
laxation). When the pulse stops, the spins that were precessing coherently about
−→
B1 stop
and they start to precess coherently about
−→
B0. They also experience a loss of coherence of
precession in (xy) about
−→
B0 because of a local magnetic field that is not the same for each
spin. Hence, some spins will precess faster than others until no clear orientation is favoured.
This is characterized by a relaxation time called the spin-spin or transverse relaxation time T2.
The second relaxation process is the longitudinal relaxation (also called the spin-lattice re-
laxation, the lattice referring to the environment where the spin is). When the pulse stops,
the magnetisation vector is going to return to its equilibrium position. This is characterized
by a relaxation time called the spin-lattice or longitudinal relaxation time T1.
The local magnetic field has three origins. First, it is due to the inhomogeneity in the applied
field. Appropriate experiments (for instance CPMG pulse sequences [30, 31]) overcome this
problem. Second, it is due to spin-spin interactions (the field of a spin acting on another) that
give some information about the spin dynamics. Third, it can be due to the heterogeneity of
the sample magnetic susceptibility (this is the case in porous material); this can be seen as a
special case of either of the other two.
Figure 2.4 shows the two relaxation mechanisms. A pi2 -pulse is considered here.
These relaxation times can be computed. This is the object of the next section.
2.2 The BPP theory
BPP theory [11, 29, 32, 33] (named after Bloembergen, Purcell and Pound who first derived
the analysis) gives the relaxation rates T−11 and T
−1
2 , inverse of the relaxation times, as a
linear combination of some specific values of the averaged spectral density of the spin-spin
interaction (or, more loosely, the local magnetic field) function as it will be shown in the next
section. This function (that is the Fourier transform of the correlation function) contains all
the information necessary to describe the NMR relaxation. Actually, it relies on the study
of the local magnetic field (Bloc) which varies according of the environment where the spin is
moving and which can influence the energy state of the spin at the frequency of resonance.
All the relevant relaxation details of the system are recorded in the spectral density function
J (m)(ω), where m is the order of coherence describing the coherence between the magnetic
quantum numbers ms and ω is the experimental NMR frequency. J
(m)(ω) is the Fourrier
Transform of the auto-correlation function and represents the average energy of the dipolar
interaction of spins coupled to their varying local magnetic field Bloc(t) as a function of time.
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Figure 2.4: After a pi2 -pulse, two relaxation processes occur. Top: classical picture of the spin-lattice
relaxation; magnetisation vector (red) is returning to its original position in a typical time T1 (ie:
aligned to B0. Bottom: classical picture of the spin-spin relaxation; the magnetic moments (green)
coherence is less and less effective because of the effect of some local magnetic fields after a typical
time T2. The spin-spin relaxation is quicker than the spin-lattice relaxation as shown by the blue arrow
(T2 ≤ T1).
The relaxation times can then be generated thanks to the values of J (m)(ω) at different
specific frequencies.
The next sections will show how to generate the correlation function G(m)(t), the spectral
density function J (m)(ω) and the NMR relaxation times T1,2.
2.2.1 Correlation Function and Spin Sets
The average correlation can be defined for a specific set of spin pair formed of a spin of type
I and a spin of type J (nb: I can be equal to J). Such a function is calculated per spin and
is noted G
(m)
I,J (t). It is given by [29]:
G
(m)
I,J (t) =
(µ0
4pi
)2 4pi
5
~4γ2Iγ2J
〈
Y¯
(m)
2 (θij(0), φij(0))
r3ij(0)
Y
(m)
2 (θij(t), φij(t))
r3ij(t)
〉
pair
(2.6)
where µ0 is the vacuum permeability, ~ the Planck constant divided by 2pi, γI the gyromag-
netic ratio of species I, t is time, Y m2 (θ, φ) is the spherical harmonic of order two, considering
that
−→
B0 = B0
−→
k , θij and φij are polar angles of vector
−→rij between spin i and spin j with a
norm of rij in such a reference frame. These parameters are shown in figure 2.5. Y¯ is the
complex conjugate of Y and 〈·〉pair represents the average process over all the spin pairs 1.
1In practice, in the simulations, correlation functions can be generated from different initial times, hence,
an average over all the different initial times can be done.
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Figure 2.5: The spatial parameters used to generate G
(m)
I,J (t) function, where t is time, are shown here:−→rij the vector between spins i and j, polar angles θij and φij at time t = 0 and t > 0 in the reference
frame where
−→
B0 = B0
−→
k .
This expression can be highly simplified according to certain hypotheses. From now, the I and
J indexes will be removed and 〈·〉pair will be replaced by 〈·〉 and the pre factor
(µ0
4pi
)2 4pi
5 ~
4γ2Iγ
2
J
omitted in order to lighten the expressions.
If the equilibrium system is time reversal invariant, then [32]:
G(m)(t) = G(−m)(t) (2.7)
Hence, thanks to this simplification, m can take only three values (0, 1 and 2). New constants
can be defined:
α(0) =
48pi
15
, α(1) =
8pi
15
, α(2) =
32pi
15
(2.8)
This leads to:
G(m)(t) = α(m)
〈
Y¯
(m)
2 (θij(0), φij(0))
r3ij(0)
Y
(m)
2 (θij(t), φij(t))
r3ij(t)
〉
(2.9)
If the average of G(m)(t) is taken over all the possible orientations of the main magnetic field−→
B0 orientations, for a 2D, Quasi-2D [17] or 3D [34] system, the correlation function becomes:
G∗(t) =
〈
P2[cos(Φ)]
r3ij(0)r
3
ij(t)
〉
=
〈
1
2(3cos
2(Φ)− 1)
r3ij(0)r
3
ij(t)
〉
(2.10)
where P2 is the Legendre Polynomial of order 2 (ie: P2(t) =
1
2(3t
2 − 1)) and Φ the angle
between rij(0) and rij(t). It is interesting to note that the action of the spin pairs (i, j) and
(j, i) have exactly the same influence in this formula because the cos function is even. Hence,
in practice, the average is only made on half the spin pairs in the system. The m index can
be simplified as:
∀m ∈ {0, 1, 2} , G∗(t) = 4piG
(m)(t)
α(m)
(2.11)
Note that the average can be made over all the possible orientations for the magnetic field
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−→
B0 because of the nature of cement [12, 35]. Indeed, locally, the cement structure is ordered
but macroscopically, this order is lost: the orientation of the cement crystal layers is random.
Hence, the angle between these layers and the applied magnetic field is random. Such an
average is called the ”powder average”.
All these approximations are valid for this work. Hence, the only function that one needs to
generate using numerical simulations is the G∗(t) correlation functions (or G∗I,J(t) to refer to
the spin populations I and J).
2.2.2 Spin Selection, Homo/Heteronuclear and Intra/Intermolecular
Interaction, Relaxation Times Calculation
The G∗I,J(t) function estimates the correlation, per spin, between two sets of spins I and J .
There are different ways to consider these two populations in this study. The first one is to
consider that I and J refer to the same population, for instance: all the protons in a bulk
water system. The second way is to consider that I and J refer to two subsets of a same
population with different spatial properties, for instance: the protons trapped on a crystal
surface (I) and the free protons in bulk water (J). The two previous possibilities are about
the same type of spins, are homonuclear interactions and are noted I − I. The third option
is to consider two populations of different spin type, for instance: the interaction between
the water protons (I) and some iron impurities (J) embedded on a crystal surface [29, 36]
(nb: this interaction will be really relevant to this study because this is the case in cement
paste and that γFe3+ ≈ 658.21γproton). This third possibility is heteronuclear interaction and
is noted I − S.
These distinctions are important since the expressions of T1 and T2 are different for I− I and
I − S as it will be shown in equations 2.13 and 2.14.
A further categorisation also allows to consider the intra and inter-molecular interactions
as shown in figure 2.6 for proton spins in a water system:
Figure 2.6: A water proton can interact with the second proton in the same water molecule (dash blue
line), with a proton in another water molecule (double solid blue line, with a surface Fe (solid green
line) or with a surface hydroxyl O-H (solid red line).
Finally, considering these kinds of interactions, different correlation functions for homonu-
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clear interactions G∗I−I(t) and for heteronuclear interactions G
∗
I−S(t) can be calculated.
2
These correlation functions can also be split between their intra-molecular part G∗I−X,rot(t)
and inter-molecular part G∗I−X,trans(t) (where X refers to I or S). The intra-molecular part
only represents a rotational behaviour and inter-molecular part is composed of both transla-
tional and rotational behaviour but, at long times, the intra-molecular part can be associated
mainly to a translational behaviour.
Then, each G∗ function can be Fourier transformed to generate the spectral density func-
tions J∗.
J∗(ω) =
∫
R
G∗(t)ejωtdt (2.12)
Finally, the averaged relaxation times T1 and T2 can be written as the inverse of a sum of
weighted values of the spectral density function [29]:
〈
1
T1,I−I(ωI)
〉
= 15CI−I [J
∗
I−I(ωI) + 4J
∗
I−I(2ωI)]〈
1
T2,I−I(ωI)
〉
= 110CI−I [3J
∗
I−I(0) + 5J
∗
I−I(ωI) + 2J
∗
I−I(2ωI)]
(2.13)
and 
〈
1
T1,I−S(ωI)
〉
= 13CI−S [3J
∗
I−S(ωI) + 7J
∗
I−S(ωS)]〈
1
T2,I−S(ωI)
〉
= 16CI−S [4J
∗
I−S(0) + 3J
∗
I−S(ωI) + 13J
∗
I−S(ωS)]
(2.14)
respectively for I−I and I−S interactions where ωI and ωS refer to spins I and S respectively
and where the two coefficients CI−I and CI−S that were previously omitted from equation
2.6 are given by: 
CI−I =
(µ0
4pi
)2 ~4γ4I I(I + 1)
CI−S =
(µ0
4pi
)2 ~4γ2Iγ2SS(S + 1) (2.15)
where I and S are the values of spins I and S.
These sums are for one kind of interaction (ie I − I or I − S) but the actual observed
rate the sum of all the rates. For instance, for T1,I :
1
T1,I
=
1
T1,II
+
1
T1,IJ
(2.16)
2.2.3 Behaviour of T1 and T2 in Bulk
For simple Brownian motion and rotation, such as in bulk water, the auto-correlation func-
tion is a simple decaying exponential and the spectral density function is proportional to a
Lorentzian function [37, 38]:
J∗(ω) ∝ 2τc
1 + ω2τ2c
(2.17)
2In this study, only the proton-iron heteronuclear interaction is considered but this could be used for other
couples of type of spins
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where τc is the correlation time of the motion in the bulk system.
With equation 2.13, the dependence of T1,2 on the correlation time, which describe the
molecular motion of the system, can be evaluated and plotted as in figure 2.7. At the Larmor
frequency ω0, the behaviour of T1 and T2 can be split into two different regimes. When
ω0τc  1, this is the fast motion regime where both T1 and T2 decrease when τc increases.
When ω0τc  1, this is the slow motion regime where T1 increases while T2 decreases when
τc increases. The minimum of T1 is for ω0τc = 0.62 [39]. BPP theory does not work when
γ∆Blocτc ≈ 1, where ∆Bloc is the spread of the local magnetic field. In this case, the dipolar
interactions do not average to zero over time: this is the rigid lattice limit. This behaviour
is summarized in figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: The behaviour of NMR relaxation times T1 and T2 is a function of the correlation time
for a bulk system. This figure is extracted from [40].
2.3 Basics of Diffusion
The diffusion process is strongly linked with the concept of Brownian motion [41]. If an
ensemble of particles (for instance protons) in an isotropic and homogeneous medium is con-
sidered, it is difficult to look at a single trajectory. Indeed, for a very short time, the particle
is free (ie: the ballistic trajectory) but at a certain point, it will encounter another particle.
Because of the repulsion effect, these particles will move in another direction until they en-
counter other particles etc... (the diffusive trajectory).
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Figure 2.8: 2D Brownian motion for three particles that move of a vector distance
−→
δr in a time δt.
This displacement is randomly oriented: the ballistic behaviour of such a process is quickly lost to let
the diffusion rule this displacement. These three particles trajectories are shown in solid black line,
blue dash line and red dash line. Grey solid lines represent the local trajectories of other particles
before and after collision.
Because of the enormous amount of information needed to track all the particles, the problem
can be treated with probabilities and, more precisely, because of the ignorance of the state
of each particle at a time t, such a motion can be characterized as random: that is as a
stochastic process (random with time).
During the ballistic period, the displacement of the particle is proportional to time. During
the diffusive period, that is not the case, indeed the square of the displacement is then pro-
portional with time and the proportionality coefficient is a function of the dimensionality of
the system: 〈
x2
〉
= 2dDt (2.18)
where x is the particle displacement, d is the dimension of the system (1, 2 or 3), t is time
and D is the diffusion coefficient.
It can be interesting to notice that the diffusion coefficient depends on temperature, if the
temperature increases the velocity of particles will also increase and de facto the diffusion
coefficient will increase too. It also depends on other parameters, but this is not in the scope
of this study.
Finally, the probability a particle moves a distance x in one direction during a time t can be
defined as:
p(x, t) =
1√
4piDt
e−
x2
4Dt (2.19)
The shape of such a Gaussian distribution is shown in figure 2.9 for different values.
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Figure 2.9: The Gaussian distribution shape is shown here for different time values (t = 1 in black,
t = 4 in red and t = 9 in blue in arbitrary units) with D = 1 to show its evolution with time for a
particle at x = 0 at t = 0.
This equation is a specific case of the probability a particle is at a position x at a time t
knowing that it was at a position x0 at a positive time t0 < t:
p(x0, t0|xt, t) = 1√
4piD(t− t0)
e
− (xt−x0)2
4D(t−t0) (2.20)
This formula is valid for only one dimension, but in dimension d, it is only necessary to
multiply the probabilities in each dimension in such a way that:
P (−→x , t) =
d∏
i=0
p(xi, t) ,
−→x = (x0, x1, · · · , xd) (2.21)
2.4 Exchange Theory and Desorption
In this study, the discussed models can be seen as a system (say Ω) composed of different
spin reservoirs. The spins within each of them can exchange. For instance, water may be in
a large gel pore or in small interlayer spaces and individual molecules may move/exchange
by diffusion from one to the other as shown in figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: The system Ω shown here is composed of a gel pore GP (big pore) and an interlayer pore
IP (small pore). A water molecule in one can move to the other as its trajectory shows: solid blue
line in the GP and dash red line in the IP .
2.4.1 Simple Theory of Population Exchange
The idea here is to consider a simple model of exchange. Populations are defined by a number
(nI : the amount of elements in population I) and the exchange between two populations is
defined by another number (kI,J : the exchange rate from population I to population J).
Two basic systems are discussed here.
The first system is only composed of two populations that are exchanging in both direc-
tions as shown in figure 2.11. The only information known is the populations at t = 0: n0A
and n0B. Note that there is no exchange with any other populations (closed system).
Figure 2.11: Two populations A and B respectively composed of n0A and n
0
B spins at t = 0, nA and
nB at a time t > 0 are exchanging with exchange rates kA→B and kB→A.
During a small time interval dt, population A gives kA→B · nA · dt spins to population B and
population B gives kB→A ·nB · dt spins to population A. Hence, these variations of the spins
in populations A and B leads to a system of differential equations:
dnA
dt = −kA→BnA + kB→AnB
dnB
dt = kA→BnA − kB→AnB
(2.22)
Because the system Ω is closed, ∀t, nA(t) + nB(t) = n0A + n0B = NΩ. The solutions of these
equations are two decaying exponentials with offsets:
nA(t) = C1e
−Kt + C2
nB(t) = −C1e−Kt + C3
(2.23)
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where 
K = kA→B + kB→A
C1 =
kA→Bn0A−kB→An0B
K
C2 =
kB→A
K NΩ
C3 =
kA→B
K NΩ
(2.24)
The second system is only composed of one population A that contains n0A elements at
time t = 0. Every time interval δt, the population A is giving kA→X to the rest of the system
Ω (X = Ω−A), but the rest of the system does not supply population A as shown in figure
2.12.
Figure 2.12: A population A composed of n0A spins at t = 0 and nA at a time t > 0 is giving spins to
another population X with exchange rate kA→X . Population X does not give any spin to population
A, which can be formally seen as an exchange rate kX→A = 0.
This leads to a much simpler differential equation:
dnA
dt
= −kA→X nA (2.25)
The solution of such an equation is a simple decaying exponential with no offset:
nA(t) = n
0
Ae
−kA→X t (2.26)
For instance, A can represent the water 1H spin population on the C-S-H surface at time t = 0
and X the bulk zone and nA(t) is then the number of the original population remaining at
time t.
Finally, in the general case, in a system of p + 1 populations, if a population composed
of n0I spins at t = 0 is exchanging with a set P composed by p other populations, it can be
shown mathematically that the number of spins nI at time t > 0 is a sum of p exponentials
plus an offset:
nA(t) = C0 +
p∑
l=1
Cle
− t
τl (2.27)
where all the τl and Cl are functions of the exchange rates ki→j , i 6= j, (i, j) ∈ P , between
the different populations and the initial number of spins in these populations n0i , i ∈ P .
2.4.2 Population Exchange and Gaussian Propagator
If a population A is defined as the set of spins in a specific spatial zone (say x0 ∈ [−a, a]) at
a time t = 0, it is interesting to look at the probability a spin in population A is in this same
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zone (xt ∈ [−a, a]) at a time t > 0. This probability is the same as the desorption probability
(with previous notations, it would correspond to the curve nA(t)
n0A
). It is given by thanks to
the Gaussian propagator:
P(t) =
∫ a
xt=−a
∫ a
x0=−a
p(x0, 0|xt, t)
2a
dx0dxt = erf
(√
a2
Dt
)
+
√
Dt
pia2
(e−
a2
Dt − 1) (2.28)
where D is the diffusion equation of spin population A. The factor 12a was included in order
to account the uniform distribution of positions of a spin at time t = 0 in the zone x ∈ [−a, a].
This will be of interest for theoretical fits to numerical simulation data for method validation
using bulk water in chapter 4 section 4.2.2 but it will not be used elsewhere because the mod-
els that will be discussed later will not respect the homogeneous and isotropic hypotheses.
The typical shape of this curve for a = 1 and D = 1 is shown in figure 2.13:
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Figure 2.13: The probability a spin, in bulk, that was at time t = 0 in the space volume defined by
the interval [−a,a] is in the same interval at time t > 0 is shown here with a = 1 and the diffusion
coefficient D = 1.
2.4.3 Fast exchange and NMR Relaxation Times
A key element of NMR theory in population exchange is the fast exchange model [42]. If a
system of two populations of spins, say A and B, is considered, the effect of the exchange of
these two populations can influence the relaxation times. Indeed, if there is no exchange or
a very slow exchange (k << 1, for instance some protons can exchange in a pore PA and a
pore PB with no connection between the two pores or a very tiny one), the experimentalist
will measure two different values for the relaxation times TA and TB. However, if the two
populations experience a fast exchange (k >> 1, for instance some protons weakly trapped on
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a surface and bulk water protons that move freely [43]), the experimentalist will only measure
one relaxation time Tmsr that is a weighted average of the two pores relaxation times:
1
Tmsr(ω)
=
NA
NA +NB
1
TA(ω)
+
NB
NA +NB
1
TB(ω)
(2.29)
where NA and NB are respectively the number of spins of populations A and B. If populations
A and B refer respectively to the bulk and the surface layer populations, this equation can
be written as a function of the crystal surface S, the surface layer thickness  and the gel
pore/bulk volume V . This gives a good way to estimate the pore size [36].
1
Tmsr(ω)
=
V − S
V
1
Tbulk(ω)
+
S
V
1
Tsurf (ω)
≈ S
V
1
Tsurf (ω)
(2.30)
The last approximation comes from the fact that the surface layer volume is negligible versus
the bulk volume (V >> S) and that the bulk relaxation time is negligible versus the surface
layer one as it will be shown in the next section (Tsurf >> Tbulk). Hence, if the shape of the
pore is said to be a sphere or a cylinder for instance, the ratio SV can be used to estimate
the pore size. Note that these relaxation times can be either the spin-lattice relaxation time
(T1) either the spin-spin relaxation time (T2).
2.5 Korb’s Model of Surface Relaxation
Korb’s model [12] was established to analyse NMR relaxometry in a system of spins composed
of a surface layer (trapped spins) and a bulk zone (free spins). It gives a value for the
correlation function G∗(t) and is usually relevant for systems where the relaxation mechanism
is mainly due to the interaction between some static spins (S) uniformly distributed on a
crystal surface and other spins (I) moving in a 2D random walk in the same surface. In
this study, the moving spins are water protons and static spins are iron impurities embedded
in the cement layers surface. Note that the probability a water proton encounters an iron
impurity is greater in 2D than in 3D because of the properties of the random walk. This
implies that G∗(t) ≈ G∗I−S(t) and G∗I−I(t) ≈ 0. Indeed, γFe3+ ≈ 658.21γproton and the pre
factor
(µ0
4pi
)2 4pi
5 ~
4γ2Iγ
2
J in equation 2.6 explain that G
∗
I−I(t) can be neglected. A constraint in
the model is that the moving spins cannot approach the static spins closer than a distance δ
that corresponds to the typical size of a water molecule as shown in figure 2.14, a parameter
that has a influence on the correlation function. However, the primary contribution to G∗ and
hence T1,2 is due to the I−S interaction between the static spins S and the I spins contained
in the same layer. Indeed, for t >> 1, G∗I−S,surface(t) → 1t whereas G∗I−S,bulk(t) → 1t2 . As a
result, G∗(t) ≈ At (A is a constant). The problems come when this correlation function is to
be Fourier transformed simply because f(x) = 1x cannot be Fourier transformed. In order to
avoid this problem, the model assumes that some moving spins I desorb from the surface and
are then removed from the calculation with a typical desorpton time τs. Finally, the model
gives a correlation function as:
G∗I−S,Korb(t) =
A
t
[
e−
t
τs − e− tτm
1
τm
− 1τs
]
(2.31)
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Figure 2.14: Korb’s model focuses on the first surface proton water spin layer. Three trajectories
are shown. A full black disk represent the absorption of a water molecule whereas an empty black
disk represent its desorption. In this model, Fe3+ ions are embedded in the crystal surface and water
molecules cannot penetrate a volume around it specified by a disk of radius δ. Desorption is ruled by
the surface desorption time τs and the surface diffusion is ruled by the hopping time τm.
where τm is the typical displacement time for a moving spin on the surface (τm =
δ2
4D , D is
the diffusion coefficient of spins I on the surface), τs the surface desorption time and A a
constant. This correlation function can be Fourier transformed which allows to calculate the
relaxation times.
2.6 An Improved Model
An improved model has been developed by Faux et al. thanks to the results of this study. It
will be discussed in chapter 6 section 6.5 and more details are provided in an appendix.
2.7 The Arrhenius Law
The influence of temperature on water transport in C-S-H nanostructure is also studied in
this work. Indeed, diffusion, desorption and NMR relaxation times can change with temper-
ature. The Arrhenius law is used to quantify these changes.
The Arrhenius equation is a formula that links the constant rate of a reaction k with tem-
perature T :
k = Ae−
EA
RT (2.32)
where A is a prefactor, EA is the activation energy (in J), R is the gas constant (R = 8.31
J.K−1.mol−1) and T is temperature (in K). This law is also valid for diffusion coefficients
[44]. Moreover, since the desorption times as defined in equations 2.22 and 2.25 is the inverse
of the exchange rates, desorption times follow a similar Arrhenius law:
τs = Ae
+
EA
RT (2.33)
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This is the same for the correlation time τc of molecular motion that causes relaxation. Ac-
cording to BPP theory, the relaxation rates are proportional to the spectral density functions
and for simple Brownian diffusion (in bulk system) are as written in equation 2.12:
1
T1
∝ J(ω) ∝ 2τc
1 + ω2τ2c
(2.34)
The NMR relaxation time T1 is a function of τc and shows a minimum for ω0τc ≈ 1 where ω0
is the Larmor frequency, as shown in figure 2.7. Two behaviours can be seen:
ω0τc  1 =⇒ ln
(
1
T1
)
= C +
EA
RT
and ω0τc  1 =⇒ ln
(
1
T1
)
= C − EA
RT
(2.35)
where C is a constant.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the simulation technique and method of data
analysis used in this work. Before a brief description of the different simulation methods that
could be considered for use in this study, the conceptual overview of the cement structure of
interest will be presented. Then, the software code used for the chosen simulation method
(Molecular Dynamics) will be explored in more detail. Finally, how the analysis of water
dynamics is used for NMR relaxation calculations will be highlighted.
3.1 Preamble: Conceptual Cement Structure at the Nanoscale
First, it is imperative to identify the cement nanostructure model that will be used. This
description is not specially about the chemical composition, rather just about the structure
itself. Nuclear magnetic resonance relaxation experiments show that cement is a porous
medium with a discrete distribution of pore sizes. At the nanoscale, within the active C-
S-H phase of the gel, there are two pore types: the inter-layer pore (≈ 1 nm) and the gel
pore (≈ 3.5 nm). The inter-layer spaces occur between sheets of calcium and oxygen atoms
sandwiched with planes of silica tetrahedra either side. The planes are locally ordered (semi-
crystalline) at this scale. Gel pores occur between regions of locally aggregated sheets [45].
This information leads to the schematic structure shown in figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: The schematic cement nanostructure is composed of two kind of pores: the interlayer pore
(IP) and the gel pore (GP). ”W” stands for water molecules, Ca stands for calcium ions and the broken
line stands for SiO2 tetrahedral silicate chains.
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For the purpose of the validation of the different methods that will be explored in chapters
4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, a pure bulk water system is introduced. This system is a box full of water
molecules. Such a system is homogenous and isotropic.
Figure 3.2: Bulk water system is a simulation box full of water molecules (W).
3.2 Simulation Techniques for Water Dynamics Analysis
Different methodologies can be used to study water dynamic properties. However, their range
of action is limited by the time scales and length scales of interest in the study.
3.2.1 Density Functional Theory
Density Functional Theory [46] (commonly called DFT) is an ab initio quantum method that
solves the Schro¨dinger equation for a N-body system comprising many atoms. The number
of equations to solve is 3N but the efficiency of this method relies on the fact that only the
electron density is considered and then the number of equations to solve reduces to just 3.
Although it is computationally very accurate when compared to experiment, the main draw-
back of such a method is its computational cost: a very long time is needed to generate even
short trajectories for a few hundreds of atoms.
Jennite and tobermorite crystals are often considered as analogues of C-S-H and hence are
often studied. For instance, S. V. Churakov et al [47] investigated the protonation scheme and
the hydrogen bond connectivity in the structure of jennite using DFT in order to compare
it to Bonaccorsi et al protonation scheme [48] that was based on spectroscopic studies, they
confirmed the scheme proposed by Bonaccorsi.
3.2.2 Thermodynamics
Thermodynamics provides useful information about the phase composition of a cement given
a starting mixture of anhydrous materials and water. However, it does not give information
about the nano structure. It is interesting for the understanding of cement science and in
this case especially for the Fe3+ surface density but it is not applicable to the main purpose
of this study.
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B. Lothenbach et al [49] designed a thermodynamic model of the composition of the phase
assemblage and the pore solution of hydrated Portland cements. It could be used to study the
influence of composition and temperature on the hydrated assemblage and on the composi-
tion of the pore solution. For instance, it could be shown that Portland cements have a ratio
Al2O3/SO3 > 1.3. It could also show above 50
◦C, monosulphate and monocarbonate are
present. Moreover, it gives a good correlation between porosity and measured compressive
force.
D. A. Kulik et al [50] coded the GEMS-PSI package (GEMS for Gibb Energy Minimisation
Selector) in order to calculate many interesting properties such as sorption, co-precipitation,
re-crystallisation and other thermodynamics properties. This code was developed by PSI
(Paul Scherrer Institute close to Zurrich) and was used extensively in studies related to nu-
clear waste disposal. This package is still in development: for instance, G. D. Miron and D.
A. Kulik [51] coded the GEMSFITS package that was used to fit internally consistent input
parameter of the GEM models against various types of experimental data.
3.2.3 Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations
Molecular Dynamics [52] is a simulation technique that solves numerically Newton’s law of
motion for a N -body system of many atoms. It considers the initial configuration of these N
atoms and the different interactions between them. A set of coordinates of the atoms C(t+δt)
at a discrete time t+ δt is a function of their coordinates C(t) at time t (C(t+ δt) = f [C(t)])
as shown in figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Molecular Dynamics simulations descritise the Newton’s law of motion and generate the
coordinates of an ensemble of atoms at a time t+ δt as a function of their coordinates at time t and
the interaction between all the atoms.
The relationship between these two sets of coordinates is directly taken from the discretisa-
tion of Newton’s equation
∑
ext
−→
F (t) = −~∇U = m
−→
d2r
dt2
, where
−→
F (t) is the force applied to the
considered element, U is the potential related to this force, m is its mass, −→r is its position
and
−→
d2r
dt2
its acceleration.
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The typical timescale of such a simulation time on a good desktop computer is ≈ 10ns for a
number of atoms of the order of 103 to 104. MD can also give useable atomic trajectories.
Note that the trajectories generated this way are not strictly correct. Indeed, even if opti-
mized integration schemes such as the Verlet leapfrog algorithm [52] are used, the timestep
δt of such a simulation involves computational errors (this scheme is accurate to the second
power of the time interval δt). Another source of errors is the approximations in the poten-
tials that are fitted to simple formulae. However it generally gives good averaged results.
Notwithstanding these problems, the analysis of the trajectories can lead to the observation
of dynamics over ns timescales for reasonable system sizes (nm) and despite a less accurate
description of the system than with DFT, MD generates coordinates for a time long enough
for the purpose of this research.
A. G. Kalinichev et al [53] used MD simulations to look at the behavior of water close
to the surface. He investigated more precisely the water structure in nano-confinement and
at fluid/solid interfaces, especially on the surface of tobermorite. These simulations give in-
formation on the structure, the dynamics and the energetics of these water molecules. For
tobermorite, he found a strong structuring of water in the channels between the silicate chains.
He also could see such structures above the surface because of a H-bond network. He could
finally calculate a diffusion coefficient for the surface water that was close to that measured
experimentally.
3.2.4 Dynamic Monte Carlo Simulations
Dynamic Monte Carlo (MC) simulations [52] are a class simulation method based on the
probability an atom in at a position r on a lattice being able to move to another position
r+δr in a time δt. In practice, in 3D for a surface centered lattice, the atom in a lattice voxel
can go to one of its 6 neighbour voxels or stay in its current position (δr can be equal to 0
or a , where a is the lattice unity). The probability of displacement is a function of the local
environment. In bulk, the diplacement is equiprobable in all the directions (homogeneous)
whereas close to a crystal surface, this is not the case. This hopping process is constrained by
whether or not the target voxel is occupied by another atom. The typical time τ and length
scales associated with such a simulation are related by the diffusion coefficient (τm =
δr2
2nD
where D is the diffusion coefficient and n is the dimensionality of the system) or by the
desorption time τs if the atom goes to or from a surface.
The MC technique is interesting because it can access a larger number of atoms and a longer
timescale than MD. However, it needs a set of parameters usually derived from experimental
or lower level simulation data). The drawback is a lack of precision of the displacement at
small distances due to the discretisation of the lattice.
N. C. Howlett et al [40] used MC simulations in quasi-two dimensional pores C-S-H models
in order to understand in a better way the validity of analytical models of water NMR relax-
ation and dynamics in cement pastes. He used different pore sizes and surface conditions such
as Fe3+ impurities density embedded in the surface. His work demonstrated the validity of
Faux’s analytical results that showed the limitations of Korb’s model of relaxation in cement
pastes.
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A. G. Kalinichev and S. V. Churakov [54] also used MC simulations in order to examine
the structure of supercritical water and get some information about the formation of small
molecular clusters in high temperature water vapor. More precisely, they investigated the
statistics of the size and topolgy distribution of hydrogen-bonded water clusters over wide
ranges of temperatures and densities. They found that H-bonded molecular clusters contain-
ing open chain-like or tree-structures are much more present than clusters containing cyclic
ring-like elements that were predicted by ab initio calculations.
3.2.5 Fluid Dynamics Simulations
Fluid dynamics simulations are useful to understand meso/macroscopic behavior of water in
cement pores and are based on continuum mechanics expressed in differential forms such as
the Navier Stokes or diffusion equations. Different methods are available to solve such a prob-
lem. One is the Lattice Boltzmann (LB) method [55] that has been used in related projects.
LB uses fictitious particles to simulate a fluid. These particles are able to propagate and to
collide over a discrete lattice. Such a method can deal with complex boundary conditions
which is the case for cement meso and micro structures.
M. Zalzale et al [56] used LB simulations to investigate the permeability of microstructures
of cement pastes (based on numerical models like CEMHYD3D [57] and µIC [58]). He found
that the permeability decreases with increasing hydration and decreasing water to cement
ratio in agreement with experiment (even if the simulated permeability is larger than the
experimental one). He also investigated the liquid/vapor capillary adsorption and desorption
isotherms.
3.3 Molecular Dynamics using DL POLY
In this study, Molecular Dynamics simulations will be used. It is the most effective method
for studying water dynamics properties in cement at the nanoscale. It is clearly less accurate
and detailed than Density Functional Theory and cannot reach the same time/length scale
as Monte Carlo simulations but it is a good compromise.
Open-access and commercial software packages exist to perform MD simulations. Exam-
ples include LAMMPS [59], Amber [60], GROMACS [61] and DL POLY [62]. DL POLY was
selected because there is a huge active community in the UK who uses this stable package.
Also, previous work was started with DL POLY in the team and thus local expertise was
available.
DL POLY requires the user to parameterise a series of input files (three mandatory ones
and one optional) prior to a simulation. Also, once the simulation runs, four output files are
created as shown in figure 3.4.
The first input file is the CONFIG file where the initial coordinates of all the atoms are
written in a specific format (the velocities and forces applied to the considered atom may
also be specified). The second input file is the FIELD file where all the interaction potentials
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between the different atoms are written. Different interactions can be implemented as it will
be seen in the next sections. The third input file is the CONTROL file where all the different
parameters necessary for the simulations are recorded like the length of the simulation and
the timestep.
There are other optional input files and one of them that is important is the REVOLD
file. It contains statistics arrays from previous simulation job and is necessary if the restart
directive in the CONTROL file (the simulation starts from the end of a previous simulation).
The first output file is the OUTPUT file where the simulation progression with statistics
can be seen especially.
The second output file is the HISTORY file where the atomic coordinates (and also velocities
and forces are optional). This file is optional but very important to analyse the system after
the simulation. This file will be used for all the different methods that will be developped in
the next chapters.
There are other output files. Two are really useful when the restart directive in the CON-
TROL file is written: the REVCON file where the last set of coordinates is recorded that
will replace the CONFIG file and the REVIVE file that contains the accumulated statistical
data and will be named REVOLD.
Figure 3.4: DL POLY needs input files (on the left) to generate a simulation that produces output
files (on the right). The most used files are presented in this figure. The ones with an asterisk are not
mandatory.
The next section is about the different parameters used in the CONTROL and FIELD files
that refer to some specific functions in DL POLY package.
3.3.1 A Sample of DL POLY Functions
As said previously, the CONTROL input file is where all the different parameters used in the
DL POLY functions needed are recorded. The critical ones are presented here.
The very first function is the one that defines which algorithm will be used in the simulation.
A MD program solves numerically the Newton’s law of motion for a N-body system. The
algorithm chosen in this work to discretise these differential equations is the Verlet-Leapfrog
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algorithm [52] as shown in equation 3.1. This numerical scheme is a second order method
whereas the Euler integration is a first order one for the same number of function evaluations
per step. Moreover, this is a time reversal algorithm, it conserves angular momentum and is
symplectic (it conserves energy of dynamical systems).
v
(
t+ 12∆t
)← v (t− 12∆t)+ ∆tF (t)m
r(t+ ∆t)← r(t) + v∆t (t+ 12∆t)
v(t) = 12
[
v
(
t− 12∆t
)
+ v
(
t+ 12∆t
)] (3.1)
where r(t) is the position, v(t) is the velocity and ∆t is the simulation timestep.
It is also important to define the system ensemble. Indeed, different ensembles like NVT
or NPT can be chosen. Here N stands for the number of atoms, V for the volume or simula-
tion cell sizes, T for the temperature and P for the pressure.
In a NVT simulation, N and V are kept constant and T targets a chosen value thanks
to a thermostat whereas P varies. In order to keep the temperature constant, a thermostat
is needed. The algorithm used in this work is the Berendsen thermostat that basically forces
the temperature to relax to the chosen value by re-scaling the atomistic velocities at each
timestep. Note that such a thermostat breaks the time reversal property of Newton’s law of
motion. However, the trajectories produced still give reasonable results.
In a NPT simulation, N and V are kept constant and P targets a chosen value thanks to
a barostat whereas T varies. In order to keep the pressure constant, a barostat is needed.
The Berendsen barostat algorithm, that scale the lengths in the system, can be used here.
However, in this study, because of the hypotheses of the structures, NPT simulations will not
be used as explained later.
The simulation length and timestep have to be chosen. For initial configurations, a small
simulation is usually run with a very small timestep in order to avoid the system numerically
diverging when it is far from dynamic equilibrium. Usually, in this case, once the simulation
converges, a timestep of 1 fs is set. The maximum length of these simulation is 20 ns (or 20
millions timesteps).
The cut-off distance that limits the spin interactions to compute also has to be specified.
If an atom pair has a distance smaller than this cut-off distance, then the interactions be-
tween them are calculated. Otherwise, they are assumed to be negligible. The choice of such
a distance is a function of the desired accuracy (the bigger the number of atoms in the cal-
culation, the more accurate trajectories) and the time available for the simulation (a bigger
number of atoms involved in the calculation implies a bigger compute time per timestep).
This choice is also limited by the simulation cell sizes that are specified for each simulation.
In all this study simulations, the system will be considered as infinite or more precisely
periodic as it will be explained later. Such a condition allows an Ewald summation [63] of
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the electrostatic forces. Indeed, DL POLY can use either direct summation or Ewald method
that considers the short ranged interactions and the long ranged ones. These sums can be
respectively calculated in an efficient way in the real space and in the reciprocal space thanks
to the Fourier series method. As a result, Ewald summation replaces a potentially infinite
sum by two finite sums.
The time interval ∆t between two sets of coordinates has to be specified. Coordinates are
then recorded in the HISTORY output file every ∆t. Usually, coordinates are written every
1 ps.
The SHAKE algorithm [64] is also important here. It re-scales the distance between two
atoms when the distance is defined as constant. For instance, in these simulations, the dis-
tance Owater − Hwater is constant. Note that when the system tries to converge for initial
configurations, it is necessary to allow a big tolerance to this constraint because of the forces
applied to the water molecules and crystal atoms (re-scale the tolerance factor chosen in the
CONTROL file).
3.3.2 Interatomic Potential
The FIELD file specified all the interatomic force functions and their parameters. This is
where all the interaction between the different atoms of the system are recorded. Differ-
ent types of basic potentials were used here: constant distances constraints, Buckingham
potentials [65], Lennard-Jones 12-6 [66], or in the general case n-m potentials [67], the in-
tramolecular Morse potentials [68] and the screened harmonic potential [62]. These potentials
are functions of some constants that depend on the type of the considered atoms that interact
with each other. In the simulations, they were grouped into two sets of different (crystal-
water) potentials : CLAYFF-SPC/E [69, 70] and Freeman-TIP4P [71].
The choice of the potentials is critical to the performance of MD simulation. However, it
is important to be aware that these potentials are only approximations of actual ones: one
can approximate in a good way a physical property like the diffusion coefficient but another
will be more accurate for the thermodynamic properties for instance. Hence, there is no
”best” potential description. These potentials are simple as they usually need 2 to 3 parame-
ters. Many other forms of potential exist but in this work, only the previous ones will be used.
The choice of the potential for the different models (CLAYFF-SPC/E and Freeman-TIP4P)
will be discussed later.
Buckingham Potential
The Buckingham potentials are of the form:
UBuck(i, j) = Aije
− rij
ρij − Cij
r6ij
(3.2)
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where rij is the distance between two atoms of type i and j, the first term on the right
(Aije
− rij
ρij ) is a repulsion term and the second term (−Cij
r6ij
) is an attraction term. The shape
of such a potential for Aij = 1, ρij = 1 and Cij = 1 is shown in figure 3.5.
Aij , ρij and Cij are inputs for the DL POLY FIELD file.
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Figure 3.5: The Buckingham potential is plotted with Aij = 1, ρij = 1 and Cij = 1.
Lennard-Jones n−m Potential
The Lennard-Jones n-m potentials are of the form:
Un−mL−J (i, j) =
E0ij
n−m
(
m
(
r0ij
rij
)n
− n
(
r0ij
rij
)m)
(3.3)
where n and m are (n,m)=(12,6) and (n,m)=(9,6), rij is the distance between two atoms of
type i and j, E0ij is the dissociation energy and r
0
ij is the equilibrium bond distance. These
parameters respect the Laurentz-Berthelot mixing rules [72] E0ij =
√
E0iiE
0
jj and r
0
ij =
r0ii+r
0
jj
2 .
The shape of such a potential for E0ij = 1, rij = 1 and both (n,m)=(12,6) and (9,6) is shown
in figure 3.6.
E0ij and r
0
ij are inputs for the DL POLY FIELD file.
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Figure 3.6: The n-m potential is plotted with E0ij = 1, rij = 1 and both (n,m)=(12,6) (black solid
line) and (9,6) (red solid line).
Intramolecular Morse Potential
The intramolecular Morse potentials are of the form:
UMorse(i, j) = E
0
ij
[(
1− e−kij(rij−r0ij)
)2 − 1] (3.4)
where rij is the distance between atoms i and j, E
0
ij is the dissociation energy, r
0
ij is the
equilibrium bond distance and kij =
√
f0ij
2E0ij
where f0 is the force constant at the minimum
of the well. The shape of such a potential for E0ij = 1, kij = 1 and rij = 1 is shown in figure 3.7.
E0ij , kij and r
0
ij are inputs for the DL POLY FIELD file.
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Figure 3.7: The Morse potential is plotted with E0ij = 1, kij = 1 and rij = 1.
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Screened Harmonic Potential
The screened harmonic potentials (shrm) are of the form:
Ushrm(θjik) =
k
2
(θjik − θ0)2 e−
(
rij
ρ1
+
rik
ρ2
)
(3.5)
where rij and rik are respectively the distances between atoms i and j and atoms i and k, k
is the ”spring” constant, θ0 is the equilibrium angle and ρ1 and ρ2 are respectively the stable
distances between atoms i and j and atoms i and k. The shape of such potential for k = 1,
θ0 =
pi
3 , rij = rik = 1 and ρ1 = ρ2 = 1 is shown in figure 3.9. If rij is larger than ρ1 then
the potential is smaller (indeed, the atoms are far from each other) and if rij is smaller than
ρ1 the potential is stronger because of the proximity of the atoms, which is consistent. The
same reasoning is valid for rik and ρ2.
k, θ0, rij , rik, ρ1 and ρ2 are inputs for the DL POLY FIELD file and are shown in fig-
ure 3.8.
Figure 3.8: The screened harmonic potential parameters are shown here where i, j, k are three atoms,
rij and rik are the distances between i and j and i and k respectively and θ is the angle îjk. This
figure is adapted from [73].
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Figure 3.9: The screened harmonic potential is plotted with k = 1, θ0 =
pi
3 , rij = rik and ρ1 = ρ2 = 1.
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3.3.3 Periodic Boundary Conditions
The Periodic Boundary Conditions (PBC) [52] are a method to generate an ”infinite” space
with the overall characteristics as the simulation cell. The idea is that when a water molecule
moves out from one side of the simulation cell, it re-enters into it on the other side with the
same conditions. The space is periodic. That can be interpreted as if the entire universe was
composed of a lattice of cells that are an exact copy of the simulation cell as shown in figure
3.10 in 2D.
Before doing any analysis on the trajectories, the PBC have to be removed and atom dis-
placement updated, otherwise, their trajectories will be discontinuous which is an artefact
that would give wrong results. This is why, before any analysis that will be tackled in this
chapter, the PBC will be removed.
Figure 3.10: The PBC replicate the simulation cell infinitely in the plane. When the position of an
atom i is calculated after a time δt, this atom is replaced in the original simulation cell at the same
place it would be in the copied cell.
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3.4 Water Transport Properties and NMR Relaxation
Analysis
This section describes some of the key methods for analysing the properties of water confined
to a pore.
3.4.1 Water Density
In this model, C-S-H nanostructure is composed of quasi-crystal layers. These solid layers
divide space into different volumes: the nanopores. Water molecules occupy these pores and
their behavior is a function of their position: the water molecules close to the crystal will
move less freely than the water molecules away from it.
The MD data are used to generate a probability density curve for water in the pore space.
This is normally calculated in the z direction orthogonal to the quasi-crystal layers and so
gives the probability of finding a water at a distance z from the pore surface. Examination
of the probability density will reveal that water becomes structured near the surface in layers
as shown in figure 3.11. Each layer can be studied and compared.
Figure 3.11: A schematic representation of the probability density of water molecules (or more gener-
ally of an atom). The shape of the curve can be used to define layers where the water molecules have
different behaviours.
3.4.2 Selection of Water Populations
The layers of water are a function of only the position in the z axis. Hence, physical prop-
erties of water molecules in this system will change according to their distance from a pore
surface. However, it is not straightforward to calculate these properties because water can
move from one layer to another (for instance desorption from the surface layer to bulk).
Determining the population of interest for the calculation of a physical property in a spe-
cific layer can be difficult because of this exchange. Hence, a method that selects the water
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molecules has been designed for this work. The idea is to select all the water molecules in
a zone {A} at the initial time, to follow them as long as they are in a second zone {B} and
then to calculate the property at time t for only the ones that are in zone {C}⊂{B}. Note
that a zone can be a set of one or more layers and that the same layer can be in two different
zones: for instance, a layer L1 can be in {A} and also in {B}.
The notation used for such a water population is {A > B > C}. Examples of popula-
tions of water are shown in figure 3.12. In this figure, Ω represents the whole space (for
this Example, Ω contains all the layers in the pore: Ω = L1 + L2 + L3). Three trajecto-
ries are shown. For the red one, a water starts in {L1} and stays in it during the whole
observation time. This water is in the population {L1 > L1 > L1}. It is also in the popu-
lation {L1 + L2 > L1 + L2 > L1 + L2} ⊃ {L1 > L1 > L1} and more generally this water
is in population {(L1 or L1 + L2 or L1 + L3 or Ω) > (L1 or L1 + L2 or L1 + L3 or Ω) >
(L1 or L1 + L2 or L1 + L3 or Ω)} (44 = 64 possibilities). However, in these 64 possibilities,
some are redundant like {L1 > L1 + L3 > L1}={L1 > L1 > L1} since there is no connection
between L1 and L3 (ie L2 is not considered here). In the same way, because of the lack of
connection, the population {L1 > L3 > L1}=∅ by definition.
However, in figure 3.12, only the smallest sets containing the trajectories are written: for the
red trajectory, the population is {L1 > L1 > L1}, for the green trajectory, the population is
{L2 > Ω > L1} and for the blue trajectory, the population is {L2 > L2 + L3 > L2}.
Figure 3.12: The process to select the waters belonging to the ensemble {A > B > C} is shown
here. Every time a water molecule goes outside zone B, it is removed from the ensemble. At time
t, only waters in zone C are considered for the calculation. Three trajectories , that start from the
cross and are at the full circle at time t, are shown and belong to a specific (smallest) population:
{L1 > L1 > L1} in red (A = L1, B = L1 and C = L1), {L1 > Ω > L2} in green (A = L1, B = Ω and
C = L2) and {L2 > L2 + L3 > L2} in blue (A = L2, A = L2 + L3 and A = L2).
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From now, B refers to bulk and S refers to the surface. A system containing a bulk zone and
a surface layer (ie Ω = S +B) can be considered here. If only the water molecules that were
in bulk during the whole simulation time, then the population that is taken into account is
{B > B > B}. In this case, this population will have the same properties as a population of
water in a pure bulk simulation as shown in figure 3.2. Waters in population {S > S > S}
will contain the water molecules that only stayed in the surface during the whole simulation.
Waters in population {S > Ω > S} will contain the water that started on the surface, moved
anywhere in the pore (in the surface and in bulk too) and came back to the surface.
It is interesting to remark that the border between the different zones (like surface/bulk
border in the previous case) is not clear. Even if the density profile is a good tool to define
them, one has to be careful about the difference between real exchange and vibration around
this border. Hence, in practice, water molecules are allowed to ”fluctuate” outside a zone by
half the size of a water molecule (2.72 = 1.35A˚).
3.4.3 Diffusion and Desorption Analysis
The diffusion analysis relies on the calculation of the diffusion coefficient of water molecules
(or protons). The calculation of the diffusion coefficient is straightforward if the PBC have
been removed. Then, the equation 2.18 is used on a specific population as described in the
previous section. For instance, to calculate the diffusion coefficient of the surface, the con-
sidered population is {S > S > S}. For bulk, the considered population is {B > B > B}.
The desorption analysis is straightforward too. The idea is to look at the number NS(t)
of water molecules in population {S > S > S} versus time. Because of the exchange between
the surface and the rest of the pore, NS(t) is a decaying exponential function which allows a
decay time, or desorption time, to be defined.
3.4.4 Calculation of the Correlation Function
The correlation function G∗I−J(t) between two sets of spins I and J can be generated (for
instance between all the protons and Fe3+ impurities on the surface). In practice, it would
be too long to calculate all the spin pairs interactions in the model, and still, as the model is
limited (finite cell size), the results would not be totally correct. That is why the correlation
function is split into different parts as suggested later in equation 3.6.
But first, in this calculation a common approximation is to only consider a neighbour list (all
the spins j ∈ J whose distance to the spin i ∈ I at initial time ri−j(t = 0) is smaller than
half the smallest cell length: ri−j(t = 0) ≤ mind∈{1,2,3}
{
Cell[d]
2
}
, where Cell[d] is the length
of the cell size in the dth direction). This reduces drastically the number of calculations to
be done by the computer, and hence the time necessary for such an analysis. To do so, it is
important to take care of the periodic boundary conditions. For this purpose, the system can
be considered as a simulation cell surrounded by 26 ghost cells in 3D (8 in 2D as shown in
figue 3.13). Hence, each atom in the simulation cell has also 26 ghost images. If the interest
is to see the effective distance between spins i and j, all the 26+1 distances (+1 for the
simulation cell) are calculated and the smallest one chosen. This is the closest neighbour j.
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Only the interactions between a spin i and its neighbour list will be considered in the calcu-
lations.
Figure 3.13: In 2D, the simulation cell is surrounded by 8 ghost cells. All the spins whose distance to
a spin i are in the disc of radius mind∈{1,2,3}
Cell[d]
2 (where Cell[d] is the length of the cell in the d
th
direction) is in the its neighbour list.
The distances between a spin i and a spin j that is in its neighbour list is an element used
to differentiate the kind of interaction. Indeed, spin pair interactions belong to one of the
four following sets: the Near-Near (NN), the Near-Far (NF ), the Far-Near (FN) and the
Far-Far (FF ) interactions.
The Near-Near component is calculated for each time and for all the i − j pairs whose
distance at time t = 0 (first Near) and at time t > 0 (second Near) is smaller than a distance
rcut (in practice, the previous distance mind∈{1,2,3}
Cell[d]
2 ).
The Near-Far interaction is calculated for each time and all the i − j pairs whose distance
is smaller than rcut at time t = 0 (Near) and greater than rcut at time t > 0 (Far). This
kind of interaction only appears for t > 0 since all the spin pairs considered here are ”Near”
at time t = 0. Also, in theory, the Far-Near interaction (FN) has to be considered. How-
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ever, because of the symmetry NF / FN (ri−j = rj−i), the NF interaction is the only one to
be calculated and then are simply doubled (this is the reason of the factor two in equation 3.6).
The Far-Far interaction is a mathematical correction because of the finite size of the sys-
tem [17]. It takes into account all the spin pairs i− j whose distance is greater than rcut at
time t = 0 and at time t > 0. It can be generated for a 2D and 3D system subject to certain
approximations. In this work, it will be only used for a pure 3D bulk water system in chapter
4 section 4.2.3.
The other results will give not exact but still good numbers (and especially a good order) for
correlation functions in chapters 6 section 6.4 and 7 section 7.2.4 (for the simulations in this
study, the FF component is not the main component of the correlation functions).
Hence, the correlation function can be calculated in the following way [16]:
G∗I−J(t) = G
∗
I−J,NN (t) + 2G
∗
I−J,NF (t) +G
∗
I−J,FF (t) (3.6)
Time Selection
The calculation of the correlation function at each time would take too much computer time
since the number of spin pairs scales as n2spin. This is why it will be done and averaged only
for a few specific times {tk, k ∈ Ktime}. Then, these values will be interpolated.
As the correlation function is usually decaying quickly and for long times it is not varying so
much, a choice for such a time set is:
Ktime = {0, 1, · · · , 9, 10, · · · , 90, 100, · · · , 900, 1000, · · · , 9000, 10000, 11000, · · · , 20000}
(3.7)
This set last value is 20000 because this will be the maximum simulation length time. Note
that here, only 50 sets of coordinates are needed, which reduces significantly the time needed
to generate the correlation function. Also, in this study, an arbitrary condition is that when
the value of the correlation function at a time tk is smaller than the initial value divided by
1000, then tk = tend, time after which all the values of the correlation function are considered
to be negligible and then equal to zero in practice.
Interpolation
Then, these 50 values of the correlation function will be interpolated in order to have enough
data to generate the spectral density functions. To do so, the Hermite interpolation (or
spline interpolation) will be used [74]. The idea is to interpolate every two times tk and
tk+1 with a polynomial of order three (the k
th spline Sk(t) = a0 + a1t + a2t
2 + a3t
3). The
four coefficients ai, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} are then calculated thanks to the values of the correlation
function and its derivatives at this time (four constraints). The derivatives are not taken
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from the simulations because of the noise but approximated by dGdt (tk) ≈ G(tk+1)−G(tk)tk+1−tk , with
for tend,
dG
dt (tend) ≈ G(tend)−G(tend−1)tend−tend−1 . In practice, the spline valid for a time t ∈ [tk, tk+1] is
decomposed on a polynomial basis of dimension 4:
Sk(t) = G(tk)φ1(t) +G(tk+1)φ2(t) +
dG
dt
(tk)φ3(t) +
dG
dt
(tk+1)φ4(t) (3.8)
where 
φ1(t) = (t− 1)2(1 + 2t)
φ2(t) = t
2(3− 2t)
φ3(t) = t(t− 1)2
φ4(t) = (t− 1)t2
(3.9)
The interest of such a spline interpolation is that when all the splines are put side to side,
the final function is smooth (continue with no angles at the times tk) that is mandatory to
generate a good spectral density function.
Finally, the timestep in each interval [tk, tk+1] is important. The timestep can be differ-
ent in two intervals [tk, tk+1] and [tk′ , tk′+1]. Usually, the timestep is chosen equal to the
interval length (tk+1 − tk) divided by a parameter ”precision”. However, as it will be ex-
plained in the next section, each timestep has to be smaller than a number that depends on
the frequency. The number of timestep in each interval [tk, tk+1] is noted Tk and T = ∪kTk
is the number of timesteps for the whole function.
3.4.5 Numerical Calculation of the Spectral Density Function and
Relaxation Times
As shown in equation 2.12, the spectral density function is the Fourier transform of the corre-
lation function GI−J(t). The correlation function is defined as zero for t > tend. In practice,
according to the time reversal symmetry of the correlation function, an estimation of the
spectral density function is:
J∗I−J(ω) = 2
∫ tend
0
G∗I−J(t)cos(ωt)dt (3.10)
Such an integral can be evaluated numerically at each angular frequency in an accurate way
thanks to the trapezoidal rule [74]. The basic idea is to calculate the area under a curve for all
the time intervals [tn, tn+1], n ∈ T . Each small area is composed by a rectangle and a triangle.
The approximation of the integral of a function f(t) on the interval [t0 = 0,tNend = tend] is:∫ tend
0
f(t)dt ≈ 1
2
Nend∑
k=0
(tk+1 − tk)(f(tk+1) + f(tk)) (3.11)
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Finally, applied to equation 3.12 (f(t) = 2G(t)cos(ωt)), the spectral density function becomes:
J∗(ω) ≈
Nend∑
n=0
(tn+1 − tn)(G∗(tn+1)cos(ωtn+1) +G∗(tn)cos(ωtn)) (3.12)
where Nend is the maximum time index (formally, tend = tNend).
Note that, as said in the previous section, there is a condition about the timestep. Indeed, if
the timestep is too big, the cos function has insufficient resolution. Actually, the product ω∆t
has to be small enough in such a way that the cos function can be used to Fourier transform
the correlation function. Usually, ω∆t ≤ 0.5 is a good approximation. Hence, the choice of
the timestep ∆t when G∗I−J(t) is interpolated as shown in the previous section depends on
the angular frequency (and then the frequency f = ω2pi ) chosen to generate J
∗
I−J(ω) and by
extension the relaxation times.
The relaxation times are then easily generated: as shown in equations 2.13 and 2.14 only
a few values of the spectral density function J∗I−J(ω) for specific frequencies are necessary.
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Chapter 4
Validation Of Methods In 3D Bulk
Water
The purpose of this short chapter is to validate different methods discussed in chapter 3 using
the bulk water benchmark. A NVT MD simulation of a pure bulk water system is described.
A water potential is described. Diffusion coefficient, inter-zone translation propagation (based
directly on the propagator analysis in equation 2.28) and NMR relaxation rates analyses are
performed.
4.1 Bulk Water System
4.1.1 A Bulk Water Simulation Box
A bulk water simulation cell is used to validate the different methods developed in this study.
An example of such a simulation box is presented in figure 4.1. Here, the water model is a
three atom model, SPC/E water [75], that will be described in detail in the next section.
Figure 4.1: Pure Bulk water (white and red sticks) and simulation box. SPC/E water (red oxygens
and white hydrogens) was used here. The simulation box size is 25× 25× 25 A˚3.
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A NVT simulation was performed with all the inputs and functions described in section 3.3.
However, some more specific characteristics have been used. All the water molecules were
moving in the simulation box the size of which was X = 25 A˚, Y = 25 A˚ and Z = 25 A˚.
Periodic boundary conditions were used. The temperature was set to the room temperature,
300K. The number of water molecules was chosen in order to respect the water density in
this box at this temperature: d = 1000kg/m3. To do so, a simple calculation was done:
d =
MH2O
NA = 0.033 water/A˚
3
where MH2O = 18 g/mol is the water molar mass and NA = 6.02 × 1023 mol−1 is the
Avogadro number. Such a calculation leads to a number of water molecules equal to NH2O =
25 × 25 × 25 × d ≈ 514 water molecules. This kind of calculation will be used in chapters 5
section 5.2.2 and 7 section 7.2.1 for the simulation of C-S-H analogues as will be explained.
This is the reason why the number of water molecules was determined this way in order to
introduce the technique. Another method is to run a NPT simulation with a fixed amount
of water molecules, the volume varies and the density becomes stable and achieves a good
density.
4.1.2 Water Representation and Atomistic Potentials
Another important element in this simulation is the representation of water that is used.
In this study, as will be explained in chapter 5 section 5.3, two water atomistic potentials
are considered: SPC/E and TIP4P/2005 potentials. Both of them are known to generate
accurate physical properties for water, such as density and diffusivity [70, 76].
Figure 4.2 shows the basic atomistic structures of these potentials. SPC/E has 3 atoms
whereas TIP4P/2005 is composed of 4 atoms. To be precise, TIP4P/2005 has one oxygen O,
two hydrogens H and a pseudo atom M that is slightly shifted away from O on the bisector
ĤOH. O is where the the mass of oxygen is located whereas M is where the charge of the
oxygen is located. Hence, the Coulombic interaction between two TIP4P/2005 water oxygens
is between the M of these two water molecules.
Figure 4.2: In this study, two representations of water have been considered. On both models, O
stands for oxygen and H for hydrogen. On the left: SPC/E water is a three points model. On the
right: TIP4P water is a four points model where M represents a pseudo atom where the oxygen charge
is shifted on the bisector of ĤOH.
As said in chapter 3 section 3.3, the parameters of this potential have to be written in the
FIELD input file. Table 4.1 sums up these potential features. These two potentials do not
allow hydrogen exchanges between water molecules since the distances rOH are constant. The
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parameter unit SPC/E TIP4P/2005
rOH A˚ 1.0 0.9572
rOM A˚ - 0.1546
ĤOH degree 109.47 104.52
qO e C -0.8476 -
qM e C - -1.1128
qH e C 0.4238 0.5564
MO g/mol 15.99 15.99
MH g/mol 1.008 1.008
 eV 6.7429× 10−3 8.032× 10−3
σ A˚ 3.166 3.1589
Table 4.1: The different parameters necessary for SPC/E and TIP4P/2005 water potentials are pre-
sented in this table: distances (rOH,OM ), angles (ĤOH), charges (qO,H,M ), masses (MO,H) and
Lennard-Jones parameters ( and σ). Note that the Lennard-Jones potential is only considering the
oxygens of two different water molecules.
water molecules are rigid. This constraint forbids hydrogen hops that would generate another
diffusion process, which could have an impact on the value of the NMR relaxation times as
hydrogen trajectories would be modified.
The timestep δt of this simulation (ie: the coordinates of the atoms are calculated every δt) is
δt = 1fs. The coordinates of this simulation are recorded every ∆t = 1ps and the simulation
time is 105∆t = 10 ns. The coordinates are recorded every 1000δt in order to reduce the size
of the outup file. Indeed, otherwise, the HISTORY file would be 1000 times bigger, which is
a problem for data storage and program efficiency.
4.2 Data Analysis
4.2.1 Diffusion Coefficient
The first analysis concerns the calculation of the diffusion coefficient of pure bulk water
according to Molecular Dynamics simulations. Bulk water is a homogeneous and isotropic
system and the movement of a water molecule is only due to thermal fluctuations. This
displacement is a stochastic process: the Brownian Motion. The mean square displacement
of a water molecule varies with time. It is expected to be proportional with time as described
in chapter 2 section 2.3.
The mean square displacement of water can be averaged over many initial times taken at
different time points within a single simulation and all the water molecules and plotted ver-
sus time as shown in figure 4.3. Here, 100 time starts were used separated by 30 steps.
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Figure 4.3: Bulk water simulated mean square displacement (black crosses) is proportional with time
(t) and the slope of this curve is linked to the diffusion coefficient. It can be fitted (red full line) to a
straight line. The diffusion coefficient found is Dsim = 2.66 × 10−9 m2.s−1 with a standard error of
0.01 × 10−9 m2.s−1. The error bars were calculated were calculated in the mean over the average of
all time starts.
As predicted by the theory, a fit with a simple straight line can be done. The slope of such a
line is 2nD = 6D, where n = 3 is the number of dimensions of the system. The least squares
fitting produces also a standard error. Finally, the water diffusion coefficient simulated this
way is:
Dsim = 2.66± 0.01× 10−9 m2.s−1
This number is quite close to the experimental value, Dexp = 2.597 × 10−9 m2s−1 at 303.15
K [77]. The error in the diffusion coefficient is due to error in least squares analysis and also
to the periodic boundary conditions in the MD simulations (and hence to the simulation cell
sizes) [78, 79].
4.2.2 Propagator Analysis
Since there is no surface in a pure bulk water system, it is not correct to speak about des-
orption even if the process used in MD models with surfaces to count the number of water
molecules that desorbs is the same process that will be used here. The propagator is another
way to describe diffusion as suggested in equation 2.28. The propagator for Brownian motion
is well known and is Gaussian. It can be compared to the simulation calculations.
The main idea is to consider a population of water starting in a specific zone, say box A, at
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time t = 0, being able to go everywhere to region Ω (Ω is the whole system and contains
region A), but to only retain it in the calculation if it is in A at time t. In other words, with
the notation used in the chapter 3 section 3.4.2, only the {A > Ω > A} water population is
considered and its decay with time characterizes water propagation.
Figure 4.4 shows a box (say A as defined above) full of water molecules at t = 0 that
start to diffuse with time. There are of course other molecules outside of this box but they
are not shown.
Figure 4.4: Water (red oxygens and white hydrogens) propagation from a box. Top: t = 0 ns; middle:
t = 0.5 ns; bottom: t = 1.5 ns.
The objective is to quantify this propagation. To do so, the propagator discussion in the
chapter 2 section 2.4.2 is used.
According to figure 4.4, the box is defined by two (yz) parallel plans separated by a distance
2a (here 2a = 25 A˚ is the cell size in z direction) and the water population of interest is
characterised by its position: {
x0 ∈ R, y0 ∈ R, z0 ∈ [−a, a],
xt ∈ R, yt ∈ R, zt ∈ [−a, a].
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Considering that the probability to find initially a water molecule in a specific position in the
pore is 12a (homogeneous system), the probability a water molecule that starts in this pore
and is in this pore at time t, returns allowed, is given by equation 2.28:
P(t) = erf(
√
a2
Dt
) +
√
Dt
pia2
(e−
a2
Dt − 1)
The simulated propagation curve can be fitted with this function. The only parameter that
varies is the water diffusion coefficient D. The data and fit is shown in figure 4.5. The fit
gives Dpropagator = 2.763 ± 0.004 × 10−9 m2.s−1. This value is only ±3% different to that
calculated from the mean square displacement Dmsd = 2.66± 0.01× 10−9m2.s−1.
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Figure 4.5: Water propagation curve versus time (t) from MD simulation (black crosses) can be
fitted by the analytical formula in equation 2.28 (red solid line). This fit is good and shows the
propagator is Gaussian. The varying parameter is the diffusion coefficient and is found to be D =
2.763± 0.004× 10−9 m2.s−1.
4.2.3 NMR Relaxation
Proton NMR relaxation times can be generated using the methodology presented in chapter 3
section 3.4.4 . Indeed, MD simulation outputs are trajectories and the hydrogen trajectories
can be used to compute correlation functions G. Equation 3.6 (G = GNN +2GNF +GFF ) can
be partially computed. Indeed, most of the time in this study, the GFF cannot be evaluated.
However, here, in the case of a 3D pure bulk system, it can be analytically calculated [17]
and then added to get the actual simulated G in order to benchmark the process:
G∗FF,3D = 4piNν
∫ ∞
0
e−2Dtk
2
J23
2
(kd)
kd3
dk (4.1)
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where J 3
2
(x) is the half-integer Bessel function, D is the diffusion coefficient of bulk water,
Nν is the spin density (number of spin per unit volume) and k is the Fourier variable.
Figure 6.15 shows those simulated correlation functions from MD outputs. These results
are close to those presented in [17]. If the correlation time τc is the time from which the ratio
G(τc)
G(0) < 0.05, where G=GNN+2GNF+GFF , then τc = 9± 1× 10−12 s.
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Figure 4.6: Correlation function simulated components GNN (black crosses with its standard error
bars), GNF (red crosses and its standard error bar) and the analytical GFF (blue crosses) versus time
(t) in log-log space. The correlation time is τc = 9± 1× 10−12 s.
These correlation functions (ie: GNN , GNF and GFF ) can be Fourrier transformed to pro-
duce the spectral density function components (ie: respectively JNN , JNF and JFF ). The
correlation function has been calculated until its value becomes smaller, 1100 times its value
at t = 0. Beyond this, the numerical accuracy of the data starts to decrease. The values of
the different functions are set to 0 for a time t > tmax,i, where
Gi(tmax,i)
Gi(0)
< 0.01. Then, the
different curves are Fourier transformed and added to get the spectral density function. The
curve obtained this way is flat for frequency in the range [1,100] MHz as shown in figure 4.7.
Theory confirms such a flat behaviour. Indeed, using 2.17 and since the correlation time in
bulk water is τc = 9±1×10−12 s, the ratio between the theoretical spectral density functions
at frequencies 100 MHz and 1 MHz is:
Jth(100 MHz)
Jth(1 MHz)
=
1 + 3.24pi210−6
1 + 3.24pi210−10
≈ 1.00003
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Figure 4.7: Spectral density functions JNN (black crosses), JNF (red crosses) and JFF (blue crosses)
versus frequency are shown with their respective standard errors with a frequency between 1 and 100
MHz.
As explained by the BPP theory in chapter 2 section 2.2, the inverse of a linear combina-
tion of the spectral density functions leads to the NMR relaxation times in the frequency
range determined by the time space in the simulation. Since the spectral density functions
are constant in this frequency range, the T1 and T2 are really similar. Indeed, the couple of
equations 2.14 both become 1T1,2 =
10
3 CJ
∗(0). T1 components curves are shown on the same
frequency range in figure 4.8.
Using equations 2.13, in a frequency range of [1,100] MHz, the spin-lattice (T1) and the spin-
spin (T2) relaxation times are found to be:
TNN1 = 11.7± 1.53s, TNN2 = 11.7± 1.53s
TNF1 = 9.9± 1.04s, TNF2 = 9.9± 1.04s
TFF1 ≈ 80± 10s, TFF2 ≈ 80± 10s
Finally, after an harmonic average 1Ti =
1
TNNi
+ 1
TNFi
+ 1
TFFi
, i = 1 or 2, this gives:
TBulk1 ≈ TBulk2 ≈ 5.0± 0.6s
This value is of the same order of the measured value for water at 300K of T1,exp = 3.8s [80].
If the GFF (t) component had been removed from the calculation, J
∗(0) =
∫
R+ G
∗(t)dt, which
is the area under the curve, would be smaller and hence T1,2 larger. This will be the case
for the cement analogue models since GFF cannot be analytically generated for such porous
systems.
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Figure 4.8: NMR relaxation time components TNN1 (black crosses), T
NF
1 (red crosses) and T
FF
1 (blue
crosses) versus frequency shown with their respective standard error.
Moreover, a major challenge in making NMR measurements is to remove all dissolved para-
magnetic oxygen impurity. This will lower experimental values and may be a further cause
of the observed difference between experimental and MD values.
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Chapter 5
Choice Of The C-S-H Analogue
Model
The purpose of this chapter is to choose a cement analogue nanoscale model on which to
perform MD simulations and analyse water transport properties in the gel. First the atomistic
structure will be discussed and, later, the atomistic potentials. Finally, a desorption analysis
is undertaken to discriminate between the models.
5.1 C-S-H Structure
At the nanoscale, C-S-H is composed of crystallite particles of about 10 nm dimensions ori-
entated in all the directions. Its atomistic structure during early hydration, when its calcium
to silicon ratio (C/S) in the range [0.8; 2], is still under intense discussion [81, 82, 83, 84, 85].
A consensus appears in the cement community to suggest that the C-S-H nano structure at
low C/S ratios is close to tobermorite [81, 83, 85, 86, 87]. Several C-S-H analogue models
based on tobermorite have been proposed during the last decades [9, 81, 85, 88, 45].
The tobermorite structure is composed of layers of calcium ions sandwiched by silica Dreier-
ketten chains (ie: with two silicate tetrahedra dimers linked by a bridging silicate tetrahedron)
as shown in figure 3.1. The space between these layers is called the interlayer space. Different
types of tobermorite exist and can be discriminated according to the spacing of the CaO
backbone chains: tobermorite 9 A˚, 11 A˚ and 14 A˚ [45]. 29Si NMR experiments can be
used to analyse the C-S-H crystal nanostructure. This technique classifies silicate tetrahedra
according to the number of other silicate tetrahedra in their close surrounding: each silicate
belongs to a population Qn, where n is the number of neighbours.
In the 9 A˚ and 11 A˚ anomalous tobermorite systems, the layer spacing is small enough
to link the two layers by a Q3 silicate type which creates a double chain structure as shown
in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Blue triangles represent silicate tetrahedra. In tobermorite 9 A˚ and anomalous tobermorite
11 A˚, the two silica chains are close enough to join. As a result, some silica tetrahedra are linking the
two previous chains: these are the Q3 silicates. The dots denote an infinite crystal.
In normal tobermorite 11 A˚ and 14 A˚ systems, the number of these Q3 silicates is smaller
which leads to two distinct silicate chains comprising dimers and bridging tetrahedra as shown
in figure 5.2 [53, 86, 87].
Figure 5.2: Blue triangles represent for silicate tetrahedra. In normal tobermorite 11 A˚ and tobermorite
14 A˚, the two silicate chains are separated. As a result, there is no Q3 silicates and only Q2 (a lot for
long chains) and Q1 (a small amount as they only are at the extremities of the silica chains) silicates
tetrahedra are present in such a structure. The dots denote an infinite crystal.
C-S-H is said to have the same layer composition as tobermorite 14 A˚. The idea is to make the
tobermorite system reach the C-S-H calcium to silicon ratio. To do so, the number of calcium
ions in the model can be increased and/or the number of silicate groups can be decreased.
29Si NMR signal shows that as the C/S ratio increases, the Q3 signal decreases and the Q1
signal increases, the distance between the two silica chains becomes bigger.
At C/S = 1.5, the strongest signal comes from the Q1 silicon: the Dreierketten chain is now
a chain of dimers as shown in figure 5.3 [83, 86].
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Figure 5.3: Blue triangles stand for silicate tetrahedra. In C-S-H, the Q1 silicons are the most impor-
tant silicate population. As the C/S ratio increases (some silicon tetrahedra are removed and replaced
by calcium ions. Here, a Q0 silicon is shown also. However, the number of Q0 in such a structure is
really small. The dots denote an infinite crystal.
This result is important: the structure is presented in figure 5.3. It is the skeleton of the
atomistic model designed for this study as it will be shown in the next sections.
5.2 Structural Models
Nine different models were designed from a very simple silicate crystal to a more complex,
and hopefully more accurate, modified tobermorite 14 A˚ system. They are labelled MD1 to
MD9 (MD for Molecular Dynamics [Simulations]). Their atomistic structure and the poten-
tial choice are discussed here. The different models are presented in table 5.1. In this table,
the desorption time τS is shown for each model, the calculations leading to these times are
presented later in this chapter. In each case, the model comprised a crystal with periodic
boundary conditions in each direction that was cut in the (xy) plane and the faces pulled
apart so as to create a planar pore analogous to a cement gel pore. The pore was filled with
water. The pore surfaces were treated in different ways as shown in table 5.1.
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Model Description Potentials τS [ns]
MD1 α− quartz(SiO2) with Si, O mobile CLAY FF 0.32± 0.01
(100) surface terminated with O (surface O tethered) SPC/E
Pore size 1.0 nm - 1500 Si, 3240 OSi, 886 H2O
MD2 α− quartz(SiO2) with Si, O mobile CLAY FF 0.15± 0.01
(100) surface with surface hydroxyls (H tethered) SPC/E
Pore size 1.0 nm - 1500 Si, 2760 OSi, 480 OH, 743 H2O
MD3 anomalous tobermorite 11 A˚ with Si, O mobile CLAY FF 0.30± 0.01
(100) surface with surface hydroxyls (H tethered) SPC/E
Pore size 1.0 nm - 768 Ca, 1152 Si, 2832 OSi, 480 OH, 1512 H2O
MD4f tobermorite 14 A˚ with Si, O fixed, bridging tetrahedra replaced by Ca2+ CLAY FF 5.15± 0.02
(100) surface terminated with O (surface O tethered), Ca/Si=1.5 SPC/E
Pores sizes 1.1 nm and 3.3 nm - 192 Ca, 128 Si, 448 OSi, 873 H2O
MD4 tobermorite 14 A˚ with Si fixed, bridging tetrahedra replaced by Ca2+ CLAY FF 3.09± 0.01
(100) surface terminated with O (surface O tethered), Ca/Si=1.5 SPC/E
Pores sizes 1.1 nm and 3.3 nm - 192 Ca, 128 Si, 448 OSi, 873 H2O
MD5f tobermorite 14 A˚ with Si, O fixed, bridging tetrahedra replaced by Ca2+ modified 7.17± 0.01
(100) surface terminated with O (surface O tethered), Ca/Si=1.5 Freeman
Pores sizes 1.1 nm and 3.3 nm - 192 Ca, 128 Si, 448 OSi, 873 H2O
MD5 tobermorite 14 A˚ with Si fixed, bridging tetrahedra replaced by Ca2+ modified 0.14± 0.01
(100) surface terminated with O (surface O tethered), Ca/Si=1.5 Freeman
Pores sizes 1.1 nm and 3.3 nm - 192 Ca, 128 Si, 448 OSi, 873 H2O
MD6f tobermorite 14 A˚ with Si, O fixed, bridging tetrahedra replaced by Ca2+ CLAY FF 5.80± 0.01
(100) surface terminated with O (surface O tethered), Ca/Si=3.0 SPC/E
Pores sizes 1.1 nm and 3.3 nm - 224 Ca, 128 Si, 448 OSi, 873 H2O
MD6 tobermorite 14 A˚ with Si fixed, bridging tetrahedra replaced by Ca2+ CLAY FF 4.21± 0.02
(100) surface terminated with O (surface O tethered), Ca/Si=3.0 SPC/E
Pores sizes 1.1 nm and 3.3 nm - 224 Ca, 128 Si, 448 OSi, 873 H2O
MD7f tobermorite 14 A˚ with Si, O fixed, bridging tetrahedra replaced by Ca2+ modified 6.84± 0.01
(100) surface terminated with O (surface O tethered), Ca/Si=3.0 Freeman
Pores sizes 1.1 nm and 3.3 nm - 224 Ca, 128 Si, 448 OSi, 873 H2O
MD7 tobermorite 14 A˚ with Si fixed, bridging tetrahedra replaced by Ca2+ modified 0.12± 0.01
(100) surface terminated with O (surface O tethered), Ca/Si=3.0 Freeman
Pores sizes 1.1 nm and 3.3 nm - 224 Ca, 128 Si, 448 OSi, 873 H2O
MD8 tobermorite 14 A˚ with Si, O fixed, bridging tetrahedra replaced by Ca2+ CLAY FF 0.18± 0.01
(100) surface with surface hydroxyls (H tethered), Ca/Si=1.5 SPC/E
Pores sizes 1.1 nm and 3.3 nm - 192 Ca, 128 Si, 384 OSi, 64 OHs, 873 H2O
MD9 tobermorite 14 A˚ with Si, O fixed, bridging tetrahedra replaced by Ca2+ CLAY FF 6.36± 0.02
(100) surface terminated with O (surface O tethered) and hydroxides, Ca/Si=1.5 SPC/E
Pores sizes 1.1 nm and 3.3 nm - 192 Ca, 128 Si, 448 OSi, 72 OHl, 801 H2O
Table 5.1: List of MD simulations with surface conditions (OHs for surface hydroxyl group), different
hydrated calcium ion (Ca2+) densities, effect of hydroxide groups (OHl), atomistic potentials and
values of surface desorption times τS.
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5.2.1 Previous C-S-H Analogues
The development of SiO2 α-quartz crystal (MD1 and MD2) and the tobermorite 11 A˚ (MD3)
models and the simulations resulting from them were performed by Jayesh Bhatt who was
also in Peter McDonald’s group in the department of Physics at the University of Surrey.
These models are being included and presented here for completeness.
MD1 and MD2 Models: SiO2 -Quartz Crystal.
This system is a simple α-quartz model that was cut in order to create a gel pore. The
composition of such a system is well known [89].
Two SiO2 models have been considered here: one with (100) surfaces comprising {Si-O−} only
that creates a gel pore surrounded by two negatively charged planes and another with (100)
surfaces fully protonated with surface hydroxyls {Si-O-H} that creates a gel pore surrounded
by two positive planes. The gel pore has a size of 1 nm and contains 886 water molecules in
both models for a simulation cell of sizes xyz = 5.5 × 5.19 × 3.35 nm3 at a temperature of
300K. The number of atoms in such a structure is 8000.
The model with surface hydroxyls is shown in figure 5.4. Periodic boundary conditions are
used in the three dimensions.
Figure 5.4: A SiO2 α-quartz system with protonated surface creates a gel pore filled with water
molecules. Red and yellow lattice: the SiO2 crystal; red and white balls: surface hydroxyls; red and
white sticks: water molecules. Here, this is a snapshot of MD2 as suggested by the protonated surface
that is highlighted by the green rectangles. The white line refers to the size of the gel pore of 1 nm.
MD3 Model: Anomalous Tobermorite 11 A˚
As said previously, the tobermorite structure is said to be a good candidate for the C-S-H
nanostructure in the cement community. A first model based on anomalous tobermorite 11
A˚ has been designed by Jayesh Bhatt[87].
The main difference between this model and the SiO2 model is the presence of layers of calcium
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ions sandwiched by silica chains. The (100) surfaces are protonated. The gel pore has a size
of 1 nm and contains 792 water molecules for a simulation cell of sizes xyz = 4.55×4.49×5.86
nm3 (at room temperature and depending on the potential used). The number of atoms in
such a structure is ≈ 10000.
The model is shown in figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5: An anomalous tobermorite 11 A˚ system with protonated surface creates a gel pore filled
with water molecules. Four pores are shown: three interlayer pores and one gel pore (that wraps around
the end of the simulation cell as drawn). Red and yellow lattice: the SiO2 crystal; red and white balls:
surface hydroxyls (highlighted by the green rectangles); red and white sticks: water molecules; green
ball: hydrated calcium ions. The white line refers to the size of the interlayer pore of 1.1 nm.
In this model, the Ca2+ ions are placed between silica chains, they are not in contact with
water and they are not moving.
5.2.2 MD4 to MD9 Models: Modified Tobermorite 14 A˚
C-S-H is known to have a similar layer composition to tobermorite 14 A˚. The structure of
tobermorite 14 A˚ was described by Bonaccorsi et al. [90]. However, a few structure modifica-
tions have to be undertaken in order to accommodate the Qn distribution experimental data
described in section 5.1 and which suggest C-S-H surfaces are composed of chains of silicate
dimer at a C/S ratio of 1.5 [81].
The crystal surfaces that surround the interlayer and gel pores were designed from tober-
morite 14 A˚ as follows. First, the bridging silicate tetrahedra have to be removed. This way,
the (100) surfaces are formed of silicate dimers. The {Sidimer-Sibridge} connections between
the dimers and the bridging tetrahedra are replaced by {Sidimer-O} connections. The empty
spaces between dimers are bridged with hydrated Ca2+ ions in order to reach a C/S ratio of
1.5. This process is presented in figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: This figure is a simple illustration of the transformation of tobermorite 14 A˚ to the system
with good Qn and C/S ratio values. Dark blue triangles represent silicon tetrahedra; red balls are
oxygens, light blue balls are calciums in layers and ”Ca” in circles represent the hydrated calcium ions
added to the system. The silicate dimer chains can then be easily seen. Here, this chain is infinite (ie:
PBC means periodic boundary conditions). This figure is adapted from Richardson [45]
.
Contrary to earlier models, the size of the gel pore is chosen to be 3.3 nm in accordance
with the 1H NMR experimental value [36]. In the same way, the size of the interlayer pore is
chosen to be 1 nm. The number of water molecules is chosen to be 745 for a simulation cell
of size xyz = 2.25 × 2.96 × 5.25 nm3 (at room temperature and depending on the potential
used). Some atom positions can be fixed depending on the simulation (as will be explained
later). The number of atoms in such a structure is 3500 (smaller than previous models in
order to reach a longer simulation time).
A slight difference between MD1-4 models and this one is how to determine the number
of water molecules in the gel but also in the interlayer pores. To do so, the following rule
is implemented: according to some thermogravimetry experiments performed in Dijon, the
water to silicon ratio (W/Si) in the interlayer is 2 [81]. This is the reason why some atom
positions can be fixed. This way, the two assumptions of the W/Si ratio and the interlayer
pore size are respected regardless the potential used in the simulation (the forces acting on
the atoms would then determine a new volume for the interlayer).
A second rule is to look at the bulk density to determine the number of water molecules
in the gel pore. To do so, a first approximation of the number of water molecules is made
considering the volume available in the pore and the water density at room temperature of 1
kg.m−3. A simulation is run and a density profile is generated. The bulk is defined where the
density profile is flat in the middle of the pore, and its density is compared to the room tem-
perature bulk density of 1 kg.m−3. If the model bulk density if smaller than 1 kg.m−3, water
molecules are added. If the model bulk density is bigger than 1 kg.m−3, water molecules are
removed. This process is repeated until a good density value is found. Note that this process
is made in order to respect the chosen pores sizes. Indeed, NPT simulations (volume can
change) could be run to reach this equilibrium, but the assumptions of the pore sizes (1 nm
for the interlayer pore and 3.3 nm for the gel pore) would not be respected.
The modified tobermorite 14 A˚ model (MD4, MD4f, MD5 and MD5f) is shown in figure
5.7.
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Figure 5.7: A snapshot of the simulation of the basic modified tobermorite 14 A˚ system is shown here
(here, this is MD4 but the structure is the same for MD4f, MD5 and MD5f). Red and yellow chains
are silicate dimer chains; blue balls are calciums and red and white sticks are water molecules. The
gel pore is on the left and the interlayer pore on the right. The white line refers to the size of the
interlayer pore of 1.4 nm.
Finally, a range of different variant models can be made from the basic MD4 structure. The
initial (100) surface can be terminated by surface hydroxyls {Si-O-H} which will affect the
behaviour of Ca2+ ions (figure 5.8). This is MD8.
Figure 5.8: The previous modified tobermorite 14 A˚ system is modified here: the surface is protonated,
this is MD8. As a consequence, the positive calcium ions are repelled to the bulk by the negative
surface hydroxyls. The meaning of the different forms and colors are the same as in previous figure
and red and white balls represent surface hydroxyls and green balls calcium ions (highlighted by green
rectangles). The white line refers to the size of the interlayer pore of 1.4 nm.
The number of Ca2+ can be increased by adding calcium ions close to the crystal layers of
the different pores. Such a model is shown in figure 5.9. This was done for models MD6,
MD6f, MD7 and MD7f.
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Figure 5.9: The previous modified tobermorite 14 A˚ system is modified here: the number of hydrated
calcium ions is increased by a factor 2. Here this is a snapshot of model MD6 but the same behaviour
is obtained with MD6f, MD7 and MD7f. The meaning of the different forms and colors are the same
as in previous figure. The hydrated calcium ions that cannot find a stable position close to the surface
(forming a negatively charged plan) are repulsed to the center of the pore. Surface stable calcium ions
and the one rejected to the center of the pore are highlighted by green rectangles. The white line refers
to the size of the interlayer pore of 1.4 nm.
Lastly hydroxides can be added in order to reach a charge balance of the system as can be
seen in figure 5.10. This is MD9. The creation of such an hydroxide potential is discussed in
the next section.
Figure 5.10: The previous modified tobermorite 14 A˚ system is modified here: hydroxide groups charge
balance the hydrated calcium ions. This is MD9. The meaning of the different forms and colors are
the same as in previous figure but here red and white balls are hydroxides. The white line refers to the
size of the interlayer pore of 1.4 nm.
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5.3 Atomistic Potentials
Once the atomistic configuration is made, the next step is to use an appropriate atomistic
potential to run MD simulations. Unfortunately, there are no optimised potential sets for
tobermorite. However, potentials have been developed for similar structures: CLAY FF and
modified Freeman potentials. A simple, but not accurate, potential for hydroxides has been
designed to see their behaviour in such a system. This hydroxide potential was developed for
the purpose of this study and is presented in section 5.3.1.
5.3.1 CLAY FF and SPC/E
The CLAY FF potential was originally designed by Cygan et al [69] for the simulations of
hydrated and multicomponent mineral systems with interface with hydrated media. Such a
potential is described here and is based on Lennard Jones potentials. Atoms have, in most
cases, partial charges. The atoms and interactions of interest are developed here in tables 5.2
and 5.3.
Species Symbol M [g/mol] q [e]
Tetrahedral silicon Si 27.9000 2.1000
Hydroxide calcium CaS or Cal 39.8800 1.0500
Hydrated calcium CaL 39.8800 2.0000
Bridging oxygen OSm or OSf 15.8000 −1.0500
Water oxygen OW 15.9900 −0.8200
Water hydrogen HW 1.0080 0.4100
Hydroxyl (surf) oxygen Ohs 15.8000 −0.9500
Hydroxyl (surf) hydrogen Hos 0.8000 0.4250
Table 5.2: The species used in the models are defined in this table. Their CLAY FF molar masses M
and charges q are given.
Species Interacting Potential Type Variables
CaL-CaL lj (E0,r0) 4.3384× 10−3 2.8720
CaL-{Cal or CaS} lj (E0,r0) 3.0769× 10−3 4.2168
CaL-Si lj (E0,r0) 1.8612× 10−5 3.0870
CaL-{OX} lj (E0,r0) 5.4083× 10−3 3.0190
{Cal or CaS}-{Cal or CaS} lj (E0,r0) 2.1821× 10−7 5.5615
{Cal or CaS}-Si lj (E0,r0) 1.3200× 10−7 4.4317
{Cal or CaS}-{OX} lj (E0,r0) 3.8356× 10−5 4.3638
Si-Si lj (E0,r0) 7.9849× 10−8 3.3019
Si-{OX} lj (E0,r0) 2.3202× 10−5 3.2340
{OX}-{OX} lj (E0,r0) 6.7419× 10−3 3.1660
Table 5.3: The potential interactions between the different atoms involved in this study ”CLAY FF”
simulations are shown here. Only the Lennard-Jones (lj) potential is used where E0, in [eV], stands
for the dissociation energy between the two atoms interacting and r0, in [A˚], is the equilibrium bond
distance as described in equation 3.3. Here, {OX}={OSm or OSf or Ohs or OW}.
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Hydroxide Potential
An hydroxide potential has been also partially developed. This potential has to be considered
very carefully: it was calibrated in order to reproduce the calcium/water radial distribution
function and to have a global charge of -e in order to charge-balance the system. MD4 is not
charge balanced because CLAY FF was not designed for modified tobermorite 14 A˚ system.
No other physical property was tested. The basic idea was to see where the hydroxyl groups,
if any in C-S-H, would go in the modified tobermorite 14 A˚ structures. Note that the SPC/E
water potential and also TIP4P does not allow H exchange between water or with surface, and
then do not take into account the hydroxide groups. The main features of such a potential
are listed in tables 5.4 and 5.5.
Species Symbol M [g/mol] q [e]
Hydroxide oxygen Oh 15.9900 −1.4238
Hydroxide hydrogen Ho 1.0080 0.4238
Table 5.4: The hydroxide ion features are defined here: molar masses M and charges q are shown.
The total charge of an hydroxide is -1 in such a way that two of them can charge balance the hydrated
Ca2+ ions that have an integer +2 charge.
Species Interacting Potential Type Variables
CaL-Oh lj (E0,r0) 5.2061× 10−3 3.2000
CaS-Oh lj (E0,r0) 3.7822× 10−5 4.6808
Si-Oh lj (E0,r0) 2.2879× 10−5 3.5510
{OSm or OSf}-Oh lj (E0,r0) 6.6480× 10−3 3.4827
OW-Oh lj (E0,r0) 6.7419× 10−3 3.2000
Oh-Oh lj (E0,r0) 6.5554× 10−3 3.8000
Table 5.5: The potential interactions between the hydroxide and the different atoms involved in this
study simulations using CLAY FF potential are listed. Only the Lennard-Jones (lj) potential is used
where E0, in [eV], stands for the dissociation energy between the two atoms interacting and r0, in [A˚],
is the equilibrium bond distance as described in equation 3.3.
5.3.2 Modified Freeman and TIP4P Potentials
Another candidate is the modified Freeman potentials. This potential was originally designed
by Freeman et al [71] to model organic and mineral systems like clays. However, this potential
yielded a flattened crystal interface for the tobermorite system which is unphysical and was
only partially corrected by modifications proposed by Galmarini [91]. This modified potential
is based on Lennard Jones, Buckingham, Morse and screened harmonic potentials that were
defined in the chapter 3 section 3.3.2. Atoms can have integer or partial charges. The atoms
and interactions are listed in tables 5.6 and 5.7.
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Species Symbol M [g/mol] q [e]
Tetrahedral silicon Si 28.0850 4.0000
Hydroxide calcium Ca 39.8800 2.0000
Bridging oxygen OS 16.0000 −2.0000
Water oxygen OW 15.9996 0.0000
Water pseudo atom OM 0.0000 −1.1128
Water hydrogen HW 1.0080 0.5564
Hydroxyl oxygen Oh 16.0000 −1.4000
Hydroxyl hydrogen Ho 1.0080 0.4000
Table 5.6: The species used in the models are defined in this table. Their ”Freeman” molar masses M
and charges q are listed.
Species Interacting Potential Type Variables
Si-OS buck (A,ρ,C) 1283.9073 0.3205 10.6616 - -
Si-OW buck (A,ρ,C) 1283.9073 0.3205 10.6616 - -
Si-Oh buck (A,ρ,C) 983.5560 0.3205 10.6616 - -
Ca-OS buck (A,ρ,C) 1090.4000 0.3437 0.0000 - -
Ca-OW buck (A,ρ,C) 1186.6000 0.2970 0.0000 - -
Ca-Oh buck (A,ρ,C) 2251.0500 0.2970 0.0000 - -
OS-OS buck (A,ρ,C) 22764.0000 0.1490 27.8800 - -
OS-OW buck (A,ρ,C) 22764.0000 0.1490 28.9200 - -
OS-HW buck (A,ρ,C) 396.2700 0.2500 0.0000 - -
OS-Oh buck (A,ρ,C) 22764.0000 0.1490 13.9400 - -
OS-Ho n-m (E0,n,m,r0) 0.0073 9 6 2.7100 -
OW-OW lj (E0,r0) 8.0314× 10−3 3.1589 - - -
OW-Oh n-m (E0,n,m,r0) 0.0013 9 6 4.6300 -
OW-Ho n-m (E0,n,m,r0) 0.0556 9 6 1.81712 -
Oh-Oh buck (A,ρ,C) 22764.0000 0.1490 6.9700 - -
Oh-Ho mors (E0,r0,k) 7.0525 0.9429 3.1749 - -
Si-OS-Si shrm (k,θ0,ρ1,ρ2,rc) 15.4963 132.0000 1.6000 1.600 3.000
Si-Oh-Ho shrm (k,θ0,ρ1,ρ2,rc) 15.4963 141.5000 1.6000 1.200 2.600
OS-Si-OS shrm (k,θ0,ρ1,ρ2,rc) 15.4963 109.4667 1.6000 1.600 3.000
Oh-Si-OS shrm (k,θ0,ρ1,ρ2,rc) 15.4963 109.4667 1.6000 1.600 3.000
Oh-Si-Oh shrm (k,θ0,ρ1,ρ2,rc) 15.4963 109.4667 1.6000 1.600 3.000
Table 5.7: The potential interactions between the different atoms involved in the simulations using
modified Freeman potentials are shown here. For the Buckingham potential, A is in [eV], ρ is in [A˚]
and C is in [eV/A˚6]. For the n −m potential, E0 is in [eV], r0 is in [A˚] and n and m are integers
with no unit. For the Lennard-Jones potential, E0 is in [eV] and r0 is in [A˚]. For the Morse potential,
E0 is in [eV], r0 is in [A˚] and k is in [A˚
−1]. Finally, for the screened harmonic angular potential, ρ1,2
are in [A˚], rc is the cutoff distance for this interaction in [A˚], θ is in [degree] and k is in [degree
−2].
Details of all these parameters can be found in chapter 3 section 3.3.2.
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5.4 Simulation Details
Only NVT simulations are run. Indeed, to reach equilibrium with a chosen set of potentials,
it was necessary to fix the positions of some atoms in the crystal. However, this means that
the NPT ensemble (which allows the volume to change during a simulation) is not avail-
able. This is why some water molecules were added or remove in order to reach the correct
bulk water density. MD4f, MD5f, MD6f and MD7f were run with some crystal atoms posi-
tions fixed (silicon and oxygen). MD4, MD5, MD6, MD7, MD8 and MD9 were run with only
the silicons positions fixed. MD1, MD2 and MD3 were run without any atoms positions fixed.
All the simulations run in this study use orthorhombic periodic boundary conditions as seen
in chapter 3 section 3.3.3. The simulation temperature is 300K, and the target pressure is
0 Bar. The simulations last 3 ns and coordinates are recorded every ps. Also, most of the
modified tobermorite 14 A˚ models are not charge-balanced. This causes an error (of unknown
significance) as the Ewald summation procedure was used to compute the charge contribution
to the energies. Ideally, the Ewald technique should be used on a charge neutral system.
5.5 Model Selection
The different structural models presented in this chapter were associated with a different
potential set. MD simulations output data were treated and detailed here: a desorption
analysis was performed in order discriminate the models.
5.5.1 Density Profiles and Surface Desorption
The different modified tobermorite simulations run to determine which model should be used
to analyse water dynamic properties and 1H NMR relaxation times are shown here. The gel
pore density profiles and the surface desorptions are also shown. The surface is defined by
the closest distinct peaks to the surfaces. The link between peak and surface border can be
seen in the figures. The interesting results and features of the first C-S-H analogues studied
before this work (SiO2 α-quartz crystal surface protonated or not with CLAY FF potential
simulation called MD1 and MD2 [17, 18], and anomalous tobermorite 11 A˚ with CLAY FF
potential simulation called MD3) will be only presented in a summary table.
All the density profile figures are on the left and the color code is as follows: the yellow
solid lines show the silicate crystal, the green solid lines represent the gel hydrated calcium
ions, the solid red and black lines refer respectively to the water oxygens and hydrogens, and
finally, in one figure, the solid blue line represents the hydroxide oxygen. Surface hydroxyls
are not shown here to simplify the figures as they are attached to the crystal surface. The
surface layers are defined by the closest two peaks from the crystal of the water oxygen den-
sity profile for MD4-7 and MD9 and by the closest peak from the crystal for MD8 since only
one peak is identified. With the notation previously introduced, the {SL > SL > SL} set of
water molecules is considered here.
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All the desorption curves are on the right of the figures and are associated directly to the
density profiles on the left where the surface layers are defined. The black dots curves rep-
resent the simulation data and the red solid lines refer to the decaying exponential fits from
which the desorption times, τS , are deduced.
The two first sets of density profiles and desorption curves (figures 5.11 and 5.12) represent
the modified tobermorite 14 A˚ systems with crystal atoms positions fixed (ie: silicate dimers
and associated oxygen atoms cannot move during the simulation). The first set uses the
CLAY FF potential (MD4f) whereas the second was performed with the modified Freeman
potentials (MD5f). In these conditions, the results seem to be simular. However, freezing the
whole crystal is a constraint that may not represent the surface oxygen displacements and
their effects on water.
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Figure 5.11: MD4f: Modified tobermorite 14 A˚ simulation with the whole crystal atoms positions fixed
and CLAY FF potential used. Left: density profile; right: surface desorption. τS = 5.15± 0.02 ns as
listed in table 5.1. On the left, yellow stands for silicate, green stands for calcium, red stands for water
oxygen and black stands for water hydrogen. On the right, black crosses are the simulated desorption
data and the solid red line is its exponential fit. The surface layers (SL) are limited by the silicate
peaks and the bars on the abscissa.
The two following sets of curves (figures 5.13 and 5.14) represent the same modified tober-
morite 14 A˚ systems but this time with only fixed silicate atoms (ie: surface oxygen can
move now). The first set uses CLAY FF potential whereas the second one was performed
with modified Freeman potentials.
The difference is striking: the desorption in the first case (with CLAY FF potential: MD4)
is comparable to when surface oxygens positions are fixed with a marginally lower desorp-
tion time whereas in the second case (with modified Freeman potentials: MD5), the water
molecules desorb much faster. It seems that when the crystal atoms positions are fixed, in
the case of Freeman potential, some water molecules are ”trapped” in the lattice created by
the fixed surface, even if water is mobile.
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Figure 5.12: MD5f: Modified tobermorite 14 A˚ simulation with the whole crystal atoms positions fixed
and modified Freeman potentials used. Left: density profile; right: surface desorption. τS = 7.17±0.01
ns as listed in table 5.1. On the left, yellow stands for silicate, green stands for calcium, red stands
for water oxygen and black stands for water hydrogen. On the right, black crosses are the simulated
desorption data and the solid red line is its exponential fit. The surface layers (SL) are limited by the
silicate peaks and the bars on the abscissa.
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Figure 5.13: MD4: Modified tobermorite 14 A˚ simulation with only silicate atoms positions fixed and
CLAY FF potential used. Left: density profile; right: surface desorption. τS = 3.09±0.01 ns as listed
in table 5.1. On the left, yellow stands for silicate, green stands for calcium, red stands for water
oxygen and black stands for water hydrogen. On the right, black crosses are the simulated desorption
data and the solid red line is its exponential fit. The surface layers (SL) are limited by the silicate
peaks and the bars on the abscissa.
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Figure 5.14: MD5: Modified tobermorite 14 A˚ simulation with ony silicate atoms positions fixed and
modified Freeman potentials used. Left: density profile; right: surface desorption. τS = 0.14 ± 0.01
ns as listed in table 5.1. On the left, yellow stands for silicate, green stands for calcium, red stands
for water oxygen and black stands for water hydrogen. On the right, black crosses are the simulated
desorption data and the solid red line is its exponential fit. The surface layers (SL) are limited by the
silicate peaks and the bars on the abscissa.
The four following sets of curves (figures 5.15 to 5.18) show the density profiles and surface
desorption curves for the modified tobermorite 14 A˚ systems where the number of hydrated
calcium ions was multiplied by two to see the effect on their layout close to the surface if the
Ca/Si ratio in the pores was doubled. As a result, all the added calcium ions are repelled
to the center of the gel pore: the lattice of the former bridging tetrahedra describes a set of
stable positions for hydrated calcium ions and this set seems to be the only one close to the
surface. This can be seen on the density profiles by a solid green line that is not vanishing in
the middle of the pore.
The results are quite similar to the ones obtained previously when the Ca/Si ratio was 1.5.
The freezing of the crystal or only the silicon is seen the same way: with the freezing crys-
tal assumption, the CLAY FF (MD6f) and modified Freeman potentials (MD7f) simulations
have respectively a desorption time of τS=5.88 ns and 6.88ns (figures 5.15 and 5.16); with only
the fixed silicate assumption (respectively MD6 and MD7), these numbers become τS=4.5
ns and 0.14 ns (figures 5.17 and 5.18) as listed in table 5.1.
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Figure 5.15: MD6f: Modified tobermorite 14 A˚ simulation with the whole crystal atoms positions fixed
and CLAY FF potential used and additional hydrated calcium ions. Left: density profile; right: surface
desorption. τS = 5.80 ± 0.01 ns as listed in table 5.1. On the left, yellow stands for silicate, green
stands for calcium, red stands for water oxygen and black stands for water hydrogen. On the right,
black crosses are the simulated desorption data and the solid red line is its exponential fit. The surface
layers (SL) are limited by the silicate peaks and the bars on the abscissa.
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Figure 5.16: MD7f: Modified tobermorite 14 A˚ simulation with the whole crystal atoms positions fixed
and modified Freeman potentials used and additional hydrated calcium ions. Left: density profile; right:
surface desorption. τS = 6.84 ± 0.01 ns as listed in table 5.1. On the left, yellow stands for silicate,
green stands for calcium, red stands for water oxygen and black stands for water hydrogen. On the
right, black crosses are the simulated desorption data and the solid red line is its exponential fit. The
surface layers (SL) are limited by the silicate peaks and the bars on the abscissa.
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Figure 5.17: MD6: Modified tobermorite 14 A˚ simulation with only silicate atoms positions fixed and
CLAY FF potential used and additional hydrated calcium ions. Left: density profile; right: surface
desorption. τS = 4.21 ± 0.02 ns as listed in table 5.1. On the left, yellow stands for silicate, green
stands for calcium, red stands for water oxygen and black stands for water hydrogen. On the right,
black crosses are the simulated desorption data and the solid red line is its exponential fit. The surface
layers (SL) are limited by the silicate peaks and the bars on the abscissa.
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Figure 5.18: MD7: Modified tobermorite 14 A˚ simulation with ony silicate atoms positions fixed and
modified Freeman potentials used and additional hydrated calcium ions. Left: density profile; right:
surface desorption. τS = 0.12 ± 0.01 ns as listed in table 5.1. On the left, yellow stands for silicate,
green stands for calcium, red stands for water oxygen and black stands for water hydrogen. On the
right, black crosses are the simulated desorption data and the solid red line is its exponential fit. The
surface layers (SL) are limited by the silicate peaks and the bars on the abscissa.
The next set of curves (figures 5.19) represents the modified tobermorite 14 A˚ systems where
the surfaces are fully protonated (MD8). The effect on the calcium can be seen by the absence
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of calcium peaks close to the surfaces. Indeed, the calcium ions are positively charged and
are repulsed from a positively charged plane formed by the hydroxyl hydrogens directed to
the center of the gel pore. As a consequence, the surface desorption time for such a system is
τS=0.187 ns within the limits of the definition of the surface layers. Indeed, water molecules
are always moving and the arbitrary choice of a plane for the surface border can be explained
because of the density profle analysis but is still a simplified assumption of a more complex
problem: the surface layer is defined by the zone between the crystal and the first weel, hence,
it contains the closest oxygen peak.
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Figure 5.19: MD8: Modified tobermorite 14 A˚ simulation with the whole crystal atoms positions fixed
and CLAY FF potential used and surface protonated. Left: density profile; right: surface desorption.
τS = 0.18 ± 0.01 ns as listed in table 5.1. On the left, yellow stands for silicate, green stands for
calcium, red stands for water oxygen and black stands for water hydrogen. On the right, black crosses
are the simulated desorption data and the solid red line is its exponential fit. The surface layers (SL)
are limited by the silicate peaks and the bars on the abscissa.
Finally, a last set of curves (figures 5.20) shows the modified tobermorite 14 A˚ systems with
hydroxide groups (called MD9): this modification was taken into account in order to charge
balance the calcium in the CLAY FF potential. Moreover, the question of the behaviour in
such a system is interesting because 1H NMR also sees these groups. Despite the fact that
the potential of these groups has to be taken into account very carefully, the simulation shows
that the hydroxides are located close to the hydrated calcium ions. Indeed, their respective
charges in a neutral liquid act in such a way that they come close together as shows the blue
hydroxyl peaks surround the green calcium ones. The effect of hydroxides on the surface
desorption of water seems to be negligible: the desorption time here is τS=6.49 ns. Note that
the whole crystal atoms positions are fixed.
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Figure 5.20: MD9: Modified tobermorite 14 A˚ simulation with the whole crystal atoms positions fixed
and CLAY FF potential used and hydroxide groups. Left: density profile; right: surface desorption.
τS = 6.36 ± 0.02 ns as listed in table 5.1. On the left, yellow stands for silicate, green stands for
calcium, red stands for water oxygen and black stands for water hydrogen. On the right, black crosses
are the simulated desorption data and the solid red line is its exponential fit. The surface layers (SL)
are limited by the silicate peaks and the bars on the abscissa.
5.5.2 Summary and Choice of the Model for Further Study
All the previous different simulations from MD1 to MD9 can be compared thanks to their
desorption time as it is shown in table 5.1. As said previously, the modified Freeman po-
tentials give smaller surface desorption times. Also, the fact to add hydrated calcium ions
to the system do not change the surface desorption time. In the same way, the presence of
hydroxides do not change significantly the surface desorption time contrary to protonated
surfaces that negate the effect of surface calciums. Also, the surface seems to be represented
in a better way if the surface oxygens are attached to silicates which can move. However,
whatever the set of potentials and structures, no simulation gives a surface desorption time
of the order of the one obtained by fitting NMR experimental data to Korb’s model: all the
models desorption times are about 2 to 5 orders of magnitude shorter than the Korb’s one,
which was a starting point to define a new model that is discussed in appendix.
MD1 and MD2 models do not respect the Ca/Si ratio assumptions, hence they are removed
from the candidate list. MD3 model has a too small interlayer that allows the presence of
Q3 silicate tetrahedra, which is against experimental data. MD4f, MD5f, MD6f and MD7f
models surface layers have fixed atoms positions which inhibited surface dynamics, hence
they are removed from the candidate list. MD5 and MD7 models with modified Freeman
potentials have unstable surfaces, compared to the ones that use CLAY FF potential, and
short desorption times, hence they are removed from the candidate list. MD8 model gives
a short desorption time and its surfaces repelled calcium ions to the bulk which increase a
lot the calcium concentration in the bulk that is not seen in the literature [81]. This is also
the case for MD6 where all calcium do not find stable positions on the surface. Hence, these
models are removed from the candidate list. MD9 model uses a poorly tested potential for
hydroxide groups and with caution, this model is removed from the candidate list. It is noted
that another recent study based more specifically on the crystal nanostructure considering
defects by Kovacevic [10] can be read for more details about the modified tobermorite 14
A˚ structure. On this basis, MD4 model is chosen for further analysis.
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Chapter 6
MD4 Analysis
The purpose of this chapter is to make a detailed analysis of the MD4 model using the
methods developed and tested in earlier chapters, especially chapter 4. The density profile
will be more analysed and multiple water sets will be taken into account as developped
previously (ie: {A>B>C} populations). Diffusion and desorption analysis as well as NMR
relaxometry calculations will be performed on these selected sets of water molecules in order
to better understand water dynamics in such a system. These analyses will be used to develop
a new mathematical model that will help to interpret 1H NMR relaxometry in porous media
at the nanoscale.
6.1 Density Profile Analysis and Layers Definition: L1, L2,
TL, bulk and IL
In chapter 5 section 5.5.1, the density profile was defined: this is a diagram that shows the
probability an atom (water oxygen and hydrogen, calcium ion and crystal silicate) is at a
distance z from the crystal. The density profile was used to define gel water surface layers.
However, much more can be said about this. Indeed, in a MD4 gel pore, it is a very first
approximation to say that the water molecules are either in the surface layers or in the bulk.
There is much more than one water density peak close to the surface and a flat curve in the
middle of the pore. The presence of hydrated calcium ions creates a zone where the proba-
bility a water molecule stays in it is very small, as suggested by the first well in the surface
layer (see figure 6.1). Actually, two peaks in the water oxygen density profile can be seen
close to the surface. These peaks can be defined as two sub layers of the surface layer SL.
The layer between the crystal surface and the hydrated calcium ions is called the L1 layer.
The very next layer between the hydrated calcium ions and the rest of the pore is called the
L2 layer.
The L2 layer raises an issue by not being clearly and easily defined. Indeed, the well be-
tween the L2 peak and the other peaks going toward bulk side is not as clear as the well that
defines L1. Water exchange seems to be easier between layer L2 and the rest of the of the
system than between L1 and L2. This will be confirmed later in a desorption analysis. The
effect of hydrated calcium ions has a significant role on the water dynamics in this system. A
comparison between the first hydration shell of gel calcium ions and L1 and L2 is discussed
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in the section 6.3.3. Between L2 and Bulk, there is a zone where water molecules still feel the
surface effect as the density profile is not flat but wave shaped. This is a transition layer TL.
Finally, the last zone considered here is the interlayer IL. This can be separated into IL-B
(for bulk in the middle) and IL-S (for surface). The interlayer zone is not in the gel pore but
between CaO sheets that have not been further separated to create a gel pore. All these zones
can be seen in figure 6.1 and their sizes, defined by water density peaks, are recorded in table
6.1. The distinction between IL-B and IL-S will be useful to look at the water displacement
in the interlayer in the section 6.2.5.
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Figure 6.1: A density profile shows that MD4 can be split into multiple zones: L1, L2, TL, Bulk and
IL (IL-B and IL-S). C stands for the crystal layer. The behavior of water molecules can be studied
in each of these zones. Crystal layers have a strong influence on water by itself. The crystal also
attracts indirectly water molecules thanks to calcium ions’ influence. The calcium ions later split the
surface layer into two sub layers L1 and L2 and have a strong influence on the water molecules in
their surrounding. The color code is as follows: yellow line refers to silicon atoms, green line refers
to calcium ions, red line refers to water oxygen atoms and black line to water hydrogen atoms.
Layer considered Size [nm]
L1 0.23
L2 0.25
TL 0.5
bulk 1.22
IL-S 0.3
IL-B 0.3
Table 6.1: The sizes of different layers in this model are recorded here. As a comparison, the typical
water size is ≈ 0.27 nm. There are two of each layer exept for bulk and IL-B because of the pores
symmetry.
Most of the C-S-H analogues presented in chapter 5 section 5.2 were built from tobermorite
that was modified in order to create the nanopores and to add hydrated calcium ions on their
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surfaces. The presence of calcium ions on the surfaces in MD4 has a significant impact on
water dynamics which is discussed in the section 6.1.1.
6.1.1 Calcium Effect on Water Molecules
Calcium ions in a gel pore have an important influence on surface water molecules (in L1 and
L2 layers). Their positions are quite stable in this MD4 simulation: they stay around the
position of the removed bridging silica tetrahedra as shown in figure 6.2. A lattice of stable
calciums creates a barrier in the surface layer (and discriminates eventually L1 and L2 water
molecules).
Figure 6.2: This figure represents a slice of the crystal layer silicon dimers and the gel calcium layer
in the xy axis for z ∈ {SL+C} as defined in figure 6.1. Calcium ions (bluish balls) are placed between
silica tetrahedra dimers (yellow [for silicons] and red [for oxygens] structures) and replace the former
bridging silica tetrahedra of the tobermorite 14 A˚ as shown in figure 5.6. These calcium ions (Ca2+)
create a stable lattice of a positively charged plane that splits the surface layer of water molecules into
L1 and L2. The position of the gel pore calcium ions is the same as the position of the wells that split
the surface layers into L1 and L2 in the density profile in figure 6.1. The white line refers to the size
of a silicon dimer in the crystal layer which is 0.31 nm.
Calcium First Hydration Shell
In the MD4 model, calcium ions are not free: they are attracted by the crystal layer. A first
analysis is to compare the calcium and water interaction in the presence of the crystal and
in bulk water. To do so, a small simulation of one calcium ion in a pure bulk water system
has been performed. The radial distribution function (RDF) that link the calcium ions and
the water molecules was computed for both systems and can be seen in figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: The radial distribution function that links calcium ions and the water molecules that
surround them is shown here for calcium ions in the MD4 gel pore (red dash line) and in pure bulk
water (black dash line). The number of water molecules in the first hydration shell is also shown for
MD4 (red dot line) with ≈5 water molecules and for bulk water (black dot line) with 8 water molecules.
The radial distribution function that links calcium ions to other calcium ions in MD4 gel lattices is
also shown (green dash line) and the number of close calcium ions neighbours too (green dot line).
It is clear here that in MD4, the average distance between two calcium ions is larger than twice the
average distance between a calcium and a water molecule.
The two RDFs are slightly different and this can be explained as follows. The closest wa-
ter peak (that defines the first hydration shell) in the MD4 RDF is in the same position but
smaller than the bulk water system RDF. This is because of the calcium lattice. The distance
between calciums is fixed and there is not enough space for all the water that is around a
calcium in pure bulk water as shows in figure 6.3. The distance between two calciums in the
MD4 gel ore is smaller than twice the distance between a calcium in bulk water and its first
hydration shell. Only a few water molecules are sandwiched in layer L1 between the crystal
and the calcium plane. This is because of an asymmetry created by the calcium plane. This
is also the reason why the second RDF peak is smaller in the case of the MD4 simulation.
Moreover, in MD4 model, the first hydration shell is composed of 5 water molecules on aver-
age whereas in bulk water, this number becomes 8.
To sum up, the crystal layer forms potential wells where calcium ions fit. As a result, a
calcium lattice is created that traps some water molecules (in L1) and produces an asym-
metry and also impacts the local distribution of freer water (in L2). The calcium first shell
water desorption will be compared to the L1 and L2 desorption in the section 6.3.3.
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Calcium Effect on layers L1 and L2
The probability of finding a water molecule at a given site in the different layers was analysed.
Probability maps were created. To do them, every simulation timestep, the position of each
water molecule was used to increment a two dimension histogram. These two dimensions
define the xy plane of each layer (parallel to the crystal plane). At the end of the process,
the histogram maximum value, Mhisto), and minimum value, mhisto, were chosen in order to
make these maps clear. These probability maps can be seen in figure 6.4. The color code
for water molecule is as follows. Pink means a water molecule was at that position at least
mhisto times. Yellow means it is a stable position for water: the value of the histogram is at
least Mhisto times. White means this position is highly improbable for water: the value of the
histogram is less than mhisto times. For hydrated calcium ions, the color code is as follows.
Green means an improbable position while blue means the probability if high. The calcium
probability map overlaps the water probability map: when a calcium oscillates, it can go to
a position occupied previously by water.
The calcium ions have a direct and important impact on layers L1 and L2 water molecules.
The RDF distances between hydrated calcium ions and water between bulk and MD4 systems
are different as shown in figure 6.3. The calcium ions are free in bulk but are trapped by the
crystal layer in L1 and L2. The crystal and calcium layers create some ”no-water-zones” since
they occupy this space. This can be seen in the top two probability mas in figure 6.4. Also,
the crystal layer and the calcium lattice presence implies the creation of a sublattice for the
water molecules in their direct surrounding.
Water molecules in L1 layer are highly confined. Only a few positions are allowed because of
the crystal layer and the hydrated calcium ions lattice. Also, it is clear here that L1 water
molecules cannot move along the crystal if the water molecule only stays in L1, otherwise
there would be some continuous colored pathways in the top left probability map in figure
6.4. Water molecules in L2 layer are no longer confined: they are freer than the ones in layer
L1. The main feature of the L2 water molecules is that they are around the calciums: they
form the calcium first hydration shell as can be seen in the top right probability map in figure
6.4. Water molecules in the TL layer are almost quite as free as the ones in Bulk: the only
difference is that TL water still feels the crystal and hydrated calcium ions influences as the
yellow dots show in the middle left probability maps in figure 6.4. Remark that the whole
map is pinkish since all the positions are quasi-equally probable. Finally, the interlayer water
molecules have a behaviour similar to L1 and L2 waters since these water molecules are very
close to the crystal as shown in the bottom probability map in figure 6.4. The main difference
between IL and the other layers is the possibility to desorb: gel zones can exchange and as
a consequence, water molecules can experience different degrees of freedom. However, these
exchanges can be rare, depending on the position of the considered water molecule.
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Figure 6.4: The probability of presence of water molecules in the different zones is shown here. Pink
means a water molecule is not likely to stay at this position. Yellow means this is a stable position
for water. White means the position is highly improbable. Green means a calcium ion can be in that
position but it will be more probably in blue positions. The behaviour of water molecules is highly
influenced by hydrated calcium ions that are trapped close to the surface. Top left map is for L1, top
right map is for L2, middle left map is for TL, middle right map is for Bulk and bottom map is for
IL.
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6.2 Diffusion Analysis
The diffusion properties of water in the different layers are studied in this section. Quali-
tatively speaking, a large diffusion coefficient is found where water is free and a small one
where water is confined. These values can be easily calculated. However, as there can be
exchange between the different zones, only the water molecules that stay in a specific zone
will be considered or more precisely, these water molecules will be considered during all the
time that they stay in the areas in question in order to avoid vibrations around the zone
border. Water molecules taken into account (actually, their oxygen atoms) are allowed to
escape the considered layer up to half a water molecule diameter. Here, the {A>B>C} sets
of water molecules defined in chapter 3 section 3.4.2 are used: a water starts in zone {A},
can go to zone {B} and is taken into the calculation when it is in zone {C}⊂{B}; if it leaves
B, it is removed from the calculation.
6.2.1 D{B>B>B} Validation
The {B>B>B} set of water molecules is interesting because it can be compared to the results
obtained in chapter 4. However, as water molecules are free, it is easy for them to leave the
bulk zone to go to TL. Actually, since TL and Bulk have close properties, this leak from Bulk
to TL is straightforward. Hence, the calculation will be done during a small time interval
where the mean square displacement is a clear straight line. As the statistics become less
and less accurate with time because the considered population of water decreases as shown
in figure 6.5 (right), a range of data is selected for the mean square displacement curve in
figure 6.5 (right) in order to avoid seeing the random walk of a very small number of water
molecules for large time.
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Figure 6.5: On the left, the 2D mean square displacement and its standard error (black crosses) are
generated for a {B>B>B} set of water molecules. The data can be only analysed during a small
time interval because of the exchange between bulk and the TL. For the same reason, the statistics
become less and less accurate with time because of the decreasing population taken into account in
the calculation (right). This is why a fit is done for early times (ref line). As a result, a diffusion
coefficient DBulk = 2.96± 0.01× 10−9m2/s is found.
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The 2D mean square calculations and a fit on a 0.35 ns time interval give a diffusion coefficient
DBulk = 2.96 ± 0.01 × 10−9m2/s that is close to the one found in chapter 4 in section 4.2.1
in a pure bulk water simulation system (ie: Dsim,Bulk Ch4 = 2.66± 0.01× 10−9m2/s).
6.2.2 D{L1>SL>L1}
A second interesting set of water molecules is the {L1>SL>L1} set, where SL=L1+L2. As
seen with the probability of presence in the top left probability map in figure 6.4, water
molecules that stay strictly in L1 cannot diffuse but only vibrate. An hypothese could be to
say a water can move along the channel formed by the crystal but as it can be seen in the
same figure, there is no clear path where water molecules can go. This is the reason why the
interesting set of water molecules can go to L2: it would be a transition before going back to
L1, like a hop. As a result, a diffusion process can be quantified as shown in figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: On the left, the 2D mean square displacement and its standard error (black crosses) are
calculated for {L1>SL>L1} set of water molecules. These water molecules can do a hop via L2. But
this hop is not straighforward and before doing it, water molecules are vibrating (black dash line). This
is the reason why the curve is not considered during the short time to evaluate the diffusion process.
These data are compared to {L1>L1>L1} set of water molecules to show the importance of hops (blue
crosses represent for the 2D mean square displacement and its standard error). The populations taken
into account in the calculation are also shown (right). As a result, the {L1>SL>L1} left curve is fitted
by a straight line (black line) and a diffusion coefficient DS1 = 1.98± 0.01× 10−13m2/s is found.
At time less than 2 ns, the motion of the atoms is vibratory. The 2D mean square displacement
is fitted on a 8 ns time interval and a diffusion coefficient is found: DL1 = 1.98 ± 0.01 ×
10−13m2/s. It is a very small one, small enough to consider in some models that this water
is fixed (especially the Faux model that will be discussed in the section 6.5). Note that if the
considered set were {L1>L1>L1}, only the vibrations would have been seen and the mean
square displacement slope would be negligible for long times. The hops between L1 and L2
imply a Levy walk that is discussed by Faux in his model [13] and by Levitz [92] on a 1 to 2
ns timescale.
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6.2.3 D{L2>Ω−B>L2}
Layer L2 is very interesting. The influences of the crystal layer and the calcium lattice are
strong so that water displacement in this layer is limited to selected paths. However, these
influences are not strong enough to prevent water to easily go to TL as will be shown in the
desorption analysis in the section 6.3. The set {L2>Ω-B>L2} is selected. Bulk is not allowed
in the selected set in order to quantify only short excursions to TL and jumps back to L2.
Also, once a water molecule reaches the bulk, there is no more a correlation with its previous
state, which is not interesting for the L2 analysis.
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Figure 6.7: On the left, the 2D mean square displacement and its standard error (black crosses) are
calculated for a {L2>Ω-B>L2} set of water molecules. These water molecules can stay in TL as long
as they do not go to bulk where they lose any L2 influence. The idea is to only include jumps in TL
to go to another position in L2. On the right, the decreasing {L2>Ω-B>L2} population is shown.
The diffusion analysis cannot be carried out for too short times (ie: less than 1 ns) to avoid vibration
effects. The curve is fitted by a straight line from 1 to 6 ns and the diffusion coefficient is calculated:
DL2 = 6.01± 0.01× 10−12m2/s.
As shown in figure 6.7, a 2D mean square calculation on a 4.5 ns time interval leads to a
diffusion coefficient in L2 layer DL2 = 6.01±0.01×10−12m2/s. This is one order of magnitude
faster than in L1 but still three orders of magnitude smaller than in bulk, which shows the
strong influence of the crystal layer and the calcium lattice. Here, contrary to what happens
in L1, water is actually moving inside L2. The jumps are allowed but as it will be shown in
the next section, the TL layers are much closer to the bulk than to L2, which means that the
probability a jumping water stays in TL for a long time without going to the bulk or coming
back to L2 is small. This is also shown by the decrease of L2 population in 6.7 on the right.
6.2.4 D{TL>TL>TL}
As discussed in the previous section, the TL layer is looking like bulk as shown in Figure
6.8. A diffusion coeffient calculation on a 0.15 ns time interval gives D{TL>TL>TL} = 1.42±
0.01× 10−9m2/s, which is of the same order of the bulk one.
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Figure 6.8: On the left, the 2D mean square displacement and its standard error (black crosses) are
calculated for the {TL>TL>TL} set of water molecules. All the comments for bulk are valid for the
TL. On the right, the decreasing {TL>TL>TL} population is shown. The diffusion analysis can only
be done for short times (ie: less than 0.16 ns) because of the quick decrease of the number of water
molecules taken into account in the calculation (right). A fit is made (red solid line on the left) and
the diffusion coefficient can be calculated: DTL = 1.42± 0.01× 10−9m2/s.
6.2.5 D{IL>IL>IL}
A first analysis about the exchange between IL-B and IL-S, defined in figure 6.1, was per-
formed. The motion of six IL water molecules randomly chosen was investigated and their
positions (ie: left surface, middle bulk or right surface) was plotted in figure 6.9. The ex-
change between the different layers is fast and the residency time in each layer varies widely.
Water molecules are experiencing a Levy walk jumping from a layer to another.
Figure 6.9: The motion of six IL water molecules randomly chosen was investigated. For each of them,
three positions are allowed: left surface (top), middle bulk (middle) and right surface (bottom). The
exchange between surface and bulk is fast and the residency time is varying a lot, which is a property
of a Levy walk.
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A diffusion analysis can be carried out. As IL and gel are not connected, the number of water
in IL population does not vary and hence there is no problem with some poor statistics as
shown in figure 6.10 on the right. A diffusion coefficient calculation on the whole 10 ns time
interval gives DIL = 9.44± 0.01× 10−11m2/s.
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Figure 6.10: On the left, the 2D mean square displacement and its standard error (black crosses) are
calculated for the {IL>IL>IL} set of water molecules. There is no decrease of the {TL>TL>TL}
population because the IL is a close system in MD4: there is no exchange with other layers, the
number of water molecules taken into account in the calculations is constant (right). The diffusion
analysis is straightforward: a fit (red line) can easily be made and a diffusion calculation gives DIL =
9.44± 0.01× 10−11m2/s.
6.2.6 Diffusion Summary
The different diffusion coefficients are grouped in table 6.2:
Set of water molecules Layer considered Diffusion coefficient [m2/s]
{L1>SL>L1} L1 1.98± 0.01× 10−13
{L2>Ω−B > L2} L2 6.01± 0.01× 10−12
{TL>TL>TL} TL 1.42± 0.01× 10−9
{B>B>B} bulk 2.96± 0.01× 10−9
{IL>IL>IL} IL 9.44± 0.01× 10−11
Table 6.2: A diffusion analysis for each MD4 layer is done and diffusion cefficients are recorded in
this table.
The diffusion coefficient values generated here can be compared to timescales generated by
fitting NMR experimental data to Korb’s model. In his model, Korb suggests that an elemen-
tary displacement time on the surface is τm=1.3 ns [36, 93]. With such a value and considering
that the elementary displacement on the surface is typically the size of a water molecule dW ≈
2.7 A˚, the diffusion coefficient on the surface according to Korb is Dsurface ≈ d2W /4τS ≈ 10−11
m2/s. This is bigger than L1 diffusion by 2 orders of magnitude and is bigger than L2 dif-
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fusion by 1 order of magnitude. It is 10 times smaller than the IL diffusion coefficient and
100 times smaller than the TL diffusion coefficient. In short, none of the diffusion coefficients
calculated for the water in C-S-H analogue remotely approach the value found from fitting
Korb’s model to NMR data. This is a key element. Kalinitchev found a diffusion coefficient of
≈ 10−11 m2/s [53] for surface water but in retrospect, it is clear he was measuring vibrations
since the timescale was short.
6.3 Desorption Analysis
The reason why specific sets of water molecules were used in diffusion analysis is directly
related to the water exchange between zones and hence related to the desorption properties.
These properties are being quantified in this section for each gel layer.
6.3.1 Desorption of {L1>SL>SL}
Layer L1 desorption is being discussed here. As developed in its diffusion analysis, a water
molecule in L1 needs to go to L2 in order to move (and not vibrate). Usually, in order to
avoid significant decrease in the desorption curves due to the (relatively) arbitrary frontier of
a zone, vibrations around the frontier have to be neglected, and hence, the frontier is being
shifted away from its original position (typically by a value of approximately half the size of
the water molecule ≈ 0.14 nm). Here, layer L2 is ≈ 0.25 nm wide and is selected to allow
water molecules in L1 to move in. The desorption analysis shows in figure 6.11 that a typical
desorption time for such a water set for a one component exponential fit is τs,L1 = 11.74±0.02
ns. However, the quality of the fit is poor and a two component exponential fit leads to a fast
desorption time τs,L1,fast = 1.52±0.01 ns and a slow desorption time τs,L1,slow = 15.94±0.01
ns. This fit is much better which can predict the presence of two different populations of
water molecules in L1: those who easily go from L1 to L2 quickly and that are more likely to
leave SL (fast desorption: water molecules on the frontier between L1 and L2), and the water
molecules closer to the crystal that need more time to escape and desorb (slow desorption).
Whatever the fit, the order of magnitude of the desorption time is the same.
6.3.2 Desorption of {L2>L2+δ>L2+δ} and {SL>SL+δ>SL+δ}
The same kind of analysis is made for L2. A small change is made here in order to consider
the vibration issue discussed previously in the diffusion sections. Indeed, L2 water molecules
can move to TL for a short time and come back to L2. Hence, ”L2+δ” means the L2 frontier
(on the TL side) is shifted a few A˚away. A desorption analysis of such a set of water gives
for a one component exponential fit a typical desorption time τs,L2 = 0.75± 0.01 ns and for
a two component exponential fit τs,L2,slow = 1.17± 0.01 ns and τs,L2,fast = 0.22± 0.01 ns as
shown in figure 6.12. The two fits are quite similar and hence L2 is more likely to have only
one population of water molecules. Also, L2 is less correlated to the crystal so that the L2
desorption time is smaller than the one obtained for L1 (one order of magnitude less).
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Figure 6.11: A desorption curve (black crosses), a one component exponential fit (red line) and a
two component expoonential fit (blue line) show L1 waters that are accepted in L2 and desorb from
SL. The one component exponential gives in a typical desorption time τs = 11.74 ± 0.01 ns. A two
component exponential fit gives a fast desorption time τs,L1,fast = 1.52±0.01 ns and a slow desorption
time τs,L1,slow = 15.94± 0.01 ns.
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Figure 6.12: A desorption curve (black crosses), a one component exponential fit (red line) and a
two component expoonential fit (blue line) show L2 water molecules desorption. The one component
exponential gives in a typical desorption time τs = 0.75±0.01 ns. A two component exponential fit gives
a fast desorption time τs,L2,fast = 0.22± 0.01 ns and a slow desorption time τs,L2,slow = 1.17± 0.01
ns.
In the same way, if the whole surface layer is considered (SL=L1+L2), an ”average”desorption
time, closer to the L1 one, can be generated. For a one component exponential fit, τs,SL =
6.65 ± 0.02 ns is found and for a two component exponential fit, a fast desorption time
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τs,SL,fast = 1.13±0.03 ns and a slow desorption time τs,SL,slaw = 10.79±0.02 ns are obtained
as shown in figure 6.13. There are clearly two populations of water, L1 and L2 waters, which
explains two component times: the slow one represents most of the L1 waters and the fast
one the L2 waters.
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Figure 6.13: A desorption curve (black crosses), a one component exponential fit (red line) and a
two component expoonential fit (blue line) show SL water molecules desorption. The one component
exponential gives in a typical desorption time τs = 6.65±0.02 ns. A two component exponential fit gives
a fast desorption time τs,SL,fast = 1.13± 0.03 ns and a slow desorption time τs,SL,slow = 10.79± 0.02
ns.
6.3.3 Desorption of Gel Calcium First Hydration Shell
As suggested in the section 6.1.1, a comparison can be made between SL layer (L1 and L2)
and the gel calcium first hydration shell (FHS), and more precisely corresponding to the
water molecules in FHS and L1 and the water molecules in FHS and L2. Typical desorption
times for these water molecules are τs,FHS−L1 = 21.02 ± 0.03 ns, τs,FHS−L2 = 2.01 ± 0.01
ns and for SL, a one component exponential gives τs,FHS−SL = 6.44± 0.01 ns and for a two
component exponential τs,FHS−SL,fast = 1.05 ± 0.01 ns and τs,FHS−SL,slow = 21.24 ± 0.15
ns, respectively for FHS-L1 and FHS-L2, as shown in figure 6.14. These values are relatively
close to those for L1, L2 and SL, which definitely shows once again that the calcium plane
creates a stronger attachment between the water and the surface layers.
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Figure 6.14: A desorption analysis is done on the calcium first hydration shell for waters in L1 (black
crosses), in L2 (red crosses) and SL (blue circles) with fits by a one component exponential (respectively
black, red and blue lines) and a two component exponential for the FHS-SL (blue dash line). Typical
desorption times found this way are τs,FHS−L1 = 21.02 ± 0.03 ns, τs,FHS−L2 = 2.01 ± 0.01 ns and
τs,FHS−SL = 6.44± 0.02 or τs,FHS−SL,slow = 21.24± 0.15 ns and τs,FHS−SL,fast = 1.05± 0.01 ns.
6.3.4 Desorption Summary
The different desorption times are grouped in table 6.3:
Layer considered Desorption time [ns] Slow desorption time [ns] Fast desorption time [ns]
L1 11.74± 0.02 15.94± 0.01 1.52± 0.01
L2 0.75± 0.01 1.17± 0.01 0.22± 0.01
SL 6.65± 0.02 10.79± 0.02 1.13± 0.03
Ca FHS L1 21.02± 0.03 - -
Ca FHS L2 2.01± 0.01 - -
Ca FHS SL 6.44± 0.02 21.24± 0.15 1.05± 0.01
Table 6.3: A desorption analysis for each layer is done and desorption times are recorded in this table.
The desorption time values generated here can be compared to those found by fitting Korb’s
model to NMR data. In his model, Korb suggest that the residency time on the surface is
τs=13 µs [36, 93]. There is a difference of ≈ 3 orders between Korb’s residency time and
MD4 desorption times. Faux’s new model [13], introduced in the section 6.5 agrees with MD4
values.
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6.4 1H NMR Relaxometry Analysis: Correlation Function
In this section, the 1H NMR correlation function is generated. However, contrary to the
case of a pure bulk water system, here, Fe3+ impurities are considered with a surface density
of σs,th ≈ 10+11 Fe3+/cm2=10−10 Fe3+/A˚2 [49]. The actual value used in this study was
σs,th ≈ 2.5× 10−10 Fe3+/A˚2.
The correlation function can be split into two parts: a like spin function (H-H), GII(t),
and an unlike spin function (H-Fe), GIS(t). The MD4 crystal layers do not contain Fe
3+
impurities but a simplification is to consider such an impurity anywhere in the gel surface. It
is however not strictly correct because the trajectories of water molecules close to an Fe3+ ion
would be different from the trajectories generated by simulation in this study. The smallest
Fe3+ density that can be reached in this simulation would be σs,sim =
1
2xy where xy is the
value of the crystal surface because of the periodic boundary conditions. The factor 2 repre-
sents the fact there are two surfaces in the gel pore. This way, the smallest impurity density
would be σs,sim = 7.5× 10−4 Fe3+/A˚2. If a simulation were built in order to reach σs,th, the
size of the simulation cell would be too big and the simulation time too long. The idea is to
consider one fictitious Fe ion in the simulation and to rescale the result by the ratio
σs,th
σs,sim
.
Also, in order to get better statistics, the previous process can be applied for each of the 64
gel surface Si ion. Since only the
−−−→
FeH coordinates are used in the calculation, there are 64
different sets of coordinates.
Finally, the two functions GII(t) and GIS(t) have been computed. They can be compared to
a simulated Q2D (quasi 2D) bulk slab of thickness 1.3 nm as shown in figure 6.15 based on
Faux work to be published.
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Figure 6.15: MD4 correlation function is split in a like-spin component GII (top dash black line) and
an unlike-spin component GIS (bottom dash dark-grey line). These curves are compared to a simulated
Quasi 2D bulk water slab of thickness 1.3 nm (red solid line). The initial value for the GIS curve
depends on the Fe3+ density.
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Figure 6.15 represents the GII(t) and GIS(t) simulated by MD in dash lines and the corre-
lation function of a Quasi 2D bulk water slab of thickness of 1.3 nm in solid line [17]. It is
interesting to see that the GII and bulk Q2D curves have a similar (but not at the same po-
sition on the abscissa) small inflection. Although the GII curve is long enough to be Fourrier
Transformed (last value smaller than 1% of the initial value), this is not the case for GIS
curve (last value ≈ 25% of the initial value). MD simulation techniques have some limitations
like the simulation length which also implies poor statistics and the simulation cell sizes. A
more suitable simulation type such as a Monte Carlo simulation could be used. Actually, at
the start of this work, this was known and it was always envisaged that MD would be used
to parameterize another parallel project by a co-worker in the group (PhD of Nick Howlett
[40]) that can reach long simulations times (µs) and longer cell sizes.
Here, because of such a time restriction, it was not possible to generate the spectral density
functions J(ω) and the relaxation times T1 and T2. However, in principle, with long enough
simulations, it could have been done using the BPP theory [11] just like it was done previously
with bulk water in chapter 4 in section 4.2.3. The results are found to be in agreement with
data and can be found in Nick Howlett’s thesis [40].
6.5 To a New Model for the Interpretation of NMR
Relaxometry in Hydrated Porous Silicate Materials
Throughout this work, MD simulations showed Korb’s model unsustainable as the desorption
time τs he used was not supported and nor was the surface hoping time expressed in terms
of a diffusion coefficient. Therefore, Faux developed a new surface relaxation model. The
details of this new model are included in appendix [13] for completeness.
Faux’s new model is a two layer model. This is contrary to Korb’s single layer model.
In figure 6.16, the crystal surface S, where the iron impurities are located, is far from the
first water layer (say L2) by a distance dL2 where water molecules are moving slowly with
a typical time τL2. The second layer is far from the crystal by a distance dBeq where water
molecules are moving fast with a typical time τBeq (here, Beq refers to an equivalent of the
MD4 TL+B). The L1 layer is considered fixed and hence is not taken into account in this
model, which implies the first moving waters are away from the surface.
Figure 6.16: The Faux model considers two layers of water (respectively L2 and Beq) distant from
the surface crystal (respectively by distances dL2 and dBeq with hopping rates (related to the diffusion
coefficient in each of these layers). Adapted from Faux [13]
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There can be exchange between the two water layers which involves a Levy walk as schemat-
ically shown in figures 6.17 and 6.18.
Figure 6.17: This figure represents schematically the behaviour of a water molecule in a porous media:
here, the water trajectory (red solid line) start on the surface layer (ie: L2, purple zone), diffuse slowly
and then goes to a bulk layer (ie: Beq, green zone) and go on diffusing, faster. Paramagnetic iron
ions are represented in the surface by orange balls. This figure was extracted from a presentation by
Peter McDonald.
Figure 6.18: This figure represents schematically the Levy walk a water molecule performs between the
two layers (dark blue plane for the surface layer and light blue plane for the bulk like layer). The three
black and white pictures are extracted from [36] and represent the Korb’s surface process. The dark
blue line is the water trajectory that uses the bulk like layer to jump to another surface position. This
figure was extracted from a presentation by Peter McDonald.
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The main differences between Korb’s single layer model and Faux two layer model can be
listed in table 6.4:
Korb’s single layer model Faux two layer model
Can calculate T1 and T2 thanks to the analysis
of 2D surface diffusion.
Developed an analytic model of T1 and T2 based
on diffusion in two parallel layers.
When a water desorbs, it is removed from the
calculation.
When a water desorbs, it is not removed from
the calculation but can be re-absorbed.
It requires a very long residency time of the or-
der of 10 µs.
There is no residency time problem in the cal-
culation. Critical times are of the order of the
ns.
Paramagnetic iron ions are on the surface. Paramagnetic iron ions are in the surface.
Table 6.4: This table shows the differences between Korb’s single layer and Faux two layer models.
The main similarities between Korb’s single layer model and Faux two layer model can be
listed in table 6.5:
Korb’s single layer model and Faux two layer model
2D transport.
Same number of parameters.
Correctly get T1/T2 ratio.
Table 6.5: This table shows the similarities between Korb’s single layer and Faux two layer models.
The Faux model respects also some experimental data as the ratio T1/T2=0.37±0.3; more-
over, a pore lifetime parameter (that is not required) can be included in this model and would
be consistent with the experimental 5ms pore exchange [36] and [94].
Finally, experimental data were fitted by Korb’s model and the Faux model and Faux’s model
looks more consistent with the experimental data as shown in figure 6.19.
Figure 6.19: Longitudinal relaxation rates T−11 were recorded versus frequency (black squares). These
data were fitted by Korb’s model (dash black line) and the Faux model (solid black line). This figure
is extracted from [13].
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The MD results were used in support of analysis of Faux’s new model. First, the structute of
the different layers such as a quasi static L1 that creates a distance between the crystal and
the mobile water was a key element for the model. In the same way, L2 (low mobility water)
and TL and Bulk (high mobility water) defined the two layer model. Moreover, the water
exchange and hops between L2 and TL showed the influence of the different layers which is
different in Korb’s model. And finally, the diffusion coefficients and desorption times in each
of these layers were important parameters used to define the mobility of water in the model.
6.6 Summary Conclusion
To conclude, MD4 simulation was used to define different water layers in the gel and the
interlayer pores: L1, L2, TL, B and IL. The presence of hydrated calcium ions in this model
plays a significant role in water displacement properties. Indeed, the calcium lattice close
to the surface splits the surface layer into two sub-layers: L1 where water molecules cannot
move easily and L2 where water is freer and can desorb to TL. L1 water can jump to L2 to
diffuse. Actually, L1 and L2 layers are directly associated with the calcium first hydration
shell. The desorption times obtained here are of the order of the ns and the diffusion on the
surface of the order of 10−13 to 10−12 m2/s. Both these results are not consistent with Korb’s
model. Fortunately, those results helped to develop a new two layer model (Faux model) that
is consistent with simulation data and experimental data. Finally, the relaxation times could
not be generated here because the simulation time was too short (and not easily reachable).
However, this was known from the beginning of this work and the main outputs of the MD
simulations were used to feed another project that used Monte Carlo simulations that can
reach longer simulation time and hence generate relaxation times.
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Chapter 7
Temperature Influence and
Activation Energy
The purpose of this chapter is to quantify the influence of temperature on the MD4 system.
The First, a set of bulk water systems at different temperatures is analysed as a benchmark:
diffusion, NMR relaxation time and their activation energies are generated. Then, diffusion
and desorption on MD4 model are investigated and their activation energies are discussed.
Estimates of the correlation functions for MD4 system as function of temperature are shown.
These can be used by others to calibrate temperature dependence for Monte Carlo calculations
for T1 as a function of temperature.
7.1 Influence of Temperature on Bulk Water System
7.1.1 Presentation of the Simulations
The objective is to be as close as possible to experimental data to simulate the NMR and
dynamic properties of bulk water system in a range of temperature from 0◦ to 85◦. A key
parameter is the water density. Takenaka et al. [95] described the variation of water density
in bulk versus temperature by fitting experimental data obtained by the dilatometric method
on this range of temperature. This is described by equation 7.1:
d(T )
dMax
= 1− (T − 277.132)
2(T + 123.035)(T − 240.862)
609628.6(T − 190.027)(T − 242.906) (7.1)
where dMax = 999.973 kg/m
3 = 3.345 × 10−2 Water/A˚3 is the maximum density of water
and T the temperature in K.
In this study, a set of 11 pure bulk SPC/E water systems at different temperatures, containing
214 water molecules each, have been simulated. First, NPT simulations were run in order
to reach a density of water molecules indicated by formula 7.1. Here, as indicated in section
4.1.1, it is useless to run NVT simulations and to vary the number of water molecules in the
system since there is no crystal atom fixed. After equilibration, a NVT simulation was run
for each of the 11 bulk systems for 1 ns. The densities of these 11 bulk water systems can be
seen in figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Water density versus temperature is shown in this graph. The simulation values (black
crosses) seem to decrease faster than the the values obtained by a fit of the experiments [95] (red solid
line). This can be explained by the relatively small number of water molecules and hence the small
simulation cell sizes considered here.
The trend of water density versus temperature for the simulations is the same as what sug-
gested by equation 7.1. Notwithstand, the decrease is faster. This can be explained by a too
small number of water molecules and hence simulation cell size. These values were used for
diffusion and NMR relaxation analysis as shown in the next sections.
7.1.2 Diffusion and Activation Energy
For each of these 11 simulations, the mean square displacement (MSD) of water molecules, or
more precisely the MSD of the water oxygens, was calculated. The diffusion coefficients gen-
erated this way (Dsim) and the experimental values from literature (Dexp) [44] are recorded
in table 7.1.
The diffusion activation energy can be generated using the Arrhenius law presented in chapter
2 section 2.7 and is shown in figure 7.2: the natural logarithm of the diffusion coefficient plot
versus the inverse of temperature (in K). The slope is the activation energy divided by the
gas constant R = 8.31J/(mol.K). Both simulation and experimental values are plotted.
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Temperature [K] Dsim [A˚
2/ns] Dexp [A˚
2/ns]
270 113.51± 0.05 100
280 143.81± 0.02 135
290 184.90± 0.08 175
300 272.41± 0.04 185
310 281.54± 0.04 260
320 359.07± 0.04 330
330 429.56± 0.063 380
340 477.67± 0.08 460
350 526.37± 0.13 520
360 583.11± 0.14 640
370 658.70± 0.09 660
Table 7.1: 11 NVT simulations were used to generate the water mean square displacement and then
to calculate the associated water diffusion coefficients Dsim and its standard error. These diffusion
coefficients were compared with experimental ones Dexp [44]. This yields to the behaviour of water
diffusion versus temperature.
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Figure 7.2: The Arrhenius law can be used to calculate the water diffusion activation energy. The
natural logarithm of diffusion coefficient (simulation in red crosses and experiment in black crosses)
is plotted versus the inverse of temperature in K−1. The slope of the fitting straight line of these data
(red solid line for simulation and black dash line for literature) is the activation energy divided by the
gas constant. As a result, the water diffusion activation energy for the range of temperature 270-370
K found thanks to the 11 bulk water simulations is Edifa,sim = 14.69 ± 0.76 kJ/mol, which is close to
the activation energy from experiment Edifa,exp = 16.08± 0.45 kJ/mol.
The bulk water diffusion activation energy for the simulations is Edifa,sim = 14.69±0.76 kJ/mol
which is close to the measured value Edifa,exp = 16.08±0.45 kJ/mol, a relative difference of 9%.
This suggests that SPC/E potential described in an accurate way the dynamic properties of
water, especially for the diffusion.
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7.1.3 NMR Relaxation Times and Activation Energy
The NMR relaxation time activation energy can also be calculated. For each of the 11
bulk water systems, the process explained in chapter 3 section 3.4.4 is applied: the spin pair
correlation function is calculated and Fourier transformed to get the spectral density function
and then the NMR relaxation times are calculated thanks to equation 2.13. Table 7.2 shows
the different longitudinal relaxation times T1 for each of the 11 temperatures for a frequency
range of [10;100] MHz calculated from MD simulations. It is important to notice that a
significant part of the uncertainty is due to the sensitivity to the local environment due to
the 1
r6
term in the correlation function and also to the long time behavior of the correlation
function that cannot be reached with MD. Despite these aspects, the order of magnitude is
reasonable.
Temperature [K] NMR relaxation time T1 [s]
270 2.69± 0.54
280 3.40± 0.70
290 4.69± 0.73
300 5.63± 0.99
310 6.89± 1.56
320 8.21± 1.59
330 9.55± 1.71
340 11.17± 1.94
350 12.91± 2.46
360 14.48± 2.53
370 16.67± 2.80
Table 7.2: 11 NVT simulations were used to generate the NMR relaxation times T1 (the T2 is the
same for this range of frequency). These results can be used to calculate the NMR relaxation time T1
activation energy.
As for the diffusion coefficient, the Arrhenius law is used here to determine the NMR relax-
ation time T1 activation energy. A plot of the natural logarithm of T1 versus the inverse
of the temperature (in K−1) can be fitted by a straight line whose slope is related to the
activation energy as shown in figure 7.3.
The NMR relaxation time T1 activation energy for the simulations is E
T1
a,sim = 14.89 ± 0.30
kJ/mol whereas from an experimental study by Hindman et al [80] the activation energy is
ET1a,exp = 16.51 ± 0.14 kJ/mol. The magnetudes are similar but the difference between these
two values can be due to errors from the simulation (the far-far component used was the same
for each whereas it can vary with temperature) or from the experiment. Indeed, according
to Hindman, there can be a systematic error with experimental measurements but also some
uncertainties associated with a correction he made for the spin-rotation constitution or even
a possible correction to the inter molecular relaxation contribution arising from changes in
the number density of interacting molecules around the relaxing nucleus.
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Figure 7.3: The Arrhenius law can be used to calculate the NMR relaxation time T1 activation energy.
The natural logarithm of T1 (black crosses for simulation and red crosses for experiment [80]) is
plotted versus the inverse of temperature (in K−1). A straight line fits these data points (black line)
and the slopes are the activation energies divided by the gas constant (black line for simulation and
red line for experiment). As a result, the NMR relaxation time T1 activation energy for the range of
temperature 270-370 K found thanks to the 11 bulk water simulations is ET1a,sim = 14.89± 0.30 kJ/mol
and ET1a,exp = 16.51± 0.14 kJ/mol .
7.2 Influence of Temperature on MD4 Model
In the previous section, the temperature influence on bulk water was analysed. Here, the
temperature influence on NMR spin-lattice relaxation time T1 in MD4 model is analysed.
First, the preparation of the model, sligthly different than for bulk water, is discussed. Then,
the diffusion of different water populations and the surface desorption activation energies
are generated. Finally, the spin pair correlation functions are generated for each of the 11
temperatures.
7.2.1 Model Preparation
NVT simulations were run on the MD4 model at four different temperatures: 293.15, 313.15,
333.15 and 353.15 K (ie: 20, 40, 60 and 80 ◦C). The preparation of MD4 for these four
temperatures is slightly different than what was done for bulk water. The same process used
in chapter 5 for the choice of the model was used here. Since an NPT simulation cannot be
performed because of the fixed atoms, the number of water molecules in the gel had to be
changed in order to reach the required water density: the water density in the gel pore was
adjusted in order to match the 3D bulk water simulation density at the same temperature
since the local environment is important in the calculation of the NMR relaxation times.
Also, the same water to silicon ratio (W/Si=2) was kept in the interlayer.
The different bulk densities were calibrated on the pure bulk water experimental ones [95].
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7.2.2 Diffusion and Activation Energy
For these four simulations, a diffusion analysis was done. Different water populations were
taken into account: {L2>Ω-B>L2}, {TL>TL>TL}, {B>B>B}, {Ω>Ω>Ω} and {IL>IL>IL},
where L1 and L2 stand for the surface layers, TL stands for the transition layer, B stands for
bulk, Ω stands for the whole gel pore (ie: Ω=L1+L2+TL+B) and IL stands for the interlayer
pore (in order to lighten the text, these populations will be written respectively L2, TL, B, Ω
and IL). The water mean square displacement were generated for each of these populations
and diffusion coefficients were calculated in the same way as in chapter 6 section 6.2. Finally,
all the results are presented in table 7.3.
T [K] DL2 [A˚
2/ns] DTL [A˚
2/ns] DB [A˚
2/ns] DΩ [A˚
2/ns] DIL [A˚
2/ns]
293.15 0.85± 0.01 153.8± 0.1 258.8± 0.1 159.5± 0.1 7.61± 0.01
313.15 0.73± 0.01 237.5± 0.1 387.5± 0.1 236.0± 0.1 12.50± 0.01
333.15 1.04± 0.01 317.0± 0.1 500.5± 0.1 292.5± 0.1 24.38± 0.01
353.15 4.03± 0.01 387.3± 0.1 675.8± 0.1 394.8± 0.1 44.85± 0.01
Table 7.3: Four NVT simulations were used to generate different water populations (L2={L2>Ω-
B>L2},TL={TL>TL>TL},B={B>B>B}, Ω={Ω>Ω>Ω} and IL={IL>IL>IL}, where {A>B>C}
means that water molecules start in A, can go to B and are considered in the calculation at time t
if in C) mean square displacement and to calculate the diffusion coefficients associated. They will be
ploted in figure 7.4.
The natural logarithms of these diffusion coefficients can then be plotted versus the inverse of
temperature. Such plots are fitted with a straight line whose slope is related to the activation
energy for that process as suggested by the Arrhenius law. The {B>B>B} activation energy
can be compared to the pure bulk activation energy. All of this can be seen in figure 7.4. L1
is not represented here because only vibration occurs.
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Figure 7.4: The natural logarithm of the diffusion coefficients of the different water populations are
shown here. Crosses and circles represent the simulated values and the solid lines their fits by straight
lines. The color code is as follows: black stands L2, purple for TL and red, just behind the green
curves, for Ω, green for Bulk and blue for IL.
The different activation energies are listed in table 7.4.
Water Population Diffusion Activation Energy [kJ/mol]
L2 20.8± 11.2
TL 13.3± 1.1
Bulk 13.5± 0.6
Ω 12.6± 0.8
IL 25.6± 1.9
Table 7.4: The diffusion activation energies were generated for the five different water populations
(L2,TL,Bulk,Ω and IL) taking into account four temperatures from 293 to 253 K. The date presented
in figure 7.4 were fited by straight lines whose slopes are the activation energies divided by the gaz
constant for each water populations.
A first remark is to see that the TL and the whole gel pore Ω have the same diffusion
behaviour, as if TL was an average of all the other gel water populations. Also, the MD4
bulk diffusion activation energy (13.5 ± 0.6 kJ/mol) is of the same order of the pure bulk
water system activation energy (14.7± 0.8 kJ/mol) with a relative error of 9% which shows
the weak influence of the crystal on the MD4 bulk water molecules behaviour. Finally the
activation energy for L2 is bigger than that for the TL which is close to the Bulk value (one
third more). This is consistent in so much as L2 is more influenced by the crystal than TL
and Bulk and as TL and Bulk have close (same order of magnitude) diffusion coefficients.
7.2.3 Desorption and Activation Energy
The desorption properties also change with temperature. Qualitatively speaking, it is easier
for water to desorb from a surface when the temperature is raised: the crystal fluctuates
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more. Here, only the silicate oxygens are fixed in the simulation, just like the silicon atoms.
The water molecules can acquire sufficient energy to overcome the barrier that otherwise that
traps them on the surface thanks to stronger shocks from other water molecules. Here, the
desorption of three water populations is taken into account: L1 (ie: {L1>SL>L1}), L2 (ie:
{L2>L2+ δ2>L2}) and SL (ie: {SL>SL+ δ2>SL}), where SL=L1+L2 and δ is a water molecule
size (≈ 2.8). As explained in chapter 6, the fact that a water molecule can go away from a
layer by a distance of half a water molecule size is chosen in order to avoid a vibration artifact
caused by the choice of the border.
The desorption times for the four temperatures are listed in table 7.5
T [K] τs,L1 [ns] τs,L2 [ns] τs,SL [ns]
293.15 14.93± 0.15 2.07± 0.08 8.33± 0.06
313.15 10.31± 0.22 0.99± 0.09 6.85± 0.03
333.15 6.29± 0.25 0.65± 0.05 5.18± 0.08
353.15 4.61± 0.21 0.49± 0.06 3.89± 0.04
Table 7.5: 4 NVT simulations were used to generate L1, L2 and SL desorptions and the desorption
times τs are listed here.
The natural logarithms of these desorption times can then be plotted versus the inverse of
temperature. Such plots are fitted with a straight line whose slope is related to the activation
energy as suggested by the Arrhenius law and shown in figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.5: The natural logarithm of the desorption times of the different water populations are shown
here. The dash lines represent the simulated values and the solid lines their fits by straight lines. The
color code is as follows: black stands for L1, red stands for L2 and blue stands for SL=L1+L2.
The different activation energies are listed in table 7.6.
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Surface Layer Desorption Activation Energy [kJ/mol]
L1 16.95± 1.19
L2 21.61± 2.66
SL 10.74± 1.16
Table 7.6: The desorption activation energies were generated for the three different surface water
populations taking into account four temperatures from 293 to 253 K.
It is interesting to notice that these results are not consistent with what could be expected:
it should be more difficult for a L1 water molecule to desorb than for a L2 water molecule.
7.2.4 Correlation Functions
The last analysis that is made here is the correlation function analysis. Unfortunately, con-
trary to the pure bulk system, the simulation time is not big enough to generate accurate
relaxation times over a frequency range which extends to the experimentally accessible regime
and there is no far-far correction to add to the G(t) in this case. However, the correlation
functions can be estimated for the available data. However, no genuinely quantitative analysis
can be made. The four correlation functions are shown in figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: The correlation functions for MD4 model at different temperatures have been generated
(dash lines). The color code is as follows: blue stands for T= 293.15K, green stands for T= 313.15K,
red stands for T= 333.15K and black stands for T= 353.15K.
As shown in figure 7.6, if temperature increases the correlation time decreases (ie: the curve
decreases earlier and faster), which is normal as water molecules are moving faster and the
spin relaxation is faster.
Nevertheless, at the frequency t=0, all the correlation functions start at the same value
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and when t  1 ps, the typical shape of correlation functions, whatever the temperature, is
theoretically ≈ 1t , where t is time. Unfortunately, this cannot be seen here because of the
too small amount of data. Molecular Dynamics technique is not adapted for this purpose.
Nevertheless, MD can be used in order to parameterize a more suitable simulation technique:
Monte Carlo simulations as said in chapter 6.
7.2.5 Experimental NMR Relaxation Times of White Cement Paste
Finally, it can be interesting to speak about the experimental NMR relaxation times. A.
Gajewicz analysed in her thesis [96] the influence of temperature on NMR T1 relaxation time
on white cement paste samples. She recorded the NMR signal and used an inverse Laplace
transform software in order to get the T1 at different temperatures in the range [-20
◦C; 60◦C].
She used a sample at 28 days of hydration and another one at 90 days of hydration. Her
results for the two nanopores are shown in table 7.7:
Pore water T1 AE 28 days [kJ/mol] T1 AE 90 days [kJ/mol]
C-S-H interlayer 3.26± 0.29 3.12± 0.20
C-S-H gel 1.14± 0.10 0.88± 0.20
Table 7.7: The T1 activation energies [AE] for C-S-H interlayer and gel pores water were measured.
The values are shown for a 28 days hydration and a 90 days hydration samples are shown. These
results are extracted from A. Gajewicz thesis [96].
As said in section 6.4, MD simulations cannot reach a long enough time to generate activa-
tion energies for NMR relaxation time T1 using MD4 model. However, thanks to the MD
parameters, a MC simulation could reach a long time to get results that could be compared
to A. Gajevicz’s data. This is a milestone for a continuation of N. Howlett’s Monte Carlo
project.
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Chapter 8
Water Exchange between the
Interlayer and the Gel Pores
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the exchange of water between the two nanopores.
Monteilhet [94] suggests an exchange time of the order of 5 ms. This number looks too big for
the nanoscale. To quantify this typical exchange time, a desorption analysis of the interlayer
pore is performed on a MD model based on MD4 where the interlayer and the gel pores are
connected. The desorption curve generated this way is fitted and a desorption time can be
found. Another analysis based on the diffusion coefficient of water molecules in the interlayer
can be carried on. Finally, four hypotheses about what could happen at the edge of the
interlayer are presented.
8.1 Gel-Interlayer Exchange Model
The gel-interlayer exchange model that is discussed here is based on the previous MD4 model
with the same basic crystal stucture using the same interaction potentials (SPC/E water and
CLAY FF). First, all the water molecules were removed. Then, the size of the gel pore was
reduced to reach the interlayer size (ie: from ≈3.5 nm to ≈1 nm). As a result, there were
only two interlayer pores. The size of these interlayer pores was set to ≈5.5 nm. This model
gel pore was placed on the y axis in the continuation of the two interlayers, which allows
exchange. The size of this gel pore was set to the same size of the MD4 model gel pore: ≈3.5
nm. Finally, the interlayer and the gel pores were filled with water molecules in the same
way as for MD4: the water to silicon ratio in the interlayer was set to 2 (W/Si=2) and an
approximated number of water molecules was placed in the gel pore in order to reach a bulk
density in the bulk zone of 1 kg/dm3 as explained in section 5.2.2 in chapter 5. The model is
shown in figure 8.1. The ILE and ILC notation is introduced in this figure and will be used
in the next section.
A NVT simulation was run and the number of water molecules was adjusted in the gel
bulk zone because of the exchange of water molecules between the gel and the interlayer
pores. This model is composed of 4983 atoms. Also, as for MD4, the silicon atoms were
fixed. The border between the interlayer and the gel is not well known. In this model, the
crystal layer was just cut in such a way that the silicate dimers were not destroyed.
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Once the model stabilised, a NVT simulation of 20 ns was run. The simulation tempera-
ture was set to T = 300K thanks to a Berendsen thermostat. The other input parameters
are the same ones as in MD4 simulations: the simulation timestep was 0.001 ps, the shake
algorithm and the quaternion algorithm were used with a tolerance of 10−5. The Ewald sum-
mation was also used even if the system was not charged balanced which can be the source
of some errors. The cutoff distance was set to 8A˚.
Figure 8.1: This model is composed of two interlayer pores (whose length is ≈5.5 nm) connected with
a gel pore (whose length is ≈3.5 nm). The connections allow exchange between the two pores. The
color code is as for MD4 model: yellow (silicon) and red (silicon oxygen) chains stand for the silica
dimer chains, white (water hydrogen) and red (water oxygen) triangles stand for water molecules and
blue balls stand for calcium ions. The interlayer is split into three parts: two interlayer border zones
(ILE) and one interlayer center zone ILC .
8.2 Desorption, Exchange Time and Tortuosity
8.2.1 Interlayer Desorption
Once the simulation finished, a desorption analysis on different water populations was per-
formed. Such curves were averaged over 50 initial times, each of them separated by a time
interval of 100 ps. Each curve is fitted by a two exponential function since one can see two
water populations in the interlayer: the surface one and the bulk one.
The main desorption curve is the {IL>IL>IL} that corresponds to the water molecules that
were in the interlayer pore at time t = 0 and never moved away from it. The number
of these waters is plotted in figure 8.2. This curve was fitted by an exponential function:
fit(t) = 105.72e−
t
4.94 + 429.25 waters, where the desorption time is τ = 4.94± 0.02 ns. This
fit used a two exponential function and the second decaying time was of the order of 10100
ns, which implies either that there was not enough data to fit the decay of water molecules
either that 429 water molecules stay in the interlayer and never exchange. A 2D diffusion
analysis will show in the next section that this offset is an artifact due to the small amount
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of data.
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Figure 8.2: The desorption analysis of the {IL>IL>IL} set of water molecules is performed. This
yields to a decaying curve (black crosses) that is fitted by an exponential function (black line) with a
decaying time τ = 4.94±0.02 ns and an offset of 429 water molecules (ie: fit(t) = 105.72e− t4.94 +429.25
waters).
A more detailed analysis looking at the water molecules in the interlayer center region (that
can directly exchange with gel) and in the interlayer edge region is performed. These regions
were defined in figure 8.1. Each of the three regions (one ILC and two ILE) has approximately
the same amount of water which is ≈180 water molecules.
The {ILC>ILC>ILC} and {ILC>IL>ILC} population desorptions are shown in figure 8.3.
The {ILC>IL>ILC} population does only decay after a time of ≈ 7 ns, which is consistent
since the water molecules that moved to the ILE need some time to reach the border between
the gel and the interlayer. This is not the case for the {ILC>ILC>ILC} population which
is fitted with a two exponential fit(t) = 80.34e−
t
9.52 + 92.71 waters. The offset was actually
the prefactor of an exponential with a decaying time of the order of 10100 ns like with the
{IL > IL > IL} water population. The same 2D diffusion analysis will explain this in the
next section.
The {ILE>IL>ILE} and {ILE>ILE>ILE} population desorptions are shown in figure 8.4.
The {ILE>ILE>ILE} decays faster than the {ILE>IL>ILE} since the second one allows
water to go to the ILC region. The first one is fitted by a two exponential function fit(t) =
69.84e−t/3.27 + 102.57e−t/49.09 waters and the second one is also fitted by a two exponential
function fit(t) = 49.7e−t/4.32 + 125.91 waters where the second decaying time is of the order
of 10100 ns.
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Figure 8.3: The desorption analysis of the {ILC>IL>ILC} (red crosses) and {ILC>ILC>ILC} (black
crosses) set of water molecules is carried out. The first one does not decay in the analysis time range
since a water molecule in the center of the interlayer needs ≈ 7 ns to reach the gel. The second one is
fitted (black line) by an exponential fit(t) = 80.34e−
t
9.52 + 92.71 waters.
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Figure 8.4: The desorption analysis of the {ILE>IL>ILE} (red crosses) and {ILE>ILE>ILE} (black
crosses) set of water molecules is performed. The first one is fitted (red line) by fit(t) = 49.7e−t/4.32+
125.91 waters and the second one is fitted (black line) by fit(t) = 69.84e−t/3.27+102.57e−t/49.09 waters.
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Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show there is exchange between the three arbitrary defined zones and
that water needs time to move away from the interlayer, either by the left side either by the
right side. The desorption from these ”sub zones” uses the other ”sub zones”, which increases
the time necessary for desorption. Each of these curves has two behavours shown in table
8.1: a fast decay that corresponds to a decaying time in the range of [0; 10] ns, and a slow
decaying time bigger than 40 ns (mathematically up to infinity according to the presence of
an offset in the fits). The slow decaying time is a problem since the amount of data used
for this analysis is not big enough to assert such a time. However, a diffusion analysis in the
interlayer is a key element to give more information about this long time.
Water population Fast desorption time ∈ [0,10] [ns] Slow desorption time 40 [ns]
{ILC>ILC>ILC} 9.5
{ILC>IL>ILC} - yes
{ILE>ILE>ILE} 3.3 49.1
{ILE>IL>ILE} 4.32
Table 8.1: The slow and fast desorption times of the four water populations {ILC>ILC>ILC},
{ILC>IL>ILC}, {ILE>ILE>ILE} and {ILE>IL>ILE} are shown in this table. When existing ac-
cording to the analysis, the fast decaying time is in the range of [0,10] ns whereas nothing can be said
about the slow decaying time but it is bigger than 40 ns.
8.2.2 Interlayer Diffusion versus Long Desorption Times
In chapter 6 section 6.2.5, the diffusion coefficient of water in the interlayer was calculated
and was found to be DIL = 9.44 ± 0.01 × 10−11m2/s. Thanks to this, an estimation of the
time necessary for a water molecule in the middle of the interlayer pore (ie: ILC) to reach
the gel pore is calculated. This water molecule has to move a minimum distance of half the
size of the interlayer size2 =
5.5
2 = 2.75 nm. Hence, according to the one dimension diffusion
coefficient equation (in the in the y direction according to figure 8.1):
τ ≈ size
2
8D
= 72.8 ns (8.1)
Hence, the time a water molecule in the middle of the interlayer pore needs to desorb to the
gel pore is at least 72.8 ns. Indeed, here, only the shortest distance was considered (ie: the
water molecule can also move along the x direction in the interlayer pore). This time agrees
the criteria of a long desorption time bigger than 40 ns from the desorption analysis and is
≈69000 times smaller than Monteilhet’s exchange time.
Moreover, figure 6.9 in chapter 6 section 6.2.5 shows that water molecules in the inter-
layer do not stay fixed on the surface. Hence, the long desorption time is finite, and the
fast exchange between the surface and the middle of the interlayer pore (in the z direction)
is a key element here: all the interlayer water molecules diffuse with a diffusion coefficient
DIL = 9.44± 0.01× 10−11m2/s.
The diffusion equation can be used in a different way to see what would be the typical
distance l that a water molecule in the interlayer should travel for a typical desorption time
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of τexp = 5 ms:
l
2
= (2Dτexp)
1/2 = 9.72× 10−7 m or l = 1943 nm (8.2)
This size is 350 times bigger than the expected size of the interlayer. A number of hypotheses
about the interlayer connections, presented in the next section, can explain such a long
desorption time with an interlayer size of ≈ 5.5 nm.
8.2.3 Possible Water Behaviour in the Interlayer
Four different hypotheses about the connection between the interlayer and the gel pores are
presented in this section. They could explain the long residency time in the interlayer.
Interlayer Edge Diffusion
A first hypothesis is about the diffusion about the interlayer edge. It is certainly too simple
to consider the diffusion coefficient is constant in the interlayer. Indeed, in chapter 6, the
diffusion analysis was performed on an infinite interlayer. However, in real life, the gel and
the interlayer pores are connected and the behaviour of water molecules around the border
is not straightforward. Figure 8.5 suggests such a behaviour.
Figure 8.5: The desorption coefficient in the interlayer is not the same everywhere because of the
exchange between the interlayer and the gel pore. A simple idea is to consider the gel influence is not
limited to the edge of the interlayer.
Obstructed Interlayer Pore End
A second hypothesis is about the obstruction of the interlayer ends. Indeed, since there is
no dominant directions for the interlayer axes, some can touch each other with an angle.
This angle can influence on the exchange between the interlayer and the gel because of the
opening of the connection but also because of the interaction between water molecules that
try to reach the gel pore and the obstructing surface. Figure 8.6 shows such a possible layout
of the different interlayers.
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Figure 8.6: The desorption of the interlayer water molecules can be disturbed by the presence of other
crystal layers obstructing the end of the interlayer. In this figure, red lines represent the crystal layers,
black crosses mean water exchange is difficult whereas green double arrows show easier exchange zones.
This hypothesis is interesting because connections between the different pores is looking like
the Feldman and Sereda’s model (chapter 1 section 1.3.2).
Chemical Boundary at the Interlayer End
A Third hypothesis is the presence of chemical boundaries at the interlayer pores ends. Since
the chemical structure used in this study is just a model and is not totally known, the actual
chemical composition at the end of the interlayer can have a significant effect on the water
transport properties around this region. The exchange between the two nanopores could then
be influenced and a long desorption time would characterize this exchange.
Figure 8.7: The desorption of the interlayer water molecules can be disturbed by the chemical compo-
sition of the end of the interlayer pore. However, the actual chemical structure of such a system is
not well known. The red lines represent the crystal layers and the warning triangles at the ends of the
interlayers suggest an unknown structure.
Interlayer Collapsing at the End
A last hypothesis discussed here is the collapse of some interlayer pores ends. For instance, if
some calcium ions escape the interlayer pores, then the stability of the pore could be affected
and the two crystal layers that form the interlayer could merge or at least be closer and closer
from each other which would imply a more difficult exchange of water molecules between the
two nanopores. Fully closed pores in another possibility.
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Figure 8.8: The desorption of the interlayer water molecules can be disturbed by the collapse of the
crystal layers that create the interlayer pore. The black arrows represent such collapses at different
places of the model that would reduce the water exchange and the green double arrows represent an
easier exchange where there is no layer collapse.
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Chapter 9
Discussion And Further Work
It has been shown in this thesis that Molecular Dynamics simulations of cement analogues
can provide a good amount of insight about water transport properties and 1H NMR relax-
ometry in cement pastes at the nanoscale. This work also helped to build Faux’s new two
layers model that interprets in a better way the NMR experimental data than Korb’s single
layer model [12, 13].
This work first focused on a 3D bulk water system interacting thanks to SPC/E poten-
tial [70] in order to benchmark the methods used to analyse transport properties and NMR
relaxation. The diffusion coefficient at 300 K generated thanks to this simulation was close
to the experimental one (D3D bulk,sim=2.66 ×10−9 m2/s and D3D bulk,exp=2.597 ×10−9 m2/s)
[77]. In the same way, a 1H NMR relaxation analysis was performed based on the BPP theory
[11, 29, 32, 33]. The simulated correlation function G(t) had the same characteristics of the
experimental and theoretical ones. It was Fourrier transformed to get the spectral density
function J(ω) and the NMR relaxation times T1,2 that were of the same order of magnitude
of the experimental ones (T1,sim=5.0s and T1,exp=3.8s) [80]. The differences between the
simulated and experimental values were due in part to the size of the system [78, 79].
This study then focused on the C-S-H nanostructure models. Feldman and Sereda’s C-
S-H morphology [20, 21] suggested a set of highly connected silica layers surrounding by
calcium ions and water filling the two nanopores, the interlayer and the gel pores, created
by the layer lattice. This morphology and experimental data such as the Qn analysis were
used by chemists to build atomistic configurations of C-S-H analogues [9, 81]. A set of 13
C-S-H analogues MD simulations based on SiO2 α-quartz crystal, tobermorite 11 A˚ and
modified tobermorite 14 A˚ was selected and tested [87, 89, 90]. These models used either
CLAY FF+SPC/E potentials [69, 70] or modified Freeman+TIP4P potentials [71]. The MD4
model emerged as the reference from this selection. This model is based on a modified tober-
morite 14A˚ (the bridging silica tetrahedra replaced by calcium ions) where the crystal layers
form two nanopores: the gel pore (size=3.5nm) and the interlayer pore (size=1nm) filled by
water [8] (densityGel=1 kg/L; Water/Siinterlayer=2) [81]. It is important to notice that the
CLAY FF potential used for MD4 was not designed for this structure but was the best one
available. Analyses of water transport properties and 1H NMR relaxometry were performed.
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Five different water populations, four in the gel pore and one in the interlayer pore, were
defined in this model thanks to a water density profile. The gel pore is composed of bulk
water in the middle B, two surfaces layers L1 and L2 and a transition layer TL between L2
and L1. This 4 layers structure is very different from the common idea of a composition
of only one water surface layer and one bulk water layer. The interlayer pore is a kind of
small gel pore (a size of 1 nm compared to the 3.5 nm for gel pore) and is composed of
two sub-populations: the center and the surface water populations. However, since the ex-
change between these two sub-populations is fast on the MD simulation timescale, only one
interlayer population IL is considered for this study. The gel bulk has the same properties
as the 3D bulk system which is the reason of its name (D300KMD4,bulk=2.96 ×10−9 m2/s and
D300K3D bulk=2.66 ×10−9 m2/s). The TL has very similar properties as bulk but the influence of
the crystal can still be detected (D300KMD4,TL=1.42 ×10−9 m2/s). Finally, the L1 and L2 layers
are separated by calcium ions and have very different transport properties: the L1 water
molecules are bound to the crystal matrix and do not really move on the simulation timescale
(D300KMD4,L1=1.98 ×10−13 m2/s) whereas the L2 are more free (D300KMD4,L2=6.01 ×10−12 m2/s).
The diffusion coefficient between L2 and TL or B are very different (3 orders of magnitude).
However, these gel populations are not closed systems (which is the case for IL in MD4 or
bulk and surface in Korb’s model). A water molecule can move from L2 to TL and more
precisely, it can use TL to do a hop and go back to L2, which is important for diffusivity.
Desorption analyses were performed on the different layers to quantify these exchange times
and the desorption from the surface layers did not reach the value obtained by the analysis
of NMR experimental data with Korb’s model which is at least 3 orders of magnitude longer
than an MD simulations exchange time (τ300KL1 1 to 10 ns, τ
300K
L1 0.1 to 1 ns and τKorb 13
µs ≈ 103τ300KL1 ). The gel layer properties analyses helped to build Faux’s new model which
considers two layers of water that can exchange: a low mobility layer (L2) that is shifted away
from the crystal (because of the L1 quasi fixed water molecules) and a high mobility layer
(a mix of TL and B). This new model is parameterized by MD outputs (diffusion coefficient
and exchange time) and can interpret NMR data in a better way and respects experimental
results [13].
The 1H NMR relaxation analysis could only be partially performed. The role of the Fe3+
impurities in the crystal layer is important and is considered in the unlike spin correlation
function part GIS . Contrary to the like spin correlation function GII which can be Fourier
transformed, there is not enough data to Fourrier transform the GIS function, and then,
not enough data for the total correlation function G=GII+GIS . The MD technique is not
adapted to reach a time long enough to evaluate fully GIS .
The influence of the temperature was also studied. A set of 11 3D bulk water systems
at different temperatures T∈ [270; 300] K were simulated. The diffusion coefficients and
1H NMR relaxation times were generated and the associated activation energies were calcu-
lated, compared to and of the same order of the literature data (Edifa,sim 3D bulk=14.69 kJ/mol,
Edifa,exp 3D bulk=16.08 kJ/mol, E
T1
a,sim 3D bulk=14.89 kJ/mol and E
T1
a,exp 3D bulk=16.51 kJ/mol)
[44]. A set of four MD4 systems at 293.15, 313.15, 333.15 and 353.15 K were simulated.
The diffusion coefficients and desorption times of each layer were calculated and activation
energies for both were generated. The activation energy for the 1H NMR relaxation times
could not be calculated because of a lack of data (MD simulations roughtly reached tens of
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nanoseconds).
A final analysis was to look at the exchange between the interlayer and gel pores. Mon-
teillhet found an exchange time of the order of 10−4 s [94]. Another model based on MD4
was build and allowed water exchange between the interlayer and the gel pores. The length
of the interlayer was set to 5.5 nm as suggested by the litterature. An exchange time in
the range of [10−8; 10−7] s was found, which is at least 3 orders of magnitude faster than
Monteillhet’s expectations. However, this MD model may not represent in a good way what
is happening at the end of the interlayer.
Finally, even if these MD simulations helped to understand in a better way the water trans-
port properties in cement pastes at the nanoscale, it is clear that they are limited by the
available knowledge about the C-S-H nanostructure. Actually, the model of such a structure
is the subject of widespread discussions in the cement community. The MD4 model is recent.
There is no potential defined for this structure: CLAY FF and Freeman potentials are de-
signed for close structures but not for MD4. A more detailed potential could be created for
such a modified tobermorite 14 A˚ structure. Also, more work should be done on the behavour
of water at the border between the interlayer and the gel pore. Four hypotheses presented
in this work can be analysed more deeply in the future. It has also been shown that even if
the MD method is good to look at the details of water displacement in cement analogues, it
is highly limited by the simulation time. Monte Carlo simulations can be parameterized by
MD to reach longer times and generate for instance the 1H NMR relaxation times for MD4
and its activation energy [40].
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